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1. Introduction

The notion of ‘child’ marriage dates as far back as the institution of marriage itself. It is prevalent across the world in various capacities, and is evidently more ingrained in some cultures and regions than others. Although child marriage affects both boys and girls, research shows it disproportionately affects girls. Over the past few decades, the international community has attempted to come together in order to address this issue of child marriage, with an emphasis on human rights. Particular attention has been given to women’s and children’s rights, and this has resulted in the creation and implementation of various initiatives to eradicate what was once a normal practice, but is now a human rights violation. The focus on ending child marriage has been met with mixed reception in various regions and continents. This report attempts to map the history of global responses to eradicate child marriage. However, child marriage is not an isolated issue, as it often encompasses early and forced marriages, though the terms are not always interchangeable. This report will distinguish between child, early and forced marriages (CEFM) when possible, and when various national, regional and international initiatives have attempted to differentiate between them.

Section 2 of this report will attempt to define ‘child’, ‘early’ and ‘forced’ marriages from an international perspective to understand how their differences are used in literature regarding this phenomenon.

Section 3 and 4 will briefly discuss why the wider international community believes that CEFM must be eradicated. Secondly, the effects of CEFM such as physical and mental health effects, as well as future employment, education and welfare prospects will be discussed here.

Section 5 will discuss the hard and soft law responses to CEFM created and implemented by the United Nations (UN). These instruments have explicitly and implicitly prohibited CEFM within the jurisdiction of State Parties. Although these responses have included a multi-sectorial approach, it will be shown that both hard and soft law instruments have responded to the phenomenon of CEFM as a human rights violation. This is evident through the focus on the right to equality and non-discrimination, to free expression, to education and employment and to health. This section will adopt a chronological approach to show the development of these responses and how they stem from a human rights perspective. It will also review the development in terminology the UN uses when addressing CEFM.

Section 6 of this report will consider the responses to CEFM undertaken by International Organisations other than the UN. The specific organisations in focus in this section are United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), The American Jewish World Service, Girls Not Brides, Save the Children and Humanium. This section offers a brief background of each organisation and chronologically reviews UNICEF’s responses to CEFM spanning from 1995 to the current responses. Due to the lack of information on the development of the other organisations’ initiatives, the current responses will be reviewed in light of their different approaches. It will be noted where these organisations use individual aspects of CEFM definition and why their preferred aspect is used. Each organisation’s understanding of CEFM is also examined followed by a discussion of how their understanding affects their approaches.
Section 7 will be divided into four parts, highlighting how CEFM has been addressed in four regions of the world. These are: Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, Central and Southern Africa and the Western region.

Each part will first delve into an overview of the extent of the problem in the respective region, before briefly discussing the history and development of CEFM up until now. Secondly, a chronological structure of both UN Conventions and regional responses to CEFM will be discussed. Finally, three case studies on countries with low, mid and high prevalence of CEFM in the region will be analysed, in order to compare the initiatives at different functional levels, being UN, Government and NGO’s.

Section 8 will discuss areas for further research that have been discovered over the course of research for this report and addressing some of the concerns pertaining to CEFM moving forward.

Section 9 will conclude the report with a brief summary of each section, bringing out the key issues with CEFM globally and the need for further initiatives to attempt to combat the issue.
2. Definitions

One of the complexities is defining what constitutes CEFM, as clear definitions for ‘child’, ‘early’ and ‘forced’ are required in order to identify and combat the issue. Although the UN has provided definitions on CEFM, they are not universally accepted by the international community.

Civil society raises issues regarding referring to this practice as ‘marriage’ as girls and boys involved are often too young, and do not provide free and informed consent. Critics highlight the criminal nature of CEFM and contend that by referring to it as ‘marriage’, the international community is allowing these cultural manipulations to be accepted. Instead, some prefer the term ‘union’ or ‘contractual relationship.’

Whilst noting the issues and referring to this union as ‘marriage,’ this report will use this terminology as it is what is used by the international community and international organisations such as the UN.

The UN High Commissioner of Human Rights provided definitions for CEFM.3

Firstly, ‘child marriage’ is a marriage in which at least one of the parties is a child.4 Based on the Convention of the Rights of the Child, a child is ‘every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.’5

**Early marriage** refers to ‘marriages involving a person aged below 18 in countries where the age of majority is attained earlier or upon marriage.’6 Early marriage can also include spouses that are older than 18 but are unable to consent to marriage due to factors such as ‘their level of physical, emotional, sexual and psychosocial development, or a lack of information regarding the person’s life options.’7 Therefore, the term ‘early marriage’ is sometimes used to denote marriages happening later than age 18 but before a nation’s legal of marriage, which in some cases is 20 without parental consent, or 21 for males.8 Hence, based on the above factors there is no objective standard to measuring early marriage nor is it easy to define on an international level. Some countries such as Qatar have noted the imprecise meaning of ‘early marriage.’ They no longer use the term and instead solely focus on ‘child’ and ‘forced’ marriage. This is similarly reflected in the CEDAW Working Group which also does not use the term ‘early marriage.’

---

2 Ibid.
4 Ibid [4].
7 Ibid.
**Forced marriage** ‘is any marriage which occurs without the full and free consent of one or both parties and/or where one or both parties is/are unable to end or leave the marriage, including as a result of duress or intense social or family pressure.’\(^9\) Forced marriages also include parties that are younger than 18 and older than 18, but have a specific focus on the inability of an individual to have full and free consent to enter the marriage. Whilst acknowledging there are many forms of forced marriage, this report will focus on forced marriage that involves children.

Although these terms overlap, there are important differences that makes it difficult to use them interchangeably.

In terms of terminology, when referring to these issues generally, the report will use the term ‘CEFM.’ When referring to specific aspects of the issue, the report will expressly state the aspect (i.e. ‘child marriage’, forced marriage etc.). There will also be a predominant focus on the issue of ‘child marriage’ as this is a subjective measurable term and also because the majority of responses to CEFM and literature on CEFM refer to ‘child marriage.’

---

3. CEFM: Why Should We Care?

CEFM has become a global phenomenon that has received an increasing amount of international attention. It is difficult to explain precisely why and how CEFM has emerged as an international issue, especially due to its multi-religious and multi-sectoral nature.

As the international community has become increasingly interconnected and interdependent, the relevance of human rights and their capacity to inspire has increased, making the world more human rights-orientated. Several well-recognised human rights such as the right to freedom from torture, the prohibition on slavery and on racial discrimination have been integrated into customary international law, demonstrating the world’s increasingly uniform acceptance of human rights. As women (in particular the girl-child) represent some of the most systematically disadvantaged and vulnerable groups worldwide, it is no surprise that gendered issues such as CEFM have taken the forefront in recent human rights discourse.

This focus been recognised and acted upon by a number of important bodies in the human rights sphere. In particular, the negative impact of CEFM on the health, education and future prospects of the parties involved has been discussed. Specifically regarding children, the CRC Committee has recognised that the negative impact that child marriage has on the health, education and social development of children requires concrete and urgent steps by its State Parties to combat child marriage. Further, for many years, ICESCR’s Human Rights Council stipulated that the practice of early marriage negatively impacts the “health, education and work” of those involved.

Furthermore, the continuation of CEFM is considered to hinder the achievement of the 2030 SDGs, a number of which address the disadvantages faced by the girl-child. The inclusion of CEFM in SDG is both the outcome of a global recognition as well by itself an important recognition of the gravity of the issue.

It is widely accepted that an early marriage not only robs girls of their childhood, but also affects their access to education and development opportunities. The domestication of young girls results in their planned and expected roles within their household and communities not requiring intensive education, thus limiting the need to educate girls in child marriages. This is compounded by a restriction in opportunities afforded to girls in the minimal education that they do receive as boys are often favoured by the time, focus and opportunities. In addition to this, a significant issue with CEFM is the power imbalance existing when a girl child is married off to a mature, older and physically imposing male.

The girl-child in a child marriage is expected to get quickly pregnant, thus making early pregnancy a common and detrimental effect of CEFM. Early pregnancy is particularly

---

10 United Nations Millennium Declaration, GA Res 55/2, UN GAOR, 55th sess, 8th mtg, Agenda Item 60(b), UN Doc A/RES/55/2 (18 September 2000) Preamble para 3.
11 Ibid.
harmful as it not only poses a risk to the child bride herself but also to the child she is carrying.

Child brides often have the highest rates of early birth, infant and maternal mortality.\textsuperscript{16} This damages not only a girl’s physical health through physical abuse and the transmission of sexually transmitted infections,\textsuperscript{17} but can also cause emotional harm due to the lack of independence, autonomy and involvement in familial decision making.\textsuperscript{18} The harmful effects of CEFM are certainly not limited to the above, and the cycle of harm will continue to perpetuate if this practice is not curbed, and eventually ended entirely.


\textsuperscript{18} Ibid 19.
4. Effects of CEFM

CEFM has both positive and negative effects. These range from physical and mental disabilities to a lost opportunity for education and life prospects. Specifically, the consequences of education and life prospects, physical health and mental health will be discussed.

4.1. Education

Girls who marry are not only denied their childhood, but they are often socially isolated, cut off from their family, friends with limited opportunities for education and employment. In the United States of America, 50% of girls who marry prior to the age 19 are more likely to drop out of school and college, earn low wages and live in poverty while brides in other regions such as the Middle East and Southeast Asia are more likely to have never attended an education institution and are much more likely to not return to any formal education and vocational training. Brides in lower socio-economic societies are more likely to be dependent on their husbands for economic stability and maintenance.

4.2. Poor Maternal and Infant Health Outcomes

Child brides are often unable to effectively negotiate safer sex, leaving themselves vulnerable to sexually transmitted infections, along with early pregnancy. Child brides are more likely to contract HIV due to unprotected sex as they have less control in negotiating condom use or refusing sex with their partners than their adult female counterparts.

Additionally, as these young brides are children they are highly vulnerable to all forms of abuse. Studies in India found that young women who married before the age of 18 were twice as likely to report being beaten, slapped or threatened by their husbands than girls who were married at an older age. They were three times as likely to report being forced to have sex without their consent and they regularly face domestic violence if they fail to meet household and sexual demands and expectations.

---

22 Ibid.
During pregnancy, child brides are less likely to receive medical care during pregnancy than women who were married as adults.\textsuperscript{27} Women who were married after the age of 18 were four times as more likely to receive adequate health care during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{28}

In Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Nepal and Niger, women who married as adults were at least twice as likely to have delivered their most recent baby in a health facility compared to women who married before the age of 15.\textsuperscript{29} Early pregnancy places both the mother and the infant in danger of disease and death during childbirth.

In other regions, child marriage is associated with unwanted pregnancies, pregnancy termination, malnutrition in offspring and higher rates of death resulting from childbirth.\textsuperscript{30}

\section*{4.3. Mental Health}

Depression and suicide are common amongst child brides.\textsuperscript{31} Many brides in Bangladesh reported forced social isolation and limited access to support networks such as family, friends and community, where they are left alone to cope with the physical and emotional challenges of marriage.\textsuperscript{32}

A 2011 study demonstrated that child marriage in the US was significantly associated with all mental disorders except pathological gambling and histrionic and dependent personality disorders.\textsuperscript{33} Women who married as children were three times as high risk of developing antisocial personality disorder than women who married as adults.\textsuperscript{34} Other prevalent disorders include major depressive disorder, nicotine dependence and specific phobias.\textsuperscript{35}

Furthermore, research in Afghanistan revealed that 2,400 women commit self-immolation every year with child and forced marriage, sexual and domestic violence as the key causes.\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{28} Ibid.
\bibitem{29} Ibid.
\bibitem{31} Ibid.
\bibitem{34} Ibid.
\bibitem{35} Unchained at Last, \textit{Devastating Consequences} Unchained At Last <http://www.unchainedatlast.org/laws-to-end-child-marriage/>.
\end{thebibliography}
5. Responses to the Phenomenon: United Nations

5.1. Introduction

The UN has strongly responded to CEFM through the implementation of hard and soft law instruments. In particular, the international community has created and implemented hard law instruments that explicitly and implicitly prohibit the legality of CEFM within the jurisdiction of State Parties. These hard law instruments have taken various approaches in their prohibition. Some have approached the issue through the lens of capacity, focusing on consent, whilst others have addressed CEFM as a deprivation of various rights, and within this as a specific violation of the right to equality and non-discrimination, to free expression, to education and employment and to health. The significance of this emphasis on human rights will be discussed. As will be shown, each instrument condemns the practice of CEFM and requires State Parties to actively combat it within their jurisdictions, conferring obligations on States regarding the practice’s abolition and enforcement. In reviewing the response within these instruments this section will adopt a chronological approach. It will first start by discussing the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices (‘the Supplementary Convention’), and will continue by examining the Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriage (‘Convention on Consent to Marriage’). The approach taken by the 1976 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (‘ICCPR’) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (‘ICESCR’) will then be discussed. This section will then examine the approach taken in both the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (‘CEDAW’) and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (‘CAT’). The approach taken by the Convention on the Rights of the Child (‘CRC’) and the International Labour Organisation’s Convention 182 on the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour (‘ILO Convention 182’) will be discussed.

The General Assembly (GA) and its subsidiary, the Human Rights Council (HRC) have responded to CEFM through creating resolutions that explicitly address the causes and

37 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices, opened for signature 7 September 1956, 286 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957).
39 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976) (‘ICCPR’).
42 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85 (entered into force 26 June 1987).
44 International Labour Organisation, Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour, 87th sess, UN Doc C 182 (19 November 2000).
consequences of this issue. These resolutions have developed since their inception through amending resolutions annually or biennially and have adopted various approaches including human rights, health, education and law to respond to this multi-sectoral issue. There are many GA and HRC resolutions that address the causes and consequences of CEFM such as poverty, lack of education and gender inequality. However, this section will deal specifically with soft law instruments that specifically deal with CEFM as an issue.

This section will first discuss the approaches taken by the Vienna Declaration and Beijing Declarations, which were endorsed by the GA. These principles and approaches were subsequently transposed into GA and HRC resolutions, such as The Girl Child, CEFM and Strengthening Efforts to Prevent and Eliminate CEFM. In addition, CEFM has been recognised in other GA resolutions such as its inclusion in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and using child marriage as the theme for the first international day of the girl child. Although the approaches are interrelated, the initiatives implemented by the soft law instruments will be reviewed chronologically and categorised based on their approach to show the different approaches and how they have developed.

### 5.2. Hard Law Responses

#### 5.2.1. What are the Approaches?

##### 5.2.1.1. The Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices

The *Supplementary Convention* entered into force in 1957. Article 1(c)(a) explicitly prohibits “any institution or practice whereby: a woman, without the right to refuse, is promised or given in marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind”, therefore prohibiting forced marriage of any kind, including child marriage.

---

50 *Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development*, GA Res 70/1, UN GAOR, 70th sess, 4th mtg, Agenda Items 15 and 116, UN Doc A/RES/70/1, (21 October 2015), 18 [5.3].
52 *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices*, opened for signature 7 September 1956, 266 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957) (*Supplementary Convention*).
53 *Supplementary Convention* art 1(c)(a).
In addition to this explicit prohibition, article 1 of the *Supplementary Convention* equates forced marriage with slavery, requiring State Parties to take “all practicable and necessary legislative and other measures to bring about … the complete abolition or abandonment” of practices including forced marriage, as stated in article 1(c)(a). This requirement sets a threshold for the responsibility of State Parties that is both strong and pragmatic. The requirement that Parties take all “practicable” measures constitutes a low, presumably pragmatic threshold as Parties are able to claim that they took only the convenient, or ‘practicable’ measures. However, the second limb of the requirement, that State Parties take all “necessary” measures, places a stronger obligation on Parties. Compliance with this requires Parties to undergo analysis of both the practice itself and the needs required to ensure effective prohibition.

Thus, with the entry into force of the *Supplementary Convention*, the international community saw an early move to explicitly prohibit the practice of forced marriage, and to place a strong obligation on State Parties to completely abolish the practice.

### 5.2.1.2. The Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriage

In 1964, the *Convention on the Consent to Marriage* entered into force. Like the *Supplementary Convention*, the *Convention on Consent to Marriage* explicitly prohibits CEFM. The Convention’s Preamble requires that State Parties “should take all appropriate measures” in eliminating customs and traditional laws relating to marriage and the family that would result in the deprivation of “complete freedom in the choice of a spouse.” It specifically notes that State Parties should take such measures to eliminate “completely child marriages and the betrothal of young girls before the age of puberty” and as a result should establish “appropriate penalties where necessary.” This Convention does not specify a minimum age by which to define ‘child marriage’ however requires State Parties to take legislative action to specify such a minimum age within their jurisdictions.

The *Convention on Consent to Marriage* requires both parties to freely and fully consent to the marriage. This is stipulated in article 1 as it states, “no marriage shall be legally entered into without the free and full consent of both parties”, and in the Preamble’s recalling of article 16 of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*. Article 16(1) grants men and women “of full age” the right to marry and to found a family, while sub-section (2) requires this to be entered into only with the “free and full consent” of the “intending spouses.”

The obligation placed on State Parties under the *Convention on Consent to Marriage* is that they “should take all appropriate measures” to eliminate “completely child marriage.” The lack of weight granted to this obligation through the use of “should” instead of “must” or “shall”, and the subjectivity of the test for “appropriate” measures, shows that this obligation

---

54 *Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages*, opened for signature 7 November 1962, 521 UNTS 231 (entered into force 9 December 1964) (‘*Convention on Consent to Marriage*’).
56 Ibid art 2.
58 *Convention on Consent to Marriage Preamble* para 4.
on State Parties is fairly weak. Article 2 places a stronger obligation, through the use of “shall”, on State Parties to, through legislative action, specify a minimum age for marriage.\footnote{Ibid art 2.} This is complemented by article 3 under which State Parties “shall” register all marriages in an appropriate official register.\footnote{Ibid art 3.}

The Convention on Consent to Marriage explicitly prohibits the practice of child marriage and seeks to oblige parties, albeit weakly, to eliminate child marriage through all appropriate measures by placing a particular focus on the need for consent within marriages and on state responsibility to legislate a minimum age for marriage and to officially register marriages.

5.2.1.3. **The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights**

Entering into force in 1976, the **ICCPR** implicitly prohibits the practice of CEFM within the jurisdiction of State Parties.\footnote{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976) (‘ICCPR’).} It does this by requiring consent between parties prior to marriage, and by applying the right to equality to instances of ‘early marriage’.

Article 23 of the **ICCPR** focuses on the capacity of parties to enter into marriage. Sub-section 3 states, “no marriage shall be entered into without the free and full consent of the intending spouses”.\footnote{Ibid art 23(3).} The ability to possess this consent is limited by the requirement in sub-section 2 to those “of marriageable age”, implying that the right to marriage does not pertain to children.

The **ICCPR** and its Human Rights Committee have interpreted the right to equality of enjoyment of the Convention’s rights, as set out in article 3 of the Convention,\footnote{Ibid art 3.} to extend to cultural, traditional, religious or historical practices of CEFM. In General Comment 28 the Human Rights Committee stated:

> Inequality in the enjoyment of rights by women is deeply embedded in tradition, history, and culture including religious attitudes. States parties should ensure that traditional, historical, religious and cultural attitudes are not used to justify violations of women’s right to equality before the law and to equal enjoyment of all Covenant rights.\footnote{Human Rights Committee, CCPR General Comment No. 28: Article 3 (The Equality of Rights Between Men and Women) 68th sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10 (29 March 2000) 1 [5] (‘CCPR General Comment 28’).}

Narrowing in on the practice of CEFM, the Committee’s Concluding Comments noted that this inequality is pertinent in the practice of child marriage globally. The Committee called for Zimbabwe to prohibit statutory difference in the marriageable age of females and males, and required the adoption of preventative and eliminatory measures regarding any social and cultural attitudes that lead to these differences.\footnote{Human Rights Committee, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Zimbabwe, CCPR Res 62/3, 62nd sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/79/Add.89 (6 April 1998) [214].} It further criticised provisions that exempt a rapist from criminal punishment if the offender subsequently married the victim,\footnote{Human Rights Committee, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Guatemala, CCPR Res 56/79/Add. 63, 56th sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/79/Add.63 (3 April 1996) para [85(24)].} and called
for the implementation of steps to prevent traditions such as forced marriage, noting that such practices are inconsistent with the equal rights of women.\textsuperscript{67} In conjunction with this, the Committee’s General Comment 4/13 interpreted article 3 of the ICCPR as imposing a positive obligation on State Parties to remedy sex discrimination within their jurisdictions.

The ICCPR implicitly prohibits the practice of CEFM, and is supported by the explicit prohibition set out by the Human Rights Committee in its General Comments and Concluding Statements, taking predominantly a rights-based approach by seeking to remedy gender-based inequality and discrimination.

5.2.1.4. \textbf{The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}

Entering into force in 1976, ICESCR, like the ICCPR, implicitly prohibits the practice of CEFM by State Parties.\textsuperscript{68} It does this through the lens of consent to marriage and the effects of early marriage to health, education and work.\textsuperscript{69}

Article 10 of ICESCR recognises that marriage “must be entered into with the free consent of the intending spouses.”\textsuperscript{70} This Convention’s Concluding Comments have clarified that differences in marriageable age between males and females is a violation of this article.\textsuperscript{71} The Concluding Comments have expanded the Convention’s reach to recognise that the practice of early marriage has a negative impact on the right to health, as required under ICESCR article 12, the right to education, article 13, and the right to work, article 6, and thus constitutes a violation of these articles of ICESCR.\textsuperscript{72}

5.2.1.5. \textbf{The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women}

CEDAW entered into force in 1981 and has been ratified by 185 countries.\textsuperscript{73} Unlike the ICCPR and ICESCR, CEDAW explicitly prohibits child marriage. Article 16(2) states, “The betrothal and the marriage of a child shall have no legal effect, and all necessary action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a minimum age for marriage and to make the registration of marriage in an official registry compulsory.”\textsuperscript{74}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} Human Rights Committee, \textit{Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: The Sudan}, CCPR Res 90/3, 90\textsuperscript{th} sess, UN Doc CCPR/C/SDN/CO/3 (29 August 2007) [122].
\item \textsuperscript{68} \textit{International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976) (‘ICESCR’).
\item \textsuperscript{70} ICESCR art 10.
\item \textsuperscript{71} UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: \textit{Concluding Observations: Suriname}, ESC Res 12/6, UN ESCOR, 12\textsuperscript{th} sess, 27\textsuperscript{th} mtg, UN Doc E/C.12/1996/6 (7 June 1995) [159].
\item \textsuperscript{72} UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: \textit{Concluding Observations: Sri Lanka}, ESC Res 12/1 Add. 24, UN ESCOR, 18\textsuperscript{th} sess, 25\textsuperscript{th} mtg, UN Doc E/C.12/1/Add.24 (16 June 1998) [73] (‘Concluding Comments: Sri Lanka’).
\item \textsuperscript{73} \textit{Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women}, opened for signature 18 December 1979, 1249 UNTS 13 (entered into force 3 September 1981) (‘CEDAW’).
\item \textsuperscript{74} CEDAW art 16(2).
\end{itemize}
Along with this explicit prohibition, CEDAW responds to CEFM by focusing on the consent required for marriage. Article 16(1)(b) grants the right to “freely chose a spouse and to enter into marriage only with their free and full consent.”\footnote{Ibid art 16(1)(b).} General Recommendation 21 of the CEDAW Committee emphasises this right as central to a woman’s “life and to her dignity and equality as a human being.”\footnote{UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, CEDAW General Recommendation No. 21: Equality in Marriage and Family Relations 13\textsuperscript{th} sess, UN Doc A/49/38 (1994) (‘CEDAW General Recommendation 21’).} That this right immediately precedes article 16(2)’s explicit prohibition of child marriage implies that consent cannot be considered “free and full” when a party to the marriage is a child.

CEDAW also responds to CEFM by including the right to equality and non-discrimination. Article 16(1) notes that the right to marriage cannot discriminate against women and article 2(e) more broadly notes that State Parties are to take “all appropriate measures” to eliminate discrimination against women.\footnote{CEDAW arts 16(1), 2(e).}

The CEDAW Committee has applied this right to situations of forced and child marriage. Regarding forced marriage, the Committee’s General Recommendation 21 noted that there are countries that permit forced marriages due to their customs, religious beliefs or ethnic origins. In such instances the Committee protects the right of a woman to choose “when, if and whom she will marry” and requires this to be protected and enforced by the law of the country in question.\footnote{Ibid.}

Regarding child marriage, Recommendation 21 calls for the abolition of provisions that provide different ages of marriage for men and women on the basis that they “assume incorrectly that women have a different rate of intellectual development from men, or that their stage of physical and intellectual development at marriage is immaterial.”\footnote{Ibid.}

Not only does CEDAW respond to CEFM through explicit prohibition and through the right to equality and non-discrimination, but also through a focus on the right to health, life, survival and development.\footnote{UNICEF, above n 69, 10-11.} The CEDAW Committee’s General Recommendation 19 on Violence Against Women reads articles 2(f), 5 and 10(c) in tandem, concluding that “traditional attitudes by which women are regarded as subordinate to men or as having stereotyped roles perpetuate widespread practices involving violence or coercion, such as forced marriage.”\footnote{UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, CEDAW General Recommendation No. 19: Violence against women 11\textsuperscript{th} sess, UN Doc A/47/38 (1992) para 11 (‘CEDAW General Recommendation 19’).} In making this Recommendation the Committee has found that forced marriage is contrary to the physical and mental health of an adult and a child.

Article 18 of CEDAW requires states to submit a report to the CEDAW Committee within one year of entry to the Convention and in each subsequent fourth year.\footnote{CEDAW art 18.} In doing so the Convention seeks to see its provisions implemented with the greatest level of compliance as possible. CEDAW’s Optional Protocol expanded on this aim by setting up a complaints mechanism. Under this mechanism women can submit complaints to the Committee alleging violations of the Convention. However, this will only be possible if the State Party in question has ratified by the Convention and the Optional Protocol. The Optional Protocol
permits a person other than the victim to submit a complaint on her behalf, which is particularly important in child marriage situations.\footnote{UNICEF, above n 69, 55.}

Not only doesCEDAWexplicitly prohibit CEFM by State Parties, it approaches the phenomenon through the lens of the rights to non-discrimination and equality before the law, the lens of health, life, survival and development and by seeking to ensure effective enforcement of its provisions by setting up reporting and complaints mechanisms.

5.2.1.6. **The Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment**

Entering into force in 1987, theCAThas been found to address child marriage through an interpretation of article 1.\footnote{Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85 (entered into force 26 June 1987).} It has been found that where a law enforcement individual or body fails to prosecute rape within child marriage, article 1(1)’s requirement that torture includes the “acquiescence of a public official” is considered satisfied.\footnote{UNICEF, above n 69, 15.} Therefore child marriage can be interpreted to be included under article 1 where it includes rape and a public official’s acquiescence.

5.2.1.7. **The Convention on the Rights of the Child**

CRCentered into force in 1990.\footnote{Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature 20 November 1989, 1577 UNTS 3 (entered into force 2 September 1990) (‘CRC’).} It does not explicitly prohibit child marriage but connects it to other rights – most notably to the right to free expression, to protection from abuse and to protection from harmful traditional practices.\footnote{UNICEF, above n 69, 2.} UnderCRCa child is defined as “every human being below the age of 18 years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.”\footnote{CRCart 1.} Despite a lack of explicit reference in the Convention, theCRCCommittee has indicated that it considers that the minimum age for marriage should be 18 years for both men and women.\footnote{UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Committee on the Rights of the Child: Concluding Observations: India 35th sess, UN Doc CRC/C/15/Add.115 (26 February 2004) para 32 (‘Concluding Observations: India’).}

CRCapproaches each of its provisions, including those relevant to child marriage, with the ‘best interests of the child’ principle. Article 3 states that the best interests of the child “shall be a primary consideration” in all actions concerning children.\footnote{CRCart 3.} This represents a shift from the child as being perceived as merely the recipient of privileges that are bestowed at the discretion of the family or community, and moves towards a “more progressive view of the child as the bearer of legal rights under international law.”\footnote{UNICEF, above n 69, 5; Savitri Goonesekere, Children, Law and Justice: A South Asian Perspective (SAGE Publications, 1997).} Under this principle, it is clear that child marriage cannot be considered viable, as empirical evidence indicates that the
married girl-child is often “exposed to violence, divorce, abandonment, and poverty.” States must therefore take legal action to abolish child marriage under this Convention.\(^92\)

In addition to the best interests of the child principle, *CRC* contains various provisions that protect the rights of children at risk of child marriage. Article 2 grants children the right to freedom from discrimination and requires that State Parties take “all appropriate measures” to ensure that the child is protected against such discrimination.\(^93\) The Convention protects a child’s right to seek, receive and impart information and ideas. Article 13 imparts this right to freedom of expression with exceptions only for the respect of rights or reputations of others, and for the protection of national security, public order, public health or morals.\(^94\) The *CRC* protects a child’s right to education in article 28. Child marriage almost always results in the child dropping out of school and only ever having achieved low levels of schooling. UNICEF found that compulsory education laws that require girls to attend school until the age of 16 years significantly decreases their chance of entering into child marriage.\(^95\)

A significant response by *CRC* to the child marriage phenomenon is found in article 24(3). This article states, “State Parties shall take all effective and appropriate measures with a view to abolishing traditional practices prejudicial to the health of children.”\(^96\) Article 24(1) realises a child’s right to “the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health.”\(^97\) The CRC Committee has recognised the negative impact that child marriage has on a child’s health, education and social development and as such requires State Parties to take concrete steps to combat child marriage.\(^98\) In addition to this, *CRC* seeks to protect children from gendered violence and of particular relevance to child marriage, protection from sexual abuse\(^99\) and from all forms of sexual exploitation.\(^100\) The **CRC** Committee has emphasised the need to address this within child marriage as in “a very high percentage of early marriages” “the health of adolescents” will be forfeited.\(^101\)

The **CRC**, therefore, approaches the phenomenon of child marriage through the principle of the best interests of the child, and by seeking to protect the child’s rights to free expression, freedom from abuse, and freedom from harmful traditional practices.

---

5.2.1.8. The International Labour Organisation’s Convention 182 on the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour

In 2000, the **ILO Convention 182** came into effect.\(^102\) Bearing less international power than **CRC** and **CEDAW** in this area, this Convention focuses only briefly on areas that may prove useful when considering the phenomenon of child marriage. Child marriage is implicitly prohibited under article 3. This article states, “For the purposes of this Convention, the term

---

\(^92\) UNICEF, above n 69, 3.
\(^93\) CRC art 2.
\(^94\) Ibid art 13.
\(^95\) UNICEF, above n 69, 20.
\(^96\) CRC art 24(3).
\(^97\) Ibid art 24(1).
\(^98\) Concluding Observations: India, UN Doc CRC/C/15/Add.115.
\(^99\) CRC art 19.
\(^100\) CRC art 34.
\(^101\) Concluding Observations: India, UN Doc CRC/C/15/Add.115, para 32.
\(^102\) International Labour Organisation, Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour, 87th sess, UN Doc C 182 (19 November 2000) ("ILO Convention 182").
the worst forms of child labour comprises: …work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children.” As has already been shown, child marriage has been proven to be prejudicial to the health of children, and therefore is likely to fall under the Convention’s classification of the ‘worst forms of child labour’.

5.2.2. How Do These Approaches Concur or Differ?

5.2.2.1. Nature of Prohibition

A number of the responses set out above concur in the manner in which they prohibit the occurrence of CEFM within the jurisdiction of State Parties. Some instruments explicitly prohibit CEFM whereas others prohibit it implicitly. Of the above hard law instruments, CEDAW, the Convention on the Consent to Marriage, and the Supplementary Convention explicitly prohibit child marriage. This explicit prohibition can be found in article 16(2) of CEDAW, the Preamble and article 2 of the Convention on the Consent to Marriage, and article 1(c) of the Supplementary Convention. However other hard law instruments implicitly prohibit child marriage. As argued above, article 24(3) of CRC, article 23 of the ICCPR, article 10 of ICESCR and article 3 of the ILO Convention 182 implicitly prohibit child marriage. Thus, the nature of the response taken by hard law instruments to prohibition of child marriage varies between instruments.

5.2.2.2. Focus: Capacity

Another way that the responses differ is in the focus taken to CEFM within various instruments. A number of instruments approach the child marriage phenomenon through the lens of capacity. Article 3 of CRC grants children the capacity to have own their interests protected and makes a child “the bearer of legal rights under international law.” Article 16(1) of CEDAW requires consent for marriage between partners whilst emphasising the capacity for equal rights. Similarly to CEDAW, article 1 of the Convention on the Consent to Marriage instils the need for free and full consent of both parties. This emphasis on consent is echoed in article 10 of ICESCR. Article 23 of the ICCPR addresses capacity by only allowing men and women to marry when they are of marriageable age. Therefore, there are multiple instruments that concur in their approach to child marriage, namely by responding through the lens of capacity.

5.2.2.3. Focus: Rights

A number of the responses pose CEFM as a clear deprivation of human rights. The increasing awareness raised throughout the 20th Century for the universal recognition and protection of

103 Ibid art 3(d).
104 Goonesekere, above n 91.
105 CEDAW art 16(1).
107 ICESCR art 10.
human rights, particularly following the conclusion of the Second World War, has seen an increasing construction of CEFM as a violation of universal human rights.

5.2.2.3.1. **Right to Equality and Non-Discrimination**

Various instruments have framed CEFM as a violation of the right to equality and non-discrimination. Article 2 of CRC requires parties to act without discrimination, specifically to take “all appropriate measures” to avoid doing so.\(^{108}\) CEDAW also approaches CEFM from this angle, through articles 2(e) and 16, and in General Recommendation 21 of the CEDAW Committee. General Recommendation 21 states that jurisdictions that provide different marriageable ages between men and women assume inequality in intellectual and physical capacity and as such contribute to the occurrence of child marriage.\(^{109}\) The approach of the ICCPR also expresses this need to promote the right to equality in regard to child marriage. The General and Concluding Comments of the Human Rights Committee argue that the tradition of child marriage is used to “justify violations of women’s right to equality”\(^{110}\) and as such must be eliminated.

5.2.2.3.2. **Right to Free Expression and Information**

Article 13 of CRC provides for the right of children to freely express and receive information and ideas of all kinds.\(^{111}\) In limiting the voice and education available to a child, child marriage is argued to be in violation of this article, and as such of a right granted under the Convention.\(^{112}\)

5.2.2.3.3. **Right to Education and Employment**

Both CRC and ICESCR confer the right to education and employment upon children and adults. Article 28 of CRC requires State Parties to recognise the right of a child to education and agree to make primary education “compulsory and available free to all.”\(^{113}\) It has been found that compulsory education laws such as this significantly decrease the chances of early marriage amongst children. This right to education is found in CEDAW, as previously shown.

UNICEF has found that early marriage amongst children is associated with low levels of schooling and is thus more likely to constitute a violation of the rights set out in CRC and CEDAW.\(^{114}\) Further, in its Concluding Comments the Human Rights Council stipulated that the practice of early marriage negatively impacts health, education and work of those involved.\(^{115}\)

\(^{108}\) CRC art 2.
\(^{109}\) CEDAW General Recommendation 21, UN Doc A/49/38.
\(^{110}\) CCPR General Comment 28, UN Doc CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10.
\(^{111}\) CRC art 13.
\(^{112}\) UNICEF, above n 69, 6.
\(^{113}\) CRC art 28.
CEFM is most often connected with the violation of the right to health. This right is found in CRC, ILO Convention 182, CAT and CEDAW, and often mentioned in connection with practices such as CEFM.

Article 24(3) of CRC requires State Parties to “take all effective and appropriate measures” to eliminate traditional practices that are prejudicial to the health of children, undoubtedly including CEFM.116 Article 24(1) also confers upon a child the right to “enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health.”117 The extent to which CEFM can be considered a violation of this right is set out by the CRC Committee which requires concrete steps to be taken to combat early forced marriage for girls due to the “negative impact” that it can have on “their health, education and social development.”118

Further, article 3 of the ILO Convention 182 prohibits work that “is likely to jeopardise the health, safety or morals of children.”119 The negative impact conferred on children by CEFM, as noted by the CRC Committee, is likely to fall into this category. A child’s right to health is considered violated under article 1(1) of CAT in a situation in which law enforcement fails to prosecute rape within child marriage.120 In this way CEFM is portrayed as a violation of a child’s right to health.

In addition to this, hard law instruments prohibit gender violence. Article 19 of CRC protects a child from sexual abuse and article 34 from all forms of sexual exploitation.121 The CEDAW Committee’s General Recommendation 19 defines forced marriage as a widespread practice that involves “violence or coercion”.122

Child marriage, usually considered to be forced marriage either by circumstances or by way of lack of capacity to consent, can thus be considered a violation of a child’s right to health and safety.

2.2.3.5. Enforcement Mechanisms

As an example amongst the hard law instruments, CEDAW seeks to effectively enforce its provisions, including the provision explicitly prohibiting child marriage. Article 18 requires State Parties to submit a report to the CEDAW Committee within one year of entry into the Convention and in each subsequent fourth year. In addition to this, the Optional Protocol to CEDAW establishes a complaints mechanism allowing women, or a person other than the victim, to submit a complaint to the Committee alleging a violation of the Convention.123 In this way an allegation of an instance of CEFM has a greater chance of being identified by a State Party in its reporting and may be brought directly to the attention of the CEDAW Committee through the complaints mechanism. The other hard law instruments mentioned include similar provisions however CEDAW is a helpful example for considering this enforcement.

---
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5.2.2.4. **Threshold for State Responsibility**

The relevant hard law instruments differ in their treatment of CEFM in the threshold that they establish regarding the obligation of State Parties.

The [instruments that explicitly prohibit CEFM, as a general rule, impose a lower threshold on State Parties.](#) The Preamble to the *Convention on the Consent to Marriage* states that Parties “should take all appropriate measures” in “eliminating completely child marriage.”

The use of ‘should’ and ‘appropriate’ allow various interpretations by State Parties and grant Parties a choice as to whether to take measures to eliminate child marriage. By reforming this to ‘must’ or ‘shall’ a greater obligation to comply is likely to be placed on State Parties.

Imposing a slightly stronger obligation, article 1(c) of the *Supplementary Convention* requires State Parties to take “all practicable and necessary legislative and other measures” to abolish CEFM.[124] Standing stronger than the ‘should’ stance of the *Convention on the Consent to Marriage*, the *Supplementary Convention* nevertheless fails to produce a high enough threshold to prevent Parties from making excuses for failing to comply. It does this through the inclusion of ‘practicable’ in its threshold. In this way CEFM is unlikely to be considered a priority, as it must first be practicable for a jurisdiction to implement measures to abolish CEFM – an action unlikely to be considered practicable in societies in which CEFM has operated as a social, historical and cultural tradition for decades.

However, *CEDAW* imposes a stronger threshold with article 16(2) stating that child marriage “shall have no legal effect, and all necessary action … shall be taken to specify a minimum age for marriage and to make the registration of marriage in an official registry compulsory.”[125] This threshold overcomes the difficulties posed by the *Convention on the Consent to Marriage*, and the *Supplementary Convention*. Firstly, it imposes a strong obligation on parties to comply with its provisions, using ‘shall’ rather than ‘should’.

Secondly, this threshold removes the *Supplementary Convention*’s inclusion of ‘practicable’ as a requirement for compliance with its provisions. By requiring all ‘necessary’ action State Parties are required to make abolition of child marriage a priority above what is convenient. Perhaps this change in approach is due to the increased awareness surrounding issues of CEFM and other human rights abuses in the latter twenty or thirty years of the 20th century.

As a general rule, the [instruments in which CEFM is implicitly prohibited impose a higher threshold on State Parties.](#) For example, like *CEDAW, CRC, ICCPR* and *ICESCR* each use ‘shall’ instead of ‘should’ in imposing obligations to comply on State Parties with regards to the various rights to which they refer. This may be due to their broad scope, as states may be more likely to sign an instrument with a broad scope and a consequently broader, and often lessened, enforcement capacity.

---

[124] *Supplementary Convention* art 1(c).

[125] *CEDAW* art 16(2).
5.3 Soft Law Responses

5.3.1 What are the Approaches?

5.3.1.1 The World Conference on Human Rights

In 1993, the World Conference on Human Rights adopted the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (‘Vienna Declaration’).126 The Declaration is a significant document within the international CEFM sphere as it comments substantially on the interaction between the need to maintain human rights standards and the need to abolish CEFM.

The Vienna Declaration’s Preamble establishes the Declaration’s emphasis on human rights by reaffirming the international community’s commitment to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and its purposes and principles.127 The Declaration continues to express its deep concern regarding the “various forms of discrimination and violence” faced globally by women.128 The Preamble concludes by recognising the responsibility of the international community to “devise ways and means to remove current obstacles and meet challenges to the full realisation of all human rights and to prevent the continuation of human rights violations.”129

In light of this the Declaration continues by expressly stating, “it is the duty of States … to promote and protect all human rights.”130 The Declaration requires States to remove all obstacles that would prevent this promotion and protection of human rights,131 and prioritises the full and equal rights and participation of women in political, civil, economic, social and cultural life, with all forms of discrimination against women to be eradicated.132 This document is significant in that it grants that the protection of the human rights of women should form an “integral part” of UN human rights activity.133 With regards to CEFM, the Declaration calls for abolition of CEFM in favour of the protection of the human rights of the girl-child and “urges governments, institutions, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organisations to intensify their efforts” on this front.134 By calling for action in such a strong manner, urging ‘intensification’ of efforts, this Declaration paved the way for future UN instruments to make provisions with high thresholds for state compliance regarding CEFM’s abolition.

In addition to this call for an intensification of efforts, the Vienna Declaration posed the question of the protection of the rights of the girl-child in instances of CEFM as one of local implementation. In this way, the Declaration sought to “[promote] and [safeguard] human rights” through the incorporation of “standards contained in international human rights
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instruments in domestic legislation and strengthen national structures.”135 This express willingness to include local ratification of the standards expressed in the Declaration indicated a willingness to ensure that human rights violations, such as CEFM, do not go unnoticed.

5.3.1.2 THE FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN

The UN convened the ‘Fourth World Conference on Women: Action for Equality, Development and Peace’ in September 1995 in Beijing. During the conference, they focused on women’s empowerment as the main method to achieve gender equality.136 To empower women, the conference highlighted the need to remove obstacles that prevent women’s equal participation in economic, cultural, political and social decision-making in both public and private spheres.

The conference resulted in the creation and adoption of the Beijing Declaration and the Platform or Action. The GA adopted the Beijing Declaration and Platform of Action (POA) in its 50th session.137 Although the Declaration does not explicitly mention CEFM, it addresses some of the issues surrounding CEFM such as gender equality and poverty and how it disproportionately affects women and children.138 More specifically, it refers to the need for women to be economically independent,139 as well as the right to control their health, especially their fertility health,140 and equal access to education.141

The POA affirms and further develops the principles in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action by expanding the human rights focus from gender discrimination to other rights such as healthcare and education. It also explicitly refers to CEFM by recognising that child and early marriage is a harmful practice that the girl child faces, which prevents girls from achieving their full potential and perpetuates gender inequality.142 The POA focuses on the cultural attitudes that permeate CEFM and the cultural preference of sons over daughters that prevent girl’s access to education, nutrition and healthcare services and which curtail further education and employment opportunities.143 It also recognises the health issues caused by early marriage including premature and unprotected sexual relations that routinely lead to early pregnancies and child bearing.144

The POA recognises that a multifaceted approach is needed to address gender inequality and it includes the different approaches that are required by different actors such as states, and
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international and national NGOs, to combat CEFM including legislative measures, changing cultural attitudes and removing discrimination against the girl child. The legal approach calls for the enactment and strict enforcement of laws to ensure marriage is only entered with the full and free consent of both partners.\textsuperscript{145} This approach addresses the ‘forced marriage’ aspect of CEFM.\textsuperscript{146} Laws should also include a minimum age for marriage and this age should be increased where necessary, which addresses the ‘early marriage’ aspect. However, the POA does not outline what the minimum marriage age should be. Social support must be generated to ensure laws are followed by the community and enforced where necessary.\textsuperscript{147} The POA highlights the need for different forms of education, including education for parents on the importance of girls’ health and wellbeing and the need to end early marriage to uphold girl’s health.\textsuperscript{148} Girls also need education in the form of schooling and health.\textsuperscript{149}

5.3.1.3 The Girl Child

The Girl Child Resolution was enacted in 1996 in addition to the GA Resolutions that implemented the Beijing Declaration.\textsuperscript{150} Although the Beijing Declaration had a specific chapter that referred to the girl child and included recommended action, the GA understood the importance of focusing on efforts to empower women to remove barriers to women’s education and economic independence.\textsuperscript{151} As cultural discrimination against girls stems from the girl child, efforts must focus on removing these root causes in order to achieve this aim. The Girl Child Resolution has developed through its subsequent resolutions.

‘Early marriage’ was first mentioned in the second Girl Child Resolution, 1997\textsuperscript{152} where the preamble explicitly refers to early marriage.\textsuperscript{153} The substantive provisions focus on the enforcement of laws that stipulate the minimum legal age for marriage and that marriage is entered only with the free and full consent of both intended spouses.\textsuperscript{154}

The 1999 Girl Child Resolution added a provision that promotes the continued education and training of married women, pregnant women and young mothers as a method of protecting them from discrimination.\textsuperscript{155}

The scope of the Preamble changed in the 2006 Resolution\textsuperscript{156} to also include ‘forced marriage’ in addition to ‘early marriage’ as an example of cultural, social, sexual and economic exploitation and harmful practices.\textsuperscript{157} The substantive provisions of the Resolution
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also urged states to increase resources in health and education sectors to provide young people, especially girls, with the knowledge, attitudes and skills to prevent HIV/AIDS and enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, including sexual and reproductive health.\textsuperscript{158}

The 2008 Resolution\textsuperscript{159} broadened the scope of the creation and enforcement of law that originally focused on the full consent and minimum age of marriage to ensure all girls are protected ‘from all forms of violence and exploitation including…early and forced marriage.’\textsuperscript{160}

The reference to CEFM was significantly increased in the 2010 Resolution\textsuperscript{161} in both the Preamble and substantive provisions. Child marriage was included as another example of a harmful practice in the Preamble, which previously only referred to early and forced marriage.\textsuperscript{162} The Preamble also recognises how child and forced marriages often result in early motherhood and the end to girls’ education\textsuperscript{163} and that violence against children, such as child and forced marriage disproportionately affects girls.\textsuperscript{164} The amendments to the substantive provisions focus on law and education:

**Law:**
- In addition to the 2008 amendments, the 2010 Resolution further developed the legal approach by urging states to raise the minimum age for marriage where necessary.\textsuperscript{165} However, the Resolution still does not specify what age it should be raised to;
- The Resolution urges for strengthened existing legislative instruments to promote and protect children’s rights, especially girl’s rights.\textsuperscript{166}

**Education:**
- The Resolution urges states to use educational activities to raise awareness of the negative impacts of CEFM to address root factors of child and forced marriages;\textsuperscript{167}
- The Resolution also calls for education programs targeted at parents that highlight the importance of girls’ physical and mental health and well-being.\textsuperscript{168}

**Research:**
- The Resolution requests the Secretary-General to create a report that reviews states’ compliance with the Resolution with a particular emphasis on ending child and forced marriages.\textsuperscript{169} The findings of this report will not be included in this report as they do not create any additional approaches than what has already been discussed. However, it is important to note the report supported and reinforced the approaches taken during this period.

The 2012 Girl Child Resolution\textsuperscript{170} maintains the strengthened reference to CEFM created by the 2010 Resolution\textsuperscript{171} and notes that child and forced marriage is still underreported.\textsuperscript{172} The
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Resolution calls for states to support discussions that explore ways to prevent and address child and forced marriage and multi-sectoral policies and programs to end the practice of CEFM.\(^\text{173}\)

The 2012 Resolution focused on the health implications of CEFM:

- The Preamble acknowledges that girl brides face health risks such as HIV and sexually transmitted infections and an increased risk of stillbirth and maternal death;\(^\text{174}\)
- The negative health consequences and access to health services will improve as the cultural attitudes towards girls change. This reduction will contribute to achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).\(^\text{175}\)

### 5.3.1.4 2015 MDGs and Post-2015 SDGs

The 2015 MDGs were created by the GA after a conference in September 2000. All 189 UN member states agreed to these goals and aimed to achieve them by 2015. The eight goals that were established include:

- eradicating poverty and hunger
- providing universal primary education
- ensuring gender equality and empowering women
- reducing child mortality
- improving maternal health
- combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
- improving environmental sustainability
- creating a global partnership for development

Each of these goals have specific targets that states aim to comply with. The Secretary-General issued periodical reports on the progress made to achieving these goals which were regularly reviewed by the GA.\(^\text{176}\) Although the MDGs did not explicitly mention CEFM, as highlighted through HRC Resolutions\(^\text{177}\) and the GA’s and HRC’s Panel Discussions in 2014,\(^\text{178}\) CEFM relates to six of the eight goals (the related goals are bolded above).

Therefore, addressing CEFM will help achieve the MDGs. Further, both Panel Discussions\(^\text{179}\) and the GA’s and HRC’s subsequent Resolutions\(^\text{180}\) advocated for the explicit inclusion of CEFM in the SDGs.
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In September 2015, a summit was established to create and adopt the post-2015 development goals, which were renamed the SGDs. The SDGs include 17 goals that build on the MDGs and focus on the MDGs that were not achieved. Goal 5 aims to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls and expressly includes CEFM:

 Eliminate all harmful practices, such as child, early and forced marriage and female genital mutilation.\textsuperscript{181}

Although the inclusion of CEFM in the SDGs as an example is criticised as states can technically comply with this goal without addressing CEFM, this is a significant development as it is the first express inclusion of CEFM in the UN development goals.\textsuperscript{182}

5.3.1.5 INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE GIRL CHILD

The international day of the girl child was created in December 2011 by the GA to raise awareness of the discrimination the girl child faces and to empower girls.\textsuperscript{183} The international day of the girl child is the 11\textsuperscript{th} October every year and each year a different issue faced by the girl child is focused on and promoted.\textsuperscript{184}

The theme of the first international girl child day in 2012 was CEFM. On 11 October 2012 Phumzile Mlambo Ngcuka, the Executive Director of UN Women advocated for accurate, reliable, transparent and comparable gender data to understand all the challenges girls in child, early or forced marriages endure, especially the challenges that are not visible.\textsuperscript{185} UN Women Goodwill Ambassador, Emma Watson travelled to Malawi to raise awareness of CEFM. She spoke with traditional chiefs and girls who returned to school after their marriages were annulled.\textsuperscript{186} Many girls’ stories of early marriage and preventative measures from many countries including Moldova and Syria were shared to raise awareness of the harmful consequences of CEFM and what can be done to address the phenomenon.\textsuperscript{187}

5.3.1.6 GA RESOLUTION - CHILD, EARLY AND FORCED MARRIAGE GA RESOLUTION & HRC RESOLUTION - STRENGTHENING EFFORTS TO PREVENT AND ELIMINATE CHILD, EARLY AND FORCED MARRIAGE: CHALLENGES, ACHIEVEMENTS, BEST PRACTICES AND IMPLEMENTATION GAPS

The GA and HRC created separate resolutions to respond to CEFM. As these resolutions build on each other and call for similar actions it is appropriate to review them together. The HRC’s and GA’s first Resolutions in 2014 called for the Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights (OHCHR) to report on the challenges, achievements, best practices and

\textsuperscript{181} Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, GA Res 70/1, UN GAOR, 70\textsuperscript{th} sess, 4\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Items 15 and 116, Un Doc A/RES/70/1, (21 October 2015), 18 [5.3].


\textsuperscript{183} International Day of the Girl Child, GA Res 66/170, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 69\textsuperscript{th} sess, 89\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 69(b), UN Doc A/RES/66/170 (30 March 2012).
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implementation gaps for addressing CEFM. The HRC Resolution called for a panel discussion to review the same focus areas as the OHCHR’s report. The GA Resolution asked for a summary of the HRC’s panel discussion and also called for their own panel discussion which focused on CEFM and the elaboration of the SDGs.

The 2014 OHCHR report provides an in-depth analysis of the causes of CEFM and the effectiveness of the current strategies to combat the issue. It acknowledges how the different sectors such as education, poverty and cultural attitudes contribute to CEFM. The report outlines and analyses the current strategies used to respond to CEFM and bases its recommendations on the challenges and implementation gaps. The report makes the following recommendations:

**Law and policy:**
- National legal frameworks should comply with international human rights standards, including the age of majority, legal age for marriage for boys and girls and requiring birth and marriage registration to prevent child and early marriage. Legislation should also prohibit forced marriage;
- National laws should be harmonised to remove obstacles for the enforcement of laws that prohibit CEFM and remove unreasonable legal requirements to end child marriages. Remedies should be available to children who leave marriages in order for these laws to be utilised.

**Gender equality:**
- Removing discriminatory practices to empower women and provide access to productive resources.

**Education:**
- Promoting girls’ access to education, including reintegration programs for girls who drop out of school due to early marriage or childbirth. Promoting access to education can be achieved through economic support and incentives to girls’ families. Other forms of education including sexuality, sexual and reproductive health and life-skills training should be provided to empower women;
- Training programs for government officials, the judiciary, law enforcement and other officials including teachers and health workers to identify girls at risk or actual victims of CEFM;
- Raising awareness of the harm of CEFM to victims and society at large and also the benefits of delaying marriage and ensuring girls’ access to education. This can be achieved through discussions within communities with all members of society including religious and
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community leaders, men and boys, which will address the cultural and social acceptance of CEFM;\textsuperscript{199}

- Providing education to girls and women on sexuality, sexual and reproductive health, gender equality and life-skills training for women and girls that is age-appropriate, culturally relevant and empirically based. This education will ensure girls are aware and have the capacity to utilise their rights in relation to marriage;\textsuperscript{200}

- Using technology in an innovative way to create networks that exchange information regarding CEFM between girls and young women;\textsuperscript{201}

- Providing adequate financial resources to support programmes that address CEFM that are targeted at married girls in indigenous and rural communities. These programs should cooperate with UN agencies, regional organisations, civil society and other relevant stakeholders.\textsuperscript{202}

**Research:**

- Improving data collection and research to obtain a clear analysis of the extent of the phenomenon and to measure effectiveness of CEFM approaches.\textsuperscript{203}

The GA and HRC panel discussions used the 2014 OHCHR report as a basis to understand the extent of the problem and identify the most effective measures to address CEFM. These panel discussions provided an opportunity for states to ask the expert panellists questions about the most effective ways to implement the OHCHR’s recommendations. These discussions lead to the expansion of the GA’s and HRC’s 2014 Resolutions.

The **2015 GA Resolution** included the information from the 2014 OHCHR report and the panel discussions to become a more substantive **CEFM Resolution**.\textsuperscript{204} The Resolution stressed that strategies to eliminate CEFM and assist girls that are already married should be holistic, comprehensive and coordinated through the participation of girls, religious and community leaders, civil society, men, boys, youth organisations and UN agencies.\textsuperscript{205} CEFM policies should be implemented at the local, national, regional and international levels and should also support girls and women that are already married.\textsuperscript{206} The Resolution urged states and the international community to implement the following responses:

**Law and policy:**

- Enact, enforce and uphold laws and policies that prevent CEFM and strengthen laws so that marriage is only entered with the free, full and informed consent of both spouses.\textsuperscript{207}

**Health:**

- Create an environment that supports female well-being through eradicating poverty, investing in women and protecting their rights;\textsuperscript{208}

- Uphold girls’ human rights, including their right to decide freely on matters relating to their sexuality, in particular their sexual and reproductive health. Girls should be able to make these decisions free of coercion, discrimination and violence.\textsuperscript{209}
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Education:

- Protect women and girls’ right to education, which includes human rights education and catch-up training for those who dropped out of or never attended school.\(^{210}\)

Research:

- Requests the Secretary General to provide an updated report on CEFM since the 2014 OHCHR report.\(^{211}\)

The HRC’s 2015 Resolution is the most current response to CEFM by the Council.\(^{212}\) It complements and further expands on the GA Resolution as well as further implementing the recommendations of the 2014 OHCHR report. It calls for holistic, comprehensive and co-ordinated responses to CEFM that include all members of society, including the active consultation of children and young people.\(^{213}\) These responses should be aimed at the local, national, regional and international contexts and should aim to prevent CEFM and also assist already married girls. The Resolution made the following recommendations:

Law and policy:

- Enacting, enforcing and harmonising laws and policies that prevent and end CEFM and ensuring that marriage is only entered with the free, informed and full consent of both spouses;\(^{214}\)
- Ensuring equality of men and women in relation to marriage, divorce, child custody and economic consequences of marriage and its dissolution;\(^{214}\)
- Removing any provisions that enable or justify CEFM such as criminal immunity from rape, sexual abuse or abduction if the perpetrators marry their victims;\(^{215}\)
- Exercise due diligence in investigating, prosecuting and punishing violence against all children;\(^{216}\)
- Providing access to justice by improving legal infrastructure and removing all barriers to access legal counselling, assistance and remedies;\(^{217}\)
- Ensure free or low-fee birth, marriage and divorce registration and removing all barriers that impede access to such registrations.\(^{218}\) Access to registration must be universal, accessible, simple, expeditious and effective without any form of discrimination.

Gender equality:

- Tackling drivers of CEFM such as poverty and lack of economic opportunities for women and girls by ensuring women and girls’ inheritance and property rights and equal access to social protection. Women’s lack of economic opportunities can be reduced by providing direct financial support and microcredit for girls, families and guardians to encourage girls to continue their education, developing livelihood opportunities and life skills education.\(^{219}\)

Health:

- Providing universal access to comprehensive social, physical, mental and reproductive health, and legal services and counselling for all victims and survivors of CEFM to ensure their full recovery and reintegration into society;\(^{220}\)
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Promoting the protection of girls’ and women’s human rights, including their right to have control over and decide freely and responsibly on matters related to their sexuality, including sexual and reproductive health, free of coercion, discrimination and violence;  
Creating an environment in which the wellbeing of women and girls is ensured by cooperating, supporting and participating in efforts for the eradication of poverty, and reaffirms that investment in women and girls.

**Education:**
- Providing access to justice and remedies by informing women and girls of their rights under relevant laws;
- Effective enforcement of laws by training law enforcement officers and monitoring how they handle cases of CEFM;
- Raising awareness about children’s rights, including the negative impact of CEFM and providing girls and boys with information, life skills training and the opportunities to be empowered and become agents of change within their communities;
- Improving equal access to health-care facilities and sexual and reproductive health information, education and services, including modern forms of contraception;
- Raising awareness and engaging in dialogue within communities on the health implications of CEFM;
- Protect the rights of women and girls to education, which includes human rights education and catch-up training for those who dropped out of or never went to school;
- Improving safety of girls on the way to and from school by establishing a safe and violence-free environment by improving infrastructure, such as transportation, providing separate and adequate sanitation facilities, improved lighting, playgrounds and safe environments.

**Cultural practices:**
- Addressing social norms, gender stereotypes and harmful practices that contribute to the acceptance and continuation of the practice of CEFM by raising awareness of the harm to victims, the cost to society at large and providing for discussion that includes all members of society including men, religious, tribal and community leaders and girls.

**Research:**
- Collecting and using quantitative and qualitative gender disaggregated data and dissemination of information on good practices relating to CEFM;
- Strengthening monitoring and impact assessment of existing policies and programmes to ensure their effectiveness and improve them;
- Requests the OHCHR to organise an expert workshop to review and discuss the impact of existing strategies and initiatives to address CEFM and to make recommendations for further action.

In addition to these major developments, other GA and HRC Resolutions recognise CEFM and include initiatives to combat this issue. For instance, the Rights of the Child Resolution
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234 *Intensification of Efforts to Eliminate All Forms of Violence Against Women*, GA Res 61/143, UN GAOR, 3rd Comm, 61st sess, 81st mtg, Agenda Item 61(a), UN Doc A/RES/61/143 (30 January 2007); *Intensification of Efforts to Eliminate All Forms of Violence Against Women*, GA Res 65/187, UN GAOR, 3rd Comm, 65th sess,
recognises that CEFM disproportionately affects girls and it is an obstacle to girls’ education.\textsuperscript{235} The Resolution calls for the enactment and enforcement of legislation to eliminate all forms of discrimination including CEFM.\textsuperscript{236} These Resolutions codify the major GA and HRC Resolutions on CEFM\textsuperscript{237} and places more pressure on states to implement the Resolutions.

In accordance with the GA’s Resolution\textsuperscript{238} the Secretary General provided a report on CEFM on 29 July 2016.\textsuperscript{239} The report focuses on the progress of combating CEFM between April 2014 to May 2016. It reviewed international, regional and national developments since the OHCHR report. Unlike the previous reports and resolutions that gave recommendations on what the different approaches to CEFM, this report focused on how these approaches should be implemented. The report recommended to move beyond small-scale initiatives to well-defined, rights-based and locally relevant holistic strategies that include legal and policy measures as well as political commitment.\textsuperscript{240} This requires human technical and financial resources to be co-ordinated with local, national and regional levels across different sectors such as education, health, justice, social welfare, law enforcement, immigration and asylum.\textsuperscript{241} The strategies need to consider the wider socio-legal context in which CEFM occurs and these strategies need to prioritise approaches that empower women and promote their human rights in all aspects of their lives.\textsuperscript{242} The strategies should include traditional and religious authorities, women, girls, adolescents and civil society to design, implement and evaluate strategies to address CEFM.\textsuperscript{243} There should be independent mechanisms to track progress of these strategies and provide redress.\textsuperscript{244} Research needs to identify the hotspots where CEFM is highly prevalent so governments can tailor and target their responses to reach those at the greatest risk of CEFM.\textsuperscript{245} Solid measurement and evaluation of consistent data collection and disaggregation will identify these hotspots and vulnerable children.\textsuperscript{246}
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The Secretary General expert workshop was held in October 2016 and representatives from governments, civil society organisations, research institutions and traditional leaders from 17 countries attended. The workshop reviewed the impact of existing strategies and initiatives that address CEFM, including legislative measures, policy measures, measures that address social norms that support CEFM, and protection measures. The workshop highlighted how the current strategies are resulting in the reduction of CEFM, however continued and further efforts are required to continue to tackle CEFM. Similar to the Secretary General’s report, the workshop provided more general recommendations on how initiatives should be conducted and made the following recommendations:

- Initiatives should be locally relevant and contextualized. When creating these initiatives, members of the local community should participate, especially women and girls, religious and traditional leaders and teachers as these people have influence over CEFM.\footnote{247}
- Prohibiting CEFM should be combined with better services for actual and potential victims. This could be achieved by better enforcement of legislative measures and by capacity building of all professionals that play a role in preventing CEFM and protecting victims.\footnote{248}
- Increased support:
  - with regional and subregional organisations and exchange good practices and lessons learned from CEFM strategies;\footnote{249}
  - financial support for grass-roots initiatives that amplify the voice and agency of adolescent girls and young women is vital as these initiatives facilitate intergenerational dialogue and challenge cultural norms that support CEFM;\footnote{250}
  - through investing in providing access to quality education for girls, including secondary education and in contexts of emergencies and displacement.\footnote{251}
- Increase accountability standards:
  - by assessing global, regional and national programmes regularly, independently and objectively so that the successes and failures of different approaches can be learnt from. These assessments should extend to the local level to ensure the initiatives respond to the root causes of CEFM in the particular area;\footnote{252}
  - at the international level through all reporting mechanisms such as the Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Universal Periodic Review. Links should be established between these human rights mechanisms and monitoring SDGs;\footnote{253}
  - at the national level by ensuring human rights institutions have the mandate, resources and capacity to hold states accountable for addressing CEFM adequately, strengthening the parliamentary role of monitoring the implementation of policies to eliminate CEFM and supporting the engagement of civil society.\footnote{254}

In early 2017, the GA introduced an updated resolution on CEFM.\footnote{255} This is currently the most recent version of the resolution and uses the Secretary General’s 2016 report to build on the GA’s 2014 Resolution. In addition to the approaches outlined in the 2014 Resolution, the current Resolution makes the following recommendations:
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Procedural:
- Broadening the community members that should be involved in creating holistic, comprehensive and co-ordinated responses by including women, parents and other family members, civil society organisations that are led by girls, women’s organisations, youth groups, the media, the private sector and regional and subregional organisations. 256

Law and policy:
- Removing laws and policies that enable rape, sexual abuse or abduction perpetrators to escape prosecution and punishment by marrying their victims; 257
- Strengthening efforts to ensure the timely registration of births and marriages by removing all barriers that impede access to registrations; 258
- Building awareness of, enforcing and upholding laws that include a minimum age for marriage and to progressively amend laws that have a lower marriage age; 259
- Ensuring access to justice and remedies to effectively implement laws that prevent CEFM. 260

Education:
- Promoting meaningful participation and active consultation with children and adolescents by providing them with information, life skills and leadership skills training and opportunities for empowerment. This will enable children and adolescents to participate in decisions that affect them and enable them to become agents of change within their communities; 261
- Providing girls with free and equal access to quality education that empowers them to make informed decisions about their life, employment, economic opportunities and health. 262
- Barriers to education should be removed to ensure that married boys and girls have access to schooling and skills development. Girl’s safety when travelling to and from school, adequate sanitation and policies that prohibit, prevent and address violence against children should be implemented; 263
- Providing girls and boys with information on sexual and reproductive health, gender equality, human rights, human development and power relationships that is relevant to cultural contexts; 264
- Ensuring effective implementation of laws that prevent CEFM by educating women, girls and boys about their rights and training law enforcement officers, the judiciary and professionals that work with women and children. 265

Health:
- Respecting and protecting the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health by increasing health systems and health information services that are universally accessible and available. 266

Gender equality:
- Tackling poverty and lack of economic opportunity for girls and women by ensuring women’s rights to inheritance and property, equal access to social protection, political participation, full and productive employment and decent work; 267
- Introducing measures to protect women and girls from sexual and gender-based violence and exploitation during humanitarian emergencies, forced displacement, armed conflict and natural disasters. 268
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Cultural practices:
- Addressing gender stereotypes, discriminatory social norms and harmful practices that contribute to the acceptance and continuation of CEFM by raising awareness of the harm and cost to society. This measure should involve all members of society including girls and boys, women and men, religious, traditional and community leaders.\footnote{Ibid art 6.}

Research:
- Improving the collection and use of data on violence against women and harmful practices. This will enhance research and dissemination of good practices that prevent and eliminate CEFM as well as strengthening and monitoring the effectiveness and implementation of current policies and programmes;\footnote{Ibid art 16.}
- Including progress information on eliminating CEFM in national reports to relevant international treaty bodies and universal periodic reviews;\footnote{Ibid art 17.}
- Requests the Secretary General to provide another updated report on progress towards ending CEFM in December 2017.\footnote{Ibid art 18.}

\subsection*{5.3.2 How do These Approaches Concur or Differ?}

Although the current version of these approaches complement each other and are similar as they adopt a multi-sectoral approach that is based on a human rights perspective, they have developed in different ways and include different approaches.

The early approaches focus on legislative mechanisms to address CEFM by implementing laws that stipulate a minimum age for marriage and to ensure marriage is only permitted with the free and full consent of both parties.\footnote{The Girl Child, GA Res 51/76, UN GAOR, 3rd Comm, 51st sess, 82nd mtg, Agenda Item 106, UN Doc A/RES/51/76 (20 February 1997) arts 3(b), 4 of 51/76; Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, A/CONF.177/20/Add.1 (27 October 1995) [274(e)].} These legislative measures address the different aspects of CEFM. However, the early legal approaches are quite weak as they do not specify what the minimum marriage age should be.

After the turn of the 21st century a more holistic approach was adopted. Although the earlier responses noted the need for a multifaceted approach that utilises international cooperation,\footnote{Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, A/CONF.177/20/Add.1 (27 October 1995); World Conference on Human Rights, Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, A/CONF.157/23 (12 July 1993) [21].} it was not until 2006 that the responses first adopted different approaches to address CEFM that were additional to the legislative measures. Each year the Girl Child Resolutions focused on a different approach; in 2010, the Resolution focused on law and education approaches\footnote{The Girl Child, GA Res 66/140, UN GAOR, 3rd Comm, 66th sess, 89th mtg, Agenda Item 65(a), UN Doc A/RES/66/140 (27 March 2012) Preamble paras 18, 20.} and in 2012 a health approach was adopted.\footnote{The Girl Child, GA Res 66/140, UN GAOR, 3rd Comm, 66th sess, 89th mtg, Agenda Item 65(a), UN Doc A/RES/66/140 (27 March 2012).} Further, the original
legislative approaches were strengthened by broadening the focus that originally only required consent of marriage to also prohibiting violence and exploitation\textsuperscript{277} and raising the minimum age for marriage.\textsuperscript{278}

The importance placed on CEFM by the UN is reflected by the increased approaches on this issue that occurred from 2010. An advocacy approach was adopted by using CEFM as the theme of the first international day of the girl child on 11 October 2012. The health approach was strengthened by including CEFM in the SDGs. This inclusion reinforces the association of CEFM with human development and the required multi-sectoral approach to address this phenomenon. Resolutions on specific consequences of CEFM bolstered the different approaches taken. This is evident through the resolution on obstetric fistula,\textsuperscript{279} which further strengthens the health approach taken to combat CEFM.

Until 2014, CEFM was not the focus of these Resolutions as it was often included as an example. However, this changed with the introduction of the HRC’s and GA’s Resolutions that solely focused on CEFM.\textsuperscript{280} The single focus permitted these different approaches to be expanded and further developed. This is evident by the emphasis on changing cultural practices that accept and continue the practice of CEFM and expanding education to the wider community and public officials of the adverse effects of CEFM and identifying actual victims or girls at risk of CEFM.\textsuperscript{281} Although changing cultural practices was highlighted in the POA, this was the first inclusion in the substantive section of the GA’s and HRC’s Resolutions. The GA’s and HRC’s Resolutions commissioned wide-scoping reports and established discussions on this issue which enabled the multi-sectoral nature of this issue to be extensively reviewed and resulted in the strengthening of these different approaches. This is evident from the legal approach, where the OHCHR’s report addressed the failure of the Girl Child Resolution to stipulate the minimum age for marriage by calling for national legal frameworks to comply with international human right standards in relation to the minimum age for marriage, which is currently the age of 18, as suggested in the Convention on the Rights of the Child.\textsuperscript{282} Further, the legal approach was strengthened by resolutions that urged

\textsuperscript{277} The Girl Child, GA Res 62/140, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 62\textsuperscript{nd} sess, 76\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 66(a), UN Doc A/RES/62/140 (19 February 2008) art 13.

\textsuperscript{278} The Girl Child, GA Res 64/145, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 64\textsuperscript{th} sess, 65\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 65(a), UN Doc A/RES/64/145 (1 March 2010) art 16.

\textsuperscript{279} Intensification of Efforts to End Obstetric Fistula, GA Res 69/148, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 69\textsuperscript{th} sess, 73\textsuperscript{rd} mtg, Agenda Item 27(a), UN Doc 69/148 (10 February 2015).

\textsuperscript{280} Child, Early and Forced Marriage, GA Res 68/148, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 68\textsuperscript{th} sess, 70\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 65(a), UN Doc A/RES/68/148 (30 January 2014); Strengthening Efforts to Prevent and Eliminate Child, Early and Forced Marriage: Challenges, Achievements, Best Practices and Implementation Gaps, GA Res 24/23, UN GAOR, 24\textsuperscript{th} sess, 37\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 3, UN Doc A/HRC/RES/24/23 (9 October 2013).

\textsuperscript{281} Child, Early and Forced Marriage, GA Res 68/148, UN GAOR, 3\textsuperscript{rd} Comm, 68\textsuperscript{th} sess, 70\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 65(a), UN Doc A/RES/68/148 (30 January 2014) arts 1, 11, 15; Strengthening Efforts to Prevent and Eliminate Child, Early and Forced Marriage: Challenges, Achievements, Best Practices and Implementation Gaps, GA Res 24/23, UN GAOR, 24\textsuperscript{th} sess, 37\textsuperscript{th} mtg, Agenda Item 3, UN Doc A/HRC/RES/24/23 (9 October 2013) art 15.

\textsuperscript{282} Preventing and Eliminating Child, Early and Forced Marriage: Report of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, GA Res 26/22, UN GAOR, 26\textsuperscript{th} sess, Agenda Items 2 and 3, UN Doc A/HRC/26/22, (2 April 2014) [54(a)].
for the harmonisation of national laws to reflect the prohibition of CEFM by, for example, the removal of laws that provide criminal immunity for rape, sexual abuse or abduction if the perpetrator marries his or her victim.\(^{(283)}\) As a result of these discussions and reports the development of these Resolutions has spanned to law and policy, education, cultural practices, gender equality and health approaches to address CEFM.

However, despite these different approaches, they are all viewed from a human rights perspective. For instance, the healthcare, education and gender equality approaches were implemented based on the human right to health and education and the prohibition of discrimination.\(^{(284)}\) This human rights perspective has been prevalent throughout the soft law approaches, as evident from the focus on the right to non-discrimination, equality, dignity and tolerance of affected parties in the Vienna Declaration.\(^{(285)}\) This human rights perspective was particularly evident in the GA and HRC’s panel discussions where it was stressed that CEFM is a human rights violation and should be framed within a broader human rights framework.\(^{(286)}\) This perspective was directly reflected in the GA\(^{(287)}\) and HRC\(^{(288)}\) Resolutions that recognize that CEFM is a ‘harmful practice that violates, abuses and impairs human rights and is linked to and perpetuates other harmful practices and human rights violations.’\(^{(289)}\)

### 5.3.2.1 How does the approach to the definitions differ?

It is important to note the development of the terminology used to address CEFM and the meanings given to this issue.

Although hard law instruments do not include a definite definition of CEFM, the OHCHR report provided definitions in 2014 which have generally been accepted by the international community. However, approaches to CEFM before 2014 were implemented without a universally accepted meaning of the issue. This problematic issue is heightened by the imprecise nature of these definitions.


\(^{(285)}\) Ibid [38].


\(^{(287)}\) *Child, Early and Forced Marriage*, GA Res 71/175, UN GAOR, 3\(^{rd}\) Comm, 71\(^{st}\) sess, 65\(^{th}\) mtg, Agenda Item 64(a), UN Doc A/RES/71/175 (23 January 2017).


\(^{(289)}\) Ibid art 9; *Child, Early and Forced Marriage*, GA Res 71/175, UN GAOR, 3\(^{rd}\) Comm, 71\(^{st}\) sess, 65\(^{th}\) mtg, Agenda Item 64(a), UN Doc A/RES/71/175 (23 January 2017) art 10.
Early responses to CEFM predominately refer to the issue as ‘early marriage.’ This is evident in the POA and the second Girl Child Resolution (1997). All references to CEFM in the POA do not refer to the entirety of the term ‘CEFM.’ Rather, it includes one or two aspects of ‘CEFM,’ such as ‘early and forced marriage.’ However the POA does include some (albeit few) references to child marriage.

This contrasts to the second Girl Child Resolution, which only refers to early marriage, even though the POA and Beijing Declaration were the main influences in the creation of the Girl Child Resolutions. The imprecise language was retained in subsequent resolutions, such as the 1999 Resolution that referred to ‘married women, pregnant women and young mothers’ (emphasis added). The use of imprecise terminology reflects the lack of states’ political will to address CEFM.

This terminology was not changed until 2006, where forced marriage was included in the Girl Child Resolution and further in 2010, where ‘child marriage’ was incorporated into the Resolution. Further, the 2010 Resolution replaced most uses of the term ‘early marriage’ with ‘child marriage.’ This gives the Resolution more clarity as it relies on the CRC definition of ‘child’ and therefore prohibits marriage of children that are under the age of 18. The inclusion of all aspects of the term CEFM and the increased use of precise terminology reflects the increased political will to respond to CEFM, as the Resolution implements a more holistic approach to this issue.

The 2012 Resolution does not include any reference to ‘early marriage,’ which further signifies states’ political will and increases the effectiveness of the Resolution as the imprecise terminology is removed. Whilst this is generally a positive development, the removal of ‘early marriage’ entirely narrows the scope of the Resolution and suggests the UN is adopting the perspective that the age of 18 is always the appropriate age for marriage without considering the capacity and intention to marry.

However, reference to ‘early marriage’ has since been reintroduced in the Girl Child Resolutions. All GA and HRC Resolutions from 2014 onwards that refer to CEFM include all aspects of the term, which reflects the OHCHR’s report that provided the definitions and highlighted the difference between these aspects. Throughout the development of these instruments, there has been a general decline in the use of ‘early marriage,’ which is evident through the 2017 expert workshop that rarely refers to ‘early marriage.’
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However, it is still present in the current GA and HRC resolutions which ensures a holistic approach is adopted whilst utilising the most precise terminology.

### 5.4 Summary

The international community has responded to the CEFM phenomenon through the creation and implementation of hard and soft law instruments. When analysing the approach in relevant hard law instruments it is clear that the lens through which the phenomenon is addressed is not consistent. As has been shown, some of the hard law instruments explicitly prohibit the practice of child marriage whereas others implicitly prohibit its practice by addressing it in a broader context. In particular, some of the hard law instruments addressed CEFM through the lens of capacity and others as a deprivation of human rights. The soft law implements a broader scope of approaches by including education, health, cultural practices, gender equality and a law and policy perspectives in order to respond to this multifaceted issue. However, it generally views these different approaches from a human rights perspective. The soft law developments to and definitions of CEFM have developed in two phases: between 1994-2014 and 2014-current. This is evident through the strengthening and adoption of different approaches to CEFM and both the clear definitions and use of all aspects of the term CEFM. Although the responses to CEFM gave developed differently, the current status of the different resolutions is similar. Despite the differences, both the hard and soft law instruments are consistent in their requirement that CEFM be prohibited within the jurisdiction of State Parties.

---

6. International Organisations

6.1 The United Nations Children’s Fund

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) was founded in 1946 and is headquartered in New York City, NY. It operates in 190 countries around the world to defend the rights of children across a vast range of fronts including child protection, inclusion, education, emergency aid, gender issues, innovation for children and research and analysis\textsuperscript{302}. UNICEF receives funding from various sources including national governments, UN grants, individuals and other charities and NGOs. One feat was sourcing over 80 million dollars in funding from the governments of Italy, Netherlands, Norway, the UK and Canada at the 2014 Girl Summit in London. In the 2015 income year, UNICEF sourced $5 billion dollars of funding from various sources, with nearly sixty per cent coming from government bodies and thirty per cent derived from the private sector and NGOs\textsuperscript{303}. This level of funding would classify UNICEF as one of the largest charitable funds in the world, and such a level of funding allows for quality research, which will foster the most effective initiatives on the ground. The approach UNICEF takes is multifaceted with empowerment of women and children through education programs being at the core of everything they do to provide ‘child protection from violence, exploitation and abuse’\textsuperscript{304} and to supplement its education and intervention programmes. As research is at the forefront of all actions and interventions that UNICEF undertake, investment in in this work is integral to the success of its overarching objectives. The Innocenti Research Centre in Florence, Italy ‘works closely with all parts of the wider organisation as well as a wide range of external academic and research institutions’\textsuperscript{305}. The facility operates independently to ensure the findings and inquiry is of the highest quality so that it can respond dynamically to research questions on the ground through co-operation with ‘many low to middle income countries… to shape global policies and outcomes for children’\textsuperscript{306}. UNICEF through its significant funding, global connections and reach as well as its high quality, dynamic and responsive research is in a strong position to improve the lives of many children throughout the world and truly make a lasting difference in the fight against CEFM.

6.1.1. Introduction to the Research, Initiatives & Action

The defence of the rights of children and women is not at all straightforward, it takes a lot of time, money and effort to effect changes to ideologies entrenched in many communities around the world. This is achieved by UNICEF primarily through expenditure on research conducted at the Innocenti Research Centre, as well as undertaking initiatives on the ground in affected areas\textsuperscript{307}. This research will be the focus of this section, as the organisation has released thousands of papers on all facets of child rights, health, education, abuse and CEFM.

\textsuperscript{305} The United Nations Children’s Fund – Innocenti Research Centre, How We Work <www.unicefirc.org/article/1441/>.
\textsuperscript{306} Ibid.
since its inception in the 1940’s. The manner this organisation attempts to make the changes, the world so desperately needs, is through extensive research into practices which are harmful to boys, girls and women all over the world.

The papers referring to CEFM are few in the earlier years of operation and become far more prevalent into the 1990’s as the focus of their organisation shifts towards child marriage and women's and girl's rights. UNICEF is also active in these affected countries and regions by using the research they conduct to develop campaigns such as the Day of the Girl Child in 2012 which has CEFM as its theme to drive awareness of the harmful and lasting impacts of the practice.\(^{308}\) The analysis of this organisation will focus on a combination of the research conducted, as well as the initiatives and actions taken by the organisation to identify and address CEFM issues and how these approaches have evolved and adapted over time. This is not intended to be a comprehensive analysis of all the publications about Child Marriage released by UNICEF. \textbf{The most noticeable change is moving away from simply identifying the phenomenon as a women and girls issue, to the early twenty-first century where it became specifically acknowledged as a human rights issue, allowing real pressure to be applied to governments and other NGOs to bring about an end to the practice across the globe.}\(^{6}\)

\subsection*{6.1.2. Approaches to Research, Initiatives & Action throughout 1995 - 1999}

One of the earliest UNICEF publications on CEFM considered is titled ‘The Role of Men in the Lives of Children’\(^{309}\) casts a lens over the lives of children and how the ‘best interests of the child are served when both the mother and the father are involved in the care-taking, nurturing and support of their children.’\(^{310}\) This research paper, more specifically, addresses the impact of men in children’s lives and how programmes can be developed to enhance the role of men in children’s lives.\(^{311}\) However, the focus upon CEFM is quite minimal and the one occasion in which it was raised it was noted as being an issue in which required ‘attitude changes’ about childhood marriage and further community support for safe sex within such relationships.\(^{312}\) The main concern in this publication is not for the rights of girls in regard to CEFM, or how men play a role in infringing these rights, but more so the ramifications of such relationships on children in terms of pregnancy and sexual health. The report concludes that future programmes and initiatives led by UNICEF need to focus on normalising male involvement in households by working with men will bring about positive results for women and children.

Another early publication by UNICEF with a heavy focus on child marriage and associated issues is noted the issue as being a ‘women’s issue.’ The Progress of Nations (1998),\(^{313}\) contains chapter about women’s health and associated issues applicable to them. Within this chapter there are two sections, which relate to children, marriage and early motherhood; ‘Teen Births’ and ‘Teenage Marriage.’ The teen births section is presented first and focuses on the ‘reproductive health’ of girls and how this is one of the few available tools to compare adolescents around the world, with number of births for women between 15-19


\(^{310}\) Ibid, 9.
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(per 1000)\textsuperscript{314} and as one would expect the European nations and ‘The West’ to be well below average with African and Asian regions well above the average. The section on ‘teenage marriage’ notes that the incidence is much less than in the last generation. The issues this section identifies with teen marriage is, less; schooling, independence, experience, life and work. Further, it canvasses the lack of power in the relationship due to the age disparity between older men and the younger women and how this can further oppress women. It also considers the issue of increased unplanned child birth and the effects unwanted pregnancies can have on young girls. Interestingly, the author notes that there is an increased risk of HIV/AIDS to unmarried sexually active girls.\textsuperscript{315} It is clear from this publication that the concern within UNICEF is shifting away from being predominantly a sexual health issue as with young married girls in the above ‘The Role of Men in the Lives of Children’ study and towards a women’s health and wellbeing issue affecting all facets of their lives.


At the turn of the century, UNICEF released a publication entitled ‘Equality, development and peace’ (2000). This is reflective paper looking at the gains made and the lessons learned towards the later stages of the twentieth century and recommendations to take into the twenty-first century with a focus on the commitments made by the governments to meeting goals of improvements to the lives of women and children.

Child marriage and the issues surrounding it is beginning to gain much more attention, and is referred to throughout the document in relation to other women’s issues including abuse genital mutilation,\textsuperscript{316} lost education and employment potential\textsuperscript{317}, and sexual health\textsuperscript{318}. The responses by UNICEF include working closely with governments and other NGOs to bring about acknowledgement of women’s rights issues, including equality in the home and personal development opportunities which are often disregarded in favour of prioritising opportunities for boys. In contrast to the two previous publications, it is evident that UNICEF are beginning to acknowledge the interaction of child marriage with other facets of a girl’s life and how this can impact upon it. Sexual health including genital mutilation is still at the forefront of the call to begin intervention to protect girls, however development opportunities which are usually foregone in favour of boys, as girls are prepared for domestic roles, also recognised. This publication also appears to be pioneering in the sense that UNICEF has gone beyond purely recording and identifying such concerns to begin engaging with governments and NGOs to bring about changes for the benefit of children, particularly girls.

A 2001 research paper, which solely addresses the issue of CEFM, was developed by the Innocenti Research Centre in Florence entitled ‘Early Marriage: Child Spouses.’ This addresses CEFM as a standalone primary women’s issue and no longer secondary to other child developmental issues, or part of a wider assessment of barriers to child development such as the abovementioned ‘Progress of Nations’ publication. The main issues addressed are the lack of choice/consent by girls, loss of childhood, a violation of their human rights,

inhibiting education, physical and mental effects, and sexual health including HIV/AIDS. This publication is pioneering in terms of making child marriage a ‘human rights issue’ and moving away from simply acknowledging the existence and implications of child marriage to taking the position that CEFM is actually a violation of the rights afforded to all humans under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to women under the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women.

This is a valuable policy change by UNICEF, as purely acknowledging the existence of such practices and the implications of them, without singling out CEFM as a primary cause of many other health and developmental issues, was inhibiting direct action. Further, the notion of determining the practice illegal or in breach of international law also brings the practice into the view of many governments, international NGOs and individuals. Identifying the practice as illegal and making it a rights issue has assisted to mobilise human rights organisations and powerful governments to apply pressure to offending jurisdictions to reform their law and policy toward such practices. It is in the ‘Taking Action’ section of this publication that truly acknowledges the above and looks to influence ‘civil society institutions to develop and implement suitable systems to prevent or discourage the practice.’

This chapter also recognises the needs beyond legislation and policy issues, and the need to educate and empower girls, which are, or are likely to be, affected. This also extends to programmes aimed at parents to keep girls in school, to postpone marriage and reduce other health implications.

The overarching purpose of this publication and how it differs to that of previous years is the drive to identify CEFM as a rights issue, to de-normalise the practice and entice governments to recognise their responsibilities under international charters.

A working paper released by UNICEF authored by Anne Bernard, addresses the education of girls in various UNICEF-funded education programmes across the continents of Asia, Africa and Latin America. In terms of rhetoric and the terminology utilised, it is, like the publications preceding it, referring to the phenomenon as ‘child marriage.’ As this paper addresses child issues in these regions from the perspective of the importance of education, it is important to note this paper does not addresses the injustices or rights abuses of CEFM, but rather identifies how child marriage and teenage pregnancies can restrict access to education and how these familial situations managed to facilitate education. Therefore, as the issue is brought further to the forefront of UNICEF’s programs it is apparent that the approach is beginning to include avenues of managing CEFM rather than purely trying to prevent.

The terminology and approaches toward to CEFM is beginning to evolve drastically, ‘Early Marriage: a harmful traditional practice’ builds on the abovementioned 2001 publication ‘Early Marriage: Child Spouses.’ UNICEF begins to alter its rhetoric and approach towards CEFM as the overall ‘voice’ of the publication is no longer as accepting of the phenomenon as in publications from previous years by directly acknowledging the harm this tradition causes to children, particularly girls. Further to this, the publication solely addresses CEFM as a child issue rather than a contributing factor, as does the mentioned earlier paper, which was restricted to formal unions. This report furthers its predecessor by, ‘considering girls in both formal marriage and in cohabitation to determine relationships between early unions and
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socio-economic and demographic variables.' This is an important variant to take, and it shows how the organisation is agile enough to respond to newly identified issues within communities. It is likely that as organisations like UNICEF begin to apply pressure to governments with communities in breach of human rights agreements, some more traditional communities may look to circumvent these laws and ‘informal unions’ may become more common. This statistical report addresses the issue with much a broader stroke by capturing both married girls and co-habiting girls analysing the effects of such cultural practices and the extent to which girls’ futures are jeopardised by them. This will allow other organisations as well as UNICEF to tailor programmes for girls based on the results to deliver maximum effect, and will alter the organisations approaches and initiatives moving forward.


The approaches, terminology and rhetoric engaged in by UNICEF started to plateau, as the ‘human rights’ approach coupled with the identification of health implications beyond that of a purely sexual nature appears to be the standard approach. In the 2011 publication ‘The State of the World’s Children: Adolescence, an Age of Opportunity’ takes an approach of addressing a range of child issues, one of them being CEFM and tying it closely with Female Genital Mutilation and Cutting (FGM/C). The terminology has changed, and is referred to in this document as ‘Adolescent Marriage’, identifying as marriage (or union) as after age 15 but prior to 18 as the most frequent age of betrothal. Although the terminology is slightly different, the issues addressed still revolve around the same themes of health and rights and improving overall life and development opportunities for children.

A very important aspect of UNICEF's work is the raising of awareness of child marriage. An effective way of doing this is by involving the citizens of affected regions and giving them a safe place to congregate, protest and share ideas in the hope of changing laws and ideologies. UNICEF partnered with the Department of Women and Child Development & Social welfare of West Bengal to start a ‘movement against child marriage called “Amar Shaishab Amar Adhikar” (My Childhood, My Right).’ Empowerment is a very effective way to initiate change in these communities, especially as women and children are typically in a weaker position than their male counterparts in patriarchal societies. Supporting children to stand up for their rights will have a two-fold effect of also educating these children to the extent of their rights, which will hopefully flow on to other children and adults in which they are in contact with. This sort of intervention by UNICEF supplements their hands-on work on the ground such as a pilot initiative in West Bengal to curb Child Marriage.

UNICEF undertook a pilot intervention program in the Malda District of in West Bengal, in which had the highest number of child marriages in the region. The purpose of this program was to ‘track child marriages, building capacity of teachers, Anaganwadi workers and village committee members on the issue.’ Further to this, the programme was intended
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to document the regions attitudes and norms toward the practice to make the local villages ‘child-marriage free.’\textsuperscript{330} This is but another way in which UNICEF attempts to complement its campaign work, reaching out to affected regions ensuring that they are imparting knowledge and providing education on the subject for maximum impact. Capturing data ‘direct from the source’ also allows UNICEF agility in the way they approach the planning of initiatives and expenditure of resources on research to alter their strategies when they discover an approach is no longer effective or attitudes are evolving.

A \textit{2012 evaluation report released by UNICEF appears to deviate from the developed status quo in the sense that it groups child marriage with FGM/C as Harmful Traditional Practices or HTPs.}\textsuperscript{331} They have been categorised in such a manner as it is believed that these HTPs occur, and are directed at women, because they are in a ‘weaker’ or inferior position to men which allows the practices to perpetuate. Further, the \textbf{grouping of these practices together appears to be ‘by design’ to facilitate drafting legal frameworks for governments,}\textsuperscript{332} coupled with training and awareness-raising by organisations like UNICEF. The approach in this report was the evaluation of some self-declared ‘Woredas’ in Ethiopia, and how they were progressing in abandoning HTPs.\textsuperscript{333} This differs from previous publications in terms of CEFM as it identifies a decline in the practice in these African communities and attributes it to ‘awareness raising of the harmful nature of the practice and increased reporting to authorities.\textsuperscript{334} Overall, the study revealed that modern mothers of young children in these communities do not intend to marry their daughters off young.\textsuperscript{335} The work of the organisation appears to be beginning to have the desired effect to get feedback as to the success of their message delivery.

In 2012, UNICEF, in conjunction with the United Nations General Assembly organised and declared the 11\textsuperscript{th} November 2012 as the International Day of the Girl Child to acknowledge the challenges girls around the world face and raise them on an international stage. The theme of the inaugural event was child marriage which has been identified as a ‘fundamental human rights violation and impacts all aspects of a girl’s life.’\textsuperscript{336} Although this event, like the above Summit, are not initiatives which are ‘on the ground’ in affected regions, this event is intended to bring the issue to light and progress it from a regional ‘issue’ to a global ‘issue’ to raise the funds and the awareness necessary to effect real change.

The Girl Summit 2014 was hosted by the UK government in conjunction with UNICEF London in July 2014, as a means to build traction for putting an end to Female Genital Mutilation/Cutting (FGM/C) and Child, Early and Forced Marriage (CEFM).\textsuperscript{337} A total of 43 Governments were signatories to The Girl Summit Charter, 27 of which have committed to try to put an end to such practices and a total of $80million was raised.\textsuperscript{338} Since the hosting
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of this summit, UNICEF have worked closely with African Union campaign and have assisted with national launches in Ethiopia, Niger, Chad, Burkina Faso, Democratic Republic of Congo, Madagascar and Uganda. This approach overall is not necessarily a different approach taken by UNICEF but another way in which the organisation operates to raise awareness to the rest of the world and bring powerful allies on board. There has been, however a shift in discourse in the sense that throughout the above materials, the phenomenon has always been called either ‘early marriage’ or ‘child marriage’. This summit has altered the name to what is considered the widely-accepted acronym of CEFM to encompass all forms of union. This approach by UNICEF has been aimed at not only raising funding from developed countries, but also working with affected countries to develop ‘National Action Plans’ to address the issues from a governmental level to supplement the organisations work and reach on the ground. This is an important approach to utilise as simply addressing the issue and providing education to girls will only be so effective if their governments will not work to outlaw the practice. It appears that UNICEF are beginning to get the legal support they require as some of the regions most affected by CEFM have introduced legal reform measures as of 2014, including; Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Mali, Yemen and Zambia.

6.1.5 Approaches to Research, Initiatives & Action in 2015 and beyond

A much more recent publication from, the ‘State of the World’s Children 2016’ appears to have a ‘poverty’ focus when discussing ending child marriage. A reflective piece by a Goodwill Ambassador headlines the discussion, and appears to be taking a reflective approach. It reflects upon what has been achieved so far, and where the shortcomings are. Although there has been progress made, ‘girls from the poorest households - and those in rural areas face twice the risk of being married before turning 18.’ This now identifies a new area in which UNICEF and other organisations can address. As mentioned earlier, from the mid-2000s onwards the approach has been quite consistent across publications and communications from UNICEF. Some new ideas are introduced, although it is still very much a rights issue and women’s issue, it identifies the health exposures and raises the prevalence of Fistula, the absolute necessity of continued and strengthened education to empower girls to shift the power away from men in communities as well as the need for tougher legal action.

The UNFPA-UNICEF Global Programme to Accelerate Action to End Child Marriage was launched in March of 2016. This is a response by UNICEF and its partner The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) to the realisation that although there has been substantial progress made, if this progress is not accelerated further, there will still be a further 280 million girls married prior to 18 years old. The organisation uses the discourse of child marriage being a human rights violation, as well as a barrier to ‘sustainable development,’ which would encompass all the health and education impacts of the
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practice. Further, the ‘focus’ of the program will be upon ‘proven strategies, including access to education and health care services, educating parents and communities to the dangers of child marriage, increasing economic support, and strengthening and enforcing laws that establish 18 as a minimum age for marriage.’

6.2 The American Jewish World Service (AJWS)

The American Jewish World Service (AJWS) was founded in 1985 in Boston, Massachusetts by Larry Phillips and Larry Simon. Inspired the Jewish tradition’s commitment justice, this organisation was established to give American Jewish people an opportunity to fulfil their duty to justice as global citizens. This organisation’s broad mission is to end poverty and promote human rights in the developing world. As poverty is a far-reaching, multi-faceted global issue, the AJWS have narrowed their mission down to combatting a number of key issues. The issues they strive to combat include genocide, AIDS, violence against women and girls, hatred of LGBTQ people as well as responding to natural and man-made disasters.

The AJWS’s core strategy of combatting these specific issues is through raising awareness and funds. Their main priority is to fund smaller, local humanitarian organisations that are situated on the ground of where these injustices occur. Their fundraising and activism has specifically brought attention and assistance to disasters and injustices such as the Darfur genocide, the Liberian Ebola epidemic and the earthquake in Nepal. The AJWS also pride themselves on being the largest US funder of international LGBT awareness.

As mentioned above, the AJWS have a commitment to protecting women and girls from violence and promoting their rights over their own bodies. It is under this pledge that they strive to combat the prevention of child, early and forced marriage (CEFM).

6.2.1 Terminology

The AJWS specifically focus on ending child marriage; thus, the predominant language they use to label this issue is ‘child marriage’ or ‘early marriage’. However they also acknowledge the use of other terms such as ‘forced marriage’ by other organisations as a means of encompassing the reality of the issue. On their website and in their various publications the AJWS tend not to use the term ‘forced marriage.’ This can be attributed to the fact that forced marriage may encompass more than just children. Anyone (regardless of
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age) may be at risk of being forced into a marriage, however the term child marriage very clearly pertains to a group; while early marriage captures an element of ‘force’. 351

In their brochure outlining their approach to ending early and child marriage, 352 the AJWS exclusively use the term early child marriage with no use of the term ‘forced marriage’. For their purposes, a child marriage is ‘whenever a boy or girl marries before reaching age 18’. 353 The word ‘early’ is used to capture the unwillingness of both or either party to enter a marriage. The AJWS does not use ‘forced marriage’ as they focus more on the social and cultural pressure young people (namely girls) face to enter a marriage rather than being forced to marry. This may be attributed to the fact that the AJWS’s main work on ending child marriage is exclusively based in India, 354 and that their understanding of the root of the issue is based on gender inequality and human rights. 355

6.2.2 Approaches

The AJWS’s understanding of child marriage is rooted in the cultural and social environment in India. In some conservative Indian cultures, girls are esteemed as the family honour and this honour needs to be protected. Early child marriage is one way of protecting this honour and safeguarding girls from having consensual sex outside of marriage. Socially early child marriage is seen as a way of financially securing a girl’s future and ensuring that she is supported, without having to rely on her family for support. 356 Traditionally in some Indian communities, a woman’s role does not extend further than a housewife and mother thus parents do not see a future in their daughters studying and getting a job, therefore girls are pressured into getting married, often during their adolescent years. 357

It is these social and cultural underpinnings that shape the AJWS’s largely preventative approach to ending child marriage. Their priority is to uproot these engrafted beliefs regarding gender roles, thus educating and empowering girls to take control of the decisions regarding their bodies and lives and preventing future child marriage from taking place. By doing this the AJWS hope to end early child marriage in India and consequently reducing the other problems that result from early child marriage, such as diminished education and employment opportunities, poor health and sexual violence. 358 They propose to do this through three key strategies: locally led programs, research and advocacy. 359

6.2.2.1. Locally Led Programs

The funds raised by the AJWS are granted to grassroots organisations in India that offer programs for girls that help to build their confidence, engaged them in an array of activities.
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as well as educate them about their rights and opportunities.\(^{360}\) One recipient organisation is the Mohammad Bazar Backward Class Development Society (MBBCDS). This organisation is based in West Bengal, India. With the funding they receive from the AJWS, the MBBCDS offer free weekend tutoring for girls; provide books, pens and other school supplies for girls in need and inform girls about their legal rights. This particular organisation builds strong relationships between girls and empowers them to question families and protest when they hear of a proposed child marriage among their classmates or community.\(^{361}\) MBBCDS also provide support to women and girls fleeing from child or abusive marriages, as in the case of Sonali, a 14-year-old bride who left her abusive marriage with the help of MBBCDS.\(^{362}\)

Another recipient of AJWS is Mahila Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM). This organisation strives to educate both young boys and girls about gender equality and changing gender roles. They do this by providing safe environments for boys and girls to interact with each other as equals without fear of cultural chastisement during their camp activities and after school youth projects.\(^{363}\)

**6.2.2.2 Research**

AJWS funding is also distributed to feminist partners of the organisation that conduct deep research into this complex issue and identify the barriers against ending ECM in India. These research initiatives range from exploring the root causes of ECM (traditional and cultural beliefs), to looking at the impact of laws on ECM and sexuality, as well as the impact of ECM on the mental health and wellbeing of young women.\(^{364}\)

**6.2.2.3 Advocacy**

The third aspect of the AJWS’s approach is advocacy. The research that is sponsored by the AJWS is then disseminated among other global funders and experts as a means of encouraging them to support this cause and bring greater awareness of it, at a global level. This strategy also works as an information share technique between other organisations that combat ECM in countries other than India.\(^{365}\)

\(^{360}\) Ibid.
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6.3 Girls Not Brides

Girls Not Brides (GNB) was established in 2011 as a small initiative of The Elders, in 2013 it then became an independent charity, and it has now grown into a global partnership with over seven hundred members across ninety nations, spanning over Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. Members of GNB include individuals such as Archbishop Desmond Tutu as well civil society organisations such as The American Jewish World Service (5.2) and Save the Children (5.5).

GNB was founded by The Elders. The Elders (founded in 2007) are a group of independent global leaders who strive toward promoting human rights and peace across the globe. They are known, influential global leaders who no longer hold a public office and are independent from any national government and other interests. They strive to be just and fair and believe that all of humanity has shared interests that need to be protected and promoted.

While The Elders aim to promote all human rights, GNB exclusively focuses on child marriage. Unlike the AJWS they do not have any other focus, their sole goal is to end child marriage. The benefit of this is that more resources and effort go toward child marriage. GNB also provide a wealth of resources and information about child marriage. They have compiled lists of the twenty countries that have the highest rates of child marriage as well as provided information and resources about different regions. While they do provide a more holistic and global approach, it may also be less focused as they spread over more than one region, where the dynamics of child marriage may differ.

6.3.1 Terminology

The terminology used by GNB seems to be exclusively ‘child marriage.’ They define this as “any formal marriage or informal union where one of both parties are under 18 years of age.” In all their own articles, blogs and reports the terms such as ‘forced marriage’ and ‘early marriage’ do not appear, it is solely ‘child marriage’ that is used. They do not reject these terms but they also do not utilise them.

6.3.2 Approaches

Much like the AJWS, GNB finds that the root cause of child marriage is gender inequality, however rather than identifying the cause, they also consider the reasons for its persistence as
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a global issue. GNB attributes child marriage’s ongoing prevalence to poverty and insecurity as well as cultural beliefs and traditions.\textsuperscript{373}

GNB’s acknowledgement of the complexity of child marriage is demonstrated by their understanding of gender inequality and how that is linked with particular cultures and traditions. However, \textbf{gender inequality remains at the heart of the issue}. Their research and initiatives have found that in the societies with a high rate of child marriage, there is also a strong patriarchal ideal that does not value girls to the same extent as it does boys; thus, these kinds of societies seek to control the lives and bodies of their girls. By assuming this kind of control, they seek to stop girls from having relationships and pregnancy outside of marriage and thus protecting the family’s honour.\textsuperscript{374} This is seen as the main reason for why child marriage has come to exist.

However as there has been rapidly growing awareness and advocacy for human rights, signified by the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,\textsuperscript{375} patriarchy has been under attack and is no longer viewed as a suitable structure for society.\textsuperscript{376} Thus, GNB has attributed the continuity of child marriage to poverty as well as cultural traditions. \textbf{In poverty stricken regions, marriage is viewed as a means of securing your daughter’s future as well reducing the family’s burden, this is particularly so in cultures where the payment of a dowry is still practiced.}\textsuperscript{377} Further the fact that child marriage has occurred in the past generations it continues to be practiced out of tradition. These practices do not get challenged, as they have been part of a culture’s identity for a long period of time.\textsuperscript{378}

Another important factor to consider when examining GNB’s approaches is that they consider ending child marriage as a means of achieving a number of the sustainable development goals.\textsuperscript{379} While child marriage is the only issue they specifically address, the reason they address it, is in order to achieve The Elder’s overarching goal of global peace. In short GNB’s approach is two pronged, social and it is global. They aim to educate in order to change social beliefs, attitudes and practices and it is global as they encompass many members of the international community.\textsuperscript{380} GNB’s approaches are also largely preventative, that is they focus on strategies to stop future child marriages. This is prevalent in the specific initiatives they have engaged in.

\subsection*{6.3.2.1 “ENTERTAINMENT-EDUCATION”}

One such initiative is the “Entertainment-Education” initiative. This strategy seeks to raise awareness and spark social changes of attitude through the intentional use of media, ranging from radio to street theatre to magazines and comic books.\textsuperscript{381} This strategy is versatile and
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can be used at a large scale, like in India and Nepal through magazine stories and television shows with intentionally designed storylines that address child marriage. It can also be used on a small scale, like in Pakistan and Malawi, through street performances that bring attention to child marriage as an issue.\textsuperscript{382} GNB financially supports the organizations that put together these media posts as well as commission reports to evaluate their effectiveness.\textsuperscript{383}

6.3.2.2 \textbf{RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION}

This is also another key strategy that GNB employs. They commission research to investigate and evaluate national initiatives to end child marriage. This information is then presented in a fully published report with recommendations and ‘lessons learned’ from the research.\textsuperscript{384} The most recent report entitled “Lessons Learned from National Initiatives to End Child Marriage – 2016”\textsuperscript{385} evaluated over twenty different national Government endorsed initiatives in eleven different countries. This report considered the political climate\textsuperscript{386} of each of these countries and made recommendations regarding co-ordination between government departments and other initiatives \textsuperscript{387} as well as financial matters.\textsuperscript{388} It sets out the recommendations in categories based on the actions that can and should be taken by the different levels society (civil society, Government, local NGOs and international NGOs).\textsuperscript{389}

6.3.2.3 \textbf{CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES}

GNB’s most predominant approach to ending child marriage is attempting to consolidate all the information, research and strategies that they access through their partners and members in one easily accessible place. \textit{GNB’s current 2017 to 2020 strategy highlights six shared goals that they believe need to be achieved in order to end child marriage, it also provides an insight into the direction that their partners and members are moving towards.}\textsuperscript{390} The goals they have identified are; more government action, particularly by those governments where child marriage is most prevalent.\textsuperscript{391} Greater support from the global community to not only end child marriage but also to achieve the sustainable development goals;\textsuperscript{392} transforming attitudes and norms at a community level through policy-based support;\textsuperscript{393} long-term sustainable funding that is accessible and evenly distributed;\textsuperscript{394} more research in order to deeply understand the issue of child marriage;\textsuperscript{395} and greater collaboration between partners and members of GNB in order to have a greater impact.\textsuperscript{396}
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Save the Children was founded in Britain in 1919 by social activist, sociologist and teacher Eglantyne Jebb. In its early beginnings, the International Save the Children Fund’s (as it was known then) only goal was to supply food to children living in poverty in post-World War I Austria.\(^{397}\) Jebb later developed five decrees, which she labelled as the fundamental rights of every child. These same decrees were adopted by the League of Nations and went on to form the basis of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Child, in 1959.\(^{398}\) Save the Children has thirty branches across the globe, including in the United States and Australia.\(^{399}\) Their emergency aid and assistance, particularly after natural and man-made disasters, has stretched from Arizona to Korea to the Middle East.\(^{400}\) The focus of this section will be on Save the Children International, which oversees these thirty members and provides a collation of their initiatives, research and articles.

As the name suggests, the specific target group of Save the Children initiatives are children. **This organisation does not only endeavour to protect girls from child marriage, but they also work to bring children out of famine, poor health and lack of opportunity.** Another bulk of their work revolves around disaster relief. Save the children strive to respond quickly and adequately to humanitarian emergencies, these include natural disasters, armed conflict and disease epidemics.\(^{401}\) Their main priority is children, so in any given emergency situation, children are given priority as they are always the most vulnerable group. They do their best to provide medical treatment, shelter, clean drinking water and food in a speedy manner. Further, as well as providing physical assistance and aid, Save the Children also provides emotional support to children who have experienced some sort of trauma.\(^{402}\)

### 6.4.1 Terminology

Throughout their website and publications, **Save the Children predominantly use the term child marriage.** As with the organisations covered above, Save the Children define child marriage as any marriage or union where on or both parties are under the age of eighteen.\(^{403}\) However they do not strictly or exclusively use this term alone. **They also employ the terms early marriage and early child marriage. They also often describe child marriage as being forced.** Save the Children tend to use these terms interchangeably depending on the context in which they are used. For example, when speaking about the child marriage phenomenon in the context of the African region, it is often referred to as early child marriage.\(^{404}\)
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However, when discussing child marriage in the context of countries such as Syria and Afghanistan, it is more likely to be described as forced marriage. The reason for this is in the latter context, forced marriage may not always be between children, further they have also found reasons for marriage being forced. A report focusing on child and forced marriage among Syrian refugees in Jordan indicate that some forced marriages take place to restore the family honour, where the girl or woman was been a victim of rape.

The main point to note is that Save the Children use certain terms in certain contexts. However, in whichever context child, early and/or forced marriage is used, the key elements they endeavour to embody is that the marriage has involved a party (most likely the female) who is under eighteen and/or they have not consented or did not have a choice whether to consent or not to the marriage.

### 6.4.2 Approaches

Save the Children acknowledge that child marriage is rooted in gender inequality and cultural practices. However, they are much less concerned with this, and instead concentrate on the factors that allow and drive the persistence of child marriage. They also focus on the various detrimental impacts of child marriage on the lives of those girls subject to them. Generally, Save the Children’s initiatives are not preventative. Rather they are centred on dealing with the effects of child marriage as well as the factors that allow child marriage to continue.

For Save the Children the most devastating impact of child marriage is the adverse effects on the health of the child brides, in particular those girls that fall pregnant shortly after they are married. Child marriage and subsequent adolescent pregnancy affects both a girls’ sexual and reproductive health. Further the age and health of the mother significantly impacts both her own and the baby’s chance of survival. Child/adolescent pregnancies have a higher percentage of stillbirths, infant deaths and maternal death during delivery. Save the Children specifically address this issue by providing education about and access to sexual and reproductive health services. One such initiative is known as the “My First Baby Guide,” which facilitates the establishment of Married Adolescent Girls Groups (MAGs) that regularly meet to share advice on nutrition, hygiene, sanitation, reproductive health, pregnancy, childbirth and newborn care. These initiatives have thrived in places such as Oruro, Bolivia and rural parts of Nepal.

Save the Children also endeavour to reduce/change the interacting factors that allow child marriage to continue. These namely include poverty and lack of adequate legal protection. While legal protection may not entirely abolish child marriage, it is a significant step in the
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right direction. Save the Children advocate for these children by lobbying governments (in countries where child marriage is prevalent) to create age limits on marriage, if they do not already exist, and to enforce them.\textsuperscript{411} Save the Children currently have four advocacy offices across the globe in New York, Geneva, Brussels and Addis Ababa. The New York and Geneva offices liaise mostly with UN bodies such as UNICEF and the World Health Organisation; while the Brussels office mainly co-ordinates with the EU. The Addis Ababa office, in Ethiopia, liaises with the African Union (AU) to push for government support to end child marriage.\textsuperscript{412} The Addis Ababa Advocacy Office holds summits and conferences to campaign for the end of child marriage in Africa. These summits provide African leaders with accurate statistics of the occurrences of child marriage as well as share information regarding the strategies other African bodies are undertaking to eradicate child marriage. They also provide recommendations on the key actions that need to be taken by the African leaders to end child marriage, such as resource allocation and enacting and reinforcing legal provisions into practice.\textsuperscript{413}


\textsuperscript{412} Save the Children, \textit{Advocacy} (2017) <https://www.savethechildren.net/advocacy>.
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Humanium are an international non-government organisation. This group was established in November 2008 in Geneva, Switzerland. The rationale behind their establishment was simply and solely to ensure the well-being of children worldwide. This includes children’s living conditions and the fruition and protection of their basic rights. The organisation was co-founded by Oliver and Arndt Soret, who now hold the roles of President and CEO, respectively. They have a small team of eleven other people in their office working toward reaching their goal. Humanium also have sister NGOs in France and Germany. They also have Ethics Committee and an Internal Audit team. It is clear that accountability and transparency are two values they aim to uphold.

Humanium is primarily a child sponsorship organisation with a number of partnerships and supporters that assist them in reaching their goals. Their partnerships include Google, through its “Google Grants Program,” The Alliance of Lawyers for Human Rights (AADH), Hand in Hand India who strive to empower women and reduce poverty, Symantec who assist through product donations and HomeAway, which runs activities for children while promoting their human rights. Humanium is also a participant in the United Nations Volunteer Program who promotes volunteering as a means of supporting the development of peace in the world.

Humanium have a number of ethical values that they strive to uphold as an organisation. They believe in the inherent value of each individual human being and respect that each individual and culture has differences. They also work towards sustainable development, autonomy and individual participation in their programs and projects.

### 6.5.1. Terminology

As Humanium are an organisation for the protection of Children’s rights, they use the term child marriage. However, their specific definition of child marriage carries with it the underlying assumption of a forced marriage. Humanium defines a forced marriage as a union between individuals where one or both parties have not freely consented and/or where the one’s spouse is chosen for them. While Humanium identify that this is a common practice in some cultures, they also flag it as a human rights violation that must be ended. For Humanium a child marriage is any forced marriage where one party is under the age of eighteen.

Therefore, in all the publications, reports and statistics put together by Humanium, it can be assumed then when the term child marriage is used, there is a presumption that it is also a forced marriage. One reason for this kind of definition may be that for Humanium child marriage (where it is not forced) may not necessarily be a human rights violation. Thus, for
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their purposes, of ensuring the well-being of children promoting human rights, and protecting childhood, it is appropriate and necessary to define child marriage in this way.

### 6.5.2 Approaches

Humanium’s general approach to their broad mission is based on five strategic pillars. These are the following: independent observation, online children’s rights education, legal counsel, change agent empowerment and children’s relief.

As part of their independent observation, Humanium monitor and report worldwide human right’s violations and make their findings available to maintain transparency. Their online education scheme supplies free published documents and information regarding children’s rights. This was part of their effort to simplify the dispersion of information and proved to be successful, by reaching almost five million people. Further than this they were able to engage up to three hundred thousand people on social media. Humanium, through their partners (namely AADH) offer free legal advice for matters regarding children’s rights. This often consists of navigating people toward the correct representatives that will aid in their present case. They also have networks with a numerous pro bono lawyers across the globe.

The other two pillars of their approach, change agent empowerment and child relief involve working directly with children facing human rights violations, in conjunction with local grass roots NGOs. Change agent empowerment encompasses educating children on their own rights and implementing cooperative developmental activities for children. One example of this strategy in action was in Rwanda where Humanium teamed with the local NGO AVSI and ran seventeen interdisciplinary workshops and educated over one thousand children living in Rwanda.

Through the children’s relief strategy Humanium provide housing, nutrition and education to stranded children. They support housing centres in Rwanda and Burkina Faso. This strategy also provides the groundwork for farming and agricultural training initiatives that educate children on organic agriculture and promote sustainable farming techniques. Humanium’s approach to child marriage is largely focused on ending the violation of children’s rights and also mitigating the negative physical and mental health effects of these marriages on children (specifically on young girls). However, they do not have specific programs that just address child marriage. Rather the strategies mentioned above are undertaken as a means of protecting all children, whether that protection is from child marriage or any other potential threat such as poverty, poor health and lack of education and employment.
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However, Humanium do offer useful and interesting articles regarding the status of child marriage across the globe. They have published a number of articles regarding the child marriage situation in countries such as India, Niger and Zimbabwe but have also found interesting facts and figures about the reality of child marriage in countries such as the United States. These articles provide statistics regarding the rate of child marriage, as well as tailored recommendations of what needs to be done to decrease child marriage in each country.

### 6.6 Differences in Approach

There has not been much research into why the different definitions and terms for CEFM exist or why the terms and responses differ between organisations, however a few key points may be gathered from the information presented above. The two major influences on the approach and initiatives undertaken by each organisation are firstly whether the organisation is looking to prevent child marriage or rather offer support for those already engaged in child marriage and secondly, the understanding of child marriage as an issue that the organisation adopts. This underlying understanding influences the strategies that the organisation employs. Responses will differ where an organisation understands child marriage as solely a human rights and dignity issue, that is rooted in culture and tradition, as compared to when the problem is understood as a threat to health and wellbeing.

For organisations that take on a largely preventative approach, above AJWS and GNB, their initiatives tend to be largely focused on education. Educating girls on their rights as well as educating whole communities in the hope of transforming their attitudes and beliefs to bring an end to the future of child marriage. These organisations focus on a social change. Contrastingly an organisation like Save the Children, who endeavour to help those already engaged in child marriage. Their initiatives are focused on improving the conditions these young girls are living in and offering healthcare, accommodation and support to those fleeing from child marriages.

Where the understanding of the issue of child marriage differs, so too do the approaches and initiatives. Where the problem is understood to be rooted in cultural and traditional practices, as mentioned above, the response is usually centred on changing social beliefs and attitudes in order to break gender stereotypes and roles, in the case of the AJWS and GNB. However, where the understanding of the problem is seen primarily as a threat to health and wellbeing the approach may not always be tailored specifically to the issue of child marriage alone. Rather when the issue is framed in this way, approaches tend to be more holistic and work to improve the health, education and opportunities of all children rather than just targeting those who are affected by child marriage. These approaches also are more likely to have greater avenues for advocacy, as demonstrated by Humanium.
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While the organisations discussed above all had different preferences for the terms they use when discussing CEFM, and each had slightly different approaches, strategies and initiatives, although not without overlap, there is one element they each had in common. Universal to all the organisations was collaboration. Each organisation, in some way, promoted the unequivocal need for partnerships. Partnerships between different levels of government, different nations and different organisations. Each organisation had partners, some even were partnered with each other, for example the AJWS and Save the Children were both members of GNB. The key to overcoming child marriage, as an enduring problem, is collaboration, in order to have enough resources and fortitude to see its abolition.
7 Regions

7.1 Asia Region

7.1.1 Child, Early and Forced Marriage in the Region

Child marriage in Asia, specifically South Asia, is one of the most prevalent regions universally as statistically, 45% of girls married before the age of 18 and 17% before the age of 15. Countries such as Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Afghanistan and Pakistan dominate the South Asian region with regard to prevalence. Despite legal instruments that may outlaw the practice, these continue to be overlooked due to the existence of longstanding customary laws and traditions. For example, legislative regulation in this region exists, however, in countries where *sharia law* is prevalent, girls can legally marry when they reach puberty. This creates disjuncture between the statutory law and religious law, as both attempt to regulate marriage and exacerbates the issue for policy makers of enforcing a legal framework that promotes international human rights standards. Subsequently, countries in Asia continue to struggle to break the cycle of child marriage in areas where patriarchy persists, and detrimental traditions and customs have been carried from generation to generation.

There are many factors that influence and drive the existence of child marriage in South Asia, including: gender discrimination, social and cultural norms, the socio-economic status of individuals and education levels. Firstly, families and communities place little value on
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female children to contribute to the income or financial wellbeing of a family. Hence, parents usually assess the costs and benefits of marriage and decide to marry their daughters early if they are seen as an economic burden. This view is predominately seen in families who live in poverty and particularly evident in Bangladesh. It is a major concern in rural areas of Bangladesh, with an average of 70% of girls married before the age of 18. Hence, girls are not prioritised as educational investment opportunities, instead are married off to limit the economic burden. It is a known fact that the poorest countries have the highest rate of child marriage as they have fewer resources to invest in the future of girl’s education or abilities. Due to poverty, there is limited access to education and schools for young children that force them to early marriages. A 2010 study of 200 child marriages in Afghanistan found that 71% of the girls that married before the legal age were illiterate. It is crucial to understand that ‘pulling girls out of school and forcing them into early marriage ensures that poverty will be handed down from a mother to her daughter, for generations to come.’ Therefore the prevalence of child marriage in South Asia is in need of further reform and assistance to determine its root causes that continue to exist.

### 7.1.2 Brief History and Development of CEFM

**Child marriage in South Asia materialises from traditional norms and practices passed across generations. Child marriage has developed amongst poorer families with lower levels of education and high occurrence of natural catastrophes and conflict.** It has also continued through generations due to the disjuncture between personal laws and national legislative instruments.

Countries in South Asia are subject to an immense amount of poverty, resulting from many natural disasters and conflict. For example, in 2004 Sri Lanka experienced a proliferation in child-marriage rates, following a tsunami that pushed families to marry their daughters to relieve them from subsequent financial burdens. Secondly, in 2007 Bangladesh experienced cyclone Sidr, which contributed to two thirds of children under the age of 18 being married within those 12 months alone. Thirdly, in Afghanistan, parents are marrying off their daughters to safeguard them from harm of extreme poverty due to conflict; it is considered a way of ensuring physical security and safety. Furthermore, Afghanistan is still ranked one of the most dangerous places in the world for women to live. Since the end of the Taliban rule in 2001, there has been little progress into the human rights of women and girls.
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There is a strong emphasis on women as an economic burden on their families; parents are quick to marry off their daughters for a bride price. In fragile countries such as the abovementioned, marrying off their daughters as a form of protection is seen as creating a better life, however actually forcing girls to be subject to sexual exploitation and abuse. In 2010, floods in Pakistan contributed to increases in early marriage, which led to lack of opportunities for girls to enter a protective school environment. Marriage may also be a mechanism for resolving conflicts between families and maintaining and fostering business, land or property ties with them. For example, in Pakistan, India and Nepal, children may be engaged or even married while toddlers or below the age of 10 to resolve conflicts between families.

The history of patriarchal norms in South Asia has contributed to the development and prevalence of child marriage. Girls are treated as ‘commodities’ and an economic burden, resulting in early marriage. The existence of personal laws continues to fuel the existence of child marriage. For example, Muslim personal laws establish puberty as the minimum age to marry, being 15 years of age. As will be seen in the below sections, Sharia Law does not co-exist harmoniously with international human rights standards, represented through the many reservations and declarations annexed to ratification of international law. Therefore, the historical development of sharia law has contributed to separation between effective legislative and enforcement and the existence of child marriage in the region. Lastly, the longstanding tradition that girls should protect their virginity has contributed to the history of child marriage in South Asia. For many communities, the loss of virginity for girls before marriage remains the worst shame that can be brought upon a family. Further, there is serious fear surrounding rape, not out of fear of her safety, rather for the shame it brings her father, husband and brothers. Therefore the longstanding views as to the protection of a girl’s sexuality is forcing parents to ensure their children are married to avoid any shameful situations.

### 7.1.3 United Nations Initiatives

The following tables will illustrate the implementation of key pieces of international law in relation to child marriage and outline the party status of Asian countries, including any reservations or declarations.

---
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**Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (1962)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>16th August 1996 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>5th October 1998 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reservations:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Articles 1 and 2:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh reserves the right to apply the provisions of articles 1 and 2 in so far as they relate to the question of legal validity of child marriage, in accordance with the Personal Laws of different religious communities of the country.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>10 February 1997 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>6th June 1991 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>5 February 1963 (S)</td>
<td>21 Jan 1965: &quot;Considering the provisions of its Civil Code, the Philippines, in ratifying this Convention interprets the second paragraph of Article 1 (which authorizes, in exceptional cases, the solemnization of marriage by proxy) as not imposing upon the Philippines the obligation to allow within its territory the celebration of proxy marriages or marriages of the kind contemplated in that paragraph, where such manner of marriage is not authorized by the laws of the Philippines. Rather, the solemnization within Philippine territory of a marriage in the absence of one of the parties under the conditions stated in said paragraph will be permitted only if so allowed by Philippine law.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>12th December 1962 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>24 Jan 1983 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>13 Sep 1993 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>13 Aug 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>5 Oct 1998 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Declarations:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Articles 2 and 3:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh will implement articles 2 and 3 in so far as they relate to equality between man and woman, in accordance with the relevant provisions of its Constitution and in respect to certain aspects of economic rights viz. law of inheritance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Articles 10 and 13:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>While the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh accepts the provisions embodied in articles 10 and 13 of the Covenant in principle, it will implement the said provisions in a progressive manner, in keeping with the existing economic conditions and the development plans of the country.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>14th August 1980 (S), 5th March 2003 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>13th September 1993 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>10th July 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>6th November 1984 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reservation:
"Pakistan, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant, shall use all appropriate means to the maximum of its available resources."

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Accession Dates</th>
<th>Reservations</th>
<th>Declarations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan had to remove the text.</td>
<td>17th July 1980 (S), 31st August 1981 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>24th May 2006 (A)</td>
<td><strong>Reservations:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Declarations:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                     |                                                      | "The Government of Brunei Darussalam expresses its reservations regarding those provisions of the said Convention that may be contrary to the Constitution of Brunei Darussalam and to the beliefs and principles of Islam, the official religion of Brunei Darussalam and, without prejudice to the generality of the said reservations, expresses its reservations regarding paragraph 2 of Article 9." | "i) With regard to articles 5 (a) and 16 (1) of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, the Government of the Republic of India declares that it shall abide by and ensure these provisions in conformity with its policy of non-interference in the personal affairs of any Community without its initiative and consent."
|                     |                                                      |                                                                              | "ii) With regard to article 16 (2) of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, the Government of the Republic of India declares that though in principle it fully supports the principle of compulsory registration of marriages, it is not practical in a vast country like India with its variety of customs, religions and level of literacy." |
| Cambodia            | 17th October 1980 (S), 15th October 1992 (A)         |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| China               | 17th July 1980 (S), 4th November 1980 (R)           | **Reservations:**                                                            |                                                                              |
| Democratic Republic of Korea | 27th February 2001 (A)                  |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| India               | 30 Jul 1980 (S), 9th July 1993 (R)                  |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Indonesia           | 29 Jul 1980 (S), 13 Sep 1984 (R)                    |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Japan               | 17th July 1980 (S), 25th June 1985 (R)              |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Kazakhstan          | 26th Aug 1998 (A)                                   |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Kyrgyzstan          | 10th February 1997 (A)                              |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Lao PDR             | 17th July 1980 (S), 14th August 1981 (R)           |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Malaysia            | 5th July 1995 (A)                                   | **Declaration:**                                                             |                                                                              |
| Mongolia            | 17 Jul 1980 (S), 20 Jul 1981 (R)                    | "The Government of Malaysia declares that Malaysia’s accession is subject to the understanding that the provisions of the Convention do not conflict with the provisions of the Islamic Sharia’ law and the Federal Constitution of Malaysia. With regard thereto, further, the Government of Malaysia does not consider itself bound by the provisions of articles 9 (2), 16 (1) (a), 16 (1) (c), 16 (1) (f) and 16 (1) (g) of the aforesaid Convention." |                                                                              |
| Myanmar (Burma)     | 22nd July 1997 (A)                                  |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Nepal               | 5th February 1991 (S), 22nd April 1991 (R)         |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Pakistan            | 12th March 1996 (A)                                 |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Philippines         | 15 Jul 1980 (S), 5th August 1981 (R)                |                                                                              |                                                                              |
| Republic of Korea   | 25 May 1983 (S), 27 Dec 1984 (R)                    | **Declaration:**                                                             | **Reservation:**                                                             |
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### Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)\(^{\text{457}}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>27 Sep 1990 (S)</td>
<td>28 Mar 1994 (R)</td>
<td>Declaration:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Government of the Republic of Afghanistan reserves the right to express, upon ratifying the Convention, reservations on all provisions of the Convention that are incompatible with the laws of Islamic Sharia and the local legislation in effect.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>26 Jan 1990 (S)</td>
<td>3 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td>Reservations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;[The Government of Bangladesh] ratifies the Convention with a reservation to article 14, paragraph 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>4 Jun 1990 (S)</td>
<td>1 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>27 Dec 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 August 2015:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The Government of Brunei Darussalam expresses its reservations on the provisions of the said Convention which may be contrary to the Constitution of Brunei Darussalam and to the beliefs and principles of Islam, the State religion, and without prejudice to the generality of the said reservations, in particular expresses its reservations on Article 14, Article 20 paragraph 3, and Article 21 subparagraphs b, c, d and e of the Convention.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>15 Oct 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>29 Aug 1990 (S)</td>
<td>2 March 1992 (R)</td>
<td>Reservation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;[The People's Republic of China shall fulfil its obligations provided by article 6 of the Convention under the prerequisite that the Convention accords with the provisions of article 25 concerning family planning of the Constitution of the&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.4. Regional Initiatives

1985 South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation

The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (‘SAARC’) was established on 8 December 1985 and consists of a number of member states including Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. On the 5th January 2002, the SAARC established the SAARC Convention on Regional Arrangements for the Promotion of Child Welfare in South Asia. This Convention outlined the need for assistance and protection of the children that live in South Asia. They recognised that the population of South Asia is enormous and the need to assist
children to reach their full potential is paramount. Hence, ‘Article IV- Regional Priorities’ makes reference to the issue of child marriage and recognises that:

‘States Parties shall make civil registration of births, marriages and deaths, in an official registry, compulsory in order to facilitate the effective enforcement of national laws, including the minimum age for employment and marriage.’

The South Asia Initiative to End Violence Against Children (SAIEVAC) is one of the six Apex Bodies of the SAARC. They are an intergovernmental regional body, made up of government officials from the abovementioned member states, whose aim is to protect children’s rights in South Asia. In August 2014 they established the first Regional Action Plan to End Child Marriage in South Asia. This Action Plan is implemented for the period of 2015-2018. The overall objective is to:

‘Delay the age of marriage for girls in at least four countries in South Asia by 2018’ or alternatively to ‘raise the age of marriage to 18 for both boys and girls delaying early marriage in at least four countries in South Asia by 2018.’

The following table outlines the expected outcomes of the Regional Action Plan to End Child Marriage in South Asia and how SAIEVAC intend to do so.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected Outcome</th>
<th>How?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Effective enactment, enforcement and use of national policy and legal instruments to increase the minimum age of marriage for both boys and girls to 18</td>
<td>o Review of legislation aligned with constitutional and international legal standards; o Undertake assessment of births and marriage registration; o Support countries to harmonise legal frameworks and customary laws with international standards; o Support participation of parliamentary caucus on child rights; and o Convene a regional forum of human rights institutions to strategise their role in ending child marriage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Improved equal access to quality education, particularly secondary education</td>
<td>o Review of education policies and budgets of member States; and o Include female education issues in SAIEVAC technical consultations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Increased mobilisation of girls, boys, parents, media, religious and community leaders to change discriminatory gender norms</td>
<td>o Develop a social mobilisation guideline toolkit with a focus on child marriage; o Organise consultations on draft toolkit; o Implementation of the SAIEVAC social mobilisation toolkit; o Develop partnerships with religious leaders; o Regional children consultation; o Develop partnerships with media coalitions/networks; o Strengthen community based protection mechanisms to strengthen the prevention, reporting and response at national levels;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Centre for Reproductive Rights reached out to the SAIEVAC Regional Secretariat to discuss the enforcement and accountabilities of the legal framework surrounding child marriage in the region. There was a major concern about how the laws of child marriage were being enforced and the lack of government accountability to see how child marriage was contributing to the abuse of human rights for young girls. Therefore, on 7 November 2014 the *Kathmandu Call for Action to End Child Marriage in South Asia* was adopted. They adopted a number of focuses to be addressed:

1. Ensure access to legal remedies for girls whose rights are violated as a result of child marriage;
2. Harmonising child marriage prevention and prohibition laws with laws that protect all forms of violence;
3. Introduce legal reform recognising marital rape as a punishable offence without establishing an age limit;
4. Strengthen the enforcement of national laws prohibiting child marriage;
5. Ensure that girls who are victim to child marriage have access to institutional support;
6. Ensure access to a full range of sexual and reproductive health information and services;
7. Support efforts by national human rights institutions to promote accountability for violations;
8. Support the inclusion of a specific target to eliminate child marriage under the goal on gender equality in the post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals; and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Increased prevention of child marriage by addressing its root causes and creating alternative social, economic and civic opportunities for girls.</th>
<th>o Create links with projects/initiatives like Missing Child Alert; o Regional consultation on practices that are harmful to children.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. New and existing evidence collected on status of married girls below 18 years, and on good program practices to address their needs</td>
<td>o Coalition/Network with Government Organisations and Non-Government organisations and the private sector working for poverty alleviation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Gather new and existing evidence on self-initiated marriages, trafficking for marriage, honour killing, dowry, and cross-country marriages of girls; and o Identify good practices amongst programs that address this population.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Enhanced advocacy to mobilise action and support for girls who are already married</td>
<td>o Advocate at governmental, non-governmental and private sector level for enhanced support of girls who are already married in key areas: o Education o Sexual and reproductive health information and services o Skills and employment o Prevention and redressing violence o Advocate for voidance of marriages as a recourse from violence against already married girls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Improved monitoring, reporting and evaluation of programs to end child marriage in South Asia</td>
<td>o Establish an interactive SAIEVAC Management Information System o Regular programme monitoring and review by SAIEVAC o Support national mechanisms to implement the agreed regional work plan and monitor it as per agreed indicators o Conduct final evaluation of RAP to end child marriage in South Asia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Ensure the effective implementation of the Regional Action Plan to End Child Marriage in South Asia by allocating adequate resources.  

1991 **Meena Communication Initiative**

Meena is an animated cartoon series consisting of a 9-year-old girl as the main character with the intention of focussing on issues of child marriage. In Bangladesh the stories have been incorporated into the formal and non-formal curriculum of schools. In Pakistan, Meena and her brother Raju promote child rights and there have been a number of communication resources developed to assist awareness of girl’s education and health. In India, the Meena cartoon has been used as a communication tool to promote nationwide education and communication programmes. Nepal has used the Meena initiative to discuss and reflect on children’s health and gender issues through media organisations. In Bhutan, the Bhutan Post had collaborated with UNICEF to design and print 10,000 sheets of postage stamps and 5,000 posters saying ‘Educate Every Girl and Boy.’ Meena has been used in Sri Lanka as a role model for educating children, particularly in relation to child rights. Lastly, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam have Meena episodes showing on their TV’s.

2002 **The BRAC Adolescent Development Programme (ADP) and Employment and Livelihood for Adolescents (ELA)**

This initiative was set up by BRAC who formulated a number of interventions including a safe space for adolescents, education on life skills through peer networks, providing livelihood training, and a mechanism of communication, awareness and advocacy that encourages interaction and dialogue among adolescents, their parents and community leaders. The initiative creates a supportive communication network to combat child marriage in the community. Initiatives like adolescent fairs, cultural competitions, and sports for development contribute to addressing the issues and to creating an enabling environment for developing the potential of girls.

---


---

Figure 2: Meena Communication Initiative: <https://www.unicef.org/rosa/media_2479.htm>
2004 **MenEngage South Asia**

MenEngage work with men and boys to change gender norms and promote gender equality in South Asia. The organisation assists a number of countries in the region such as Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. MenEngage have set up resource centres and men’s groups like the Centre for Health and Social Justice (CHSJ), Men’s Action for Stopping Violence Against Women, and the Forum to Engage Men, all focused on engaging men to end silence around to work toward gender equality, and to promote more just and peaceful societies.464

2010 **Asia Child Marriage Initiative**

The Asia Child Marriage Initiative is a multi-country initiative set up by Plan International aimed at preventing child marriage and mitigating its negative consequences on children and families.465 Plan International recognise that the elimination of child marriage requires multi-faceted interventions to alter the social norms and legal frameworks around the practice.466 They have implemented this initiative using a child-centred community development approach. Programs include:

1. **Bangladesh**- The Protection of Vulnerable Children Programme attempting to reduce child marriage in rural areas by awareness-raising activities, life skills training and promotion of peer leaders and advocacy efforts with duty bearers.

2. **India**- Programme for promoting children’s right to protection from abuse and exploitation that promotes knowledge, attitudes and practices with regard to child marriage and child rights.

3. **Nepal**- aiming at building awareness about the negative effects of child marriage, mobilising child and youth clubs and protection groups and providing life skills education.

2013 **South Asian Coordinating Group on Action against Violence against Children**


*Regions covered:* Maldives, Afghanistan, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

Six strategies provide the framework for SACG’s action:

1. Networking, coordination and capacity building;
2. Building knowledge base on violence against children in South Asia;
3. Evidence-based advocacy to end violence against children in South Asia;
4. Supporting and collaborating with SAIEVAC;
5. Supporting and institutionalizing child participation; and

465 Verma, Sinha and Khanna, above n 432, 12.
466 Ibid.
6. Strengthening regional monitoring function on violence against children in South Asia.\textsuperscript{467}

\textbf{2015 Improving Adolescents’ Lives in South Asia (2015-2019)}

This programme is run by UNICEF (funding from Ikea Foundation) and is specifically focused on Afghanistan, India, and Pakistan. The programme has three pillars. The first focuses on adolescents as agents of change, which is achieved through youth groups providing programming on life skills, education, and rights. The second pillar is mobilising community through intergenerational dialogues. The third pillar is service provision including knowledge and awareness on existing legislation, expanding education opportunities for adolescents.\textsuperscript{468} The regional projects focus on increasing autonomy that boys and girls have over decisions affecting their lives.\textsuperscript{469}

\textit{Planned Results:}
- Afghanistan: 6\% reduction in child marriage, 15\% increase in secondary enrolment and 20\% decrease in adolescent pregnancy;
- India: 20\% reduction in child marriage, 20\% increase in secondary enrolment and 10\% decrease in adolescent pregnancy; and
- Pakistan: 10\% reduction in child marriage, 100\% increase in adolescent’s participation in alternative basic education, 3\% decrease in adolescent pregnancy.\textsuperscript{470}

\textbf{2015 ESCAP Regional Action Framework on Civil Registration and Vital Statistics in Asia and the Pacific (2015-2024)}

The Regional Action Framework facilitates collaborative action at local, provincial, national and international levels by multiple stakeholders to align and prioritise efforts of the consistency of civil registration and vital statistics in the Asia Pacific Region.

Three Goals:
1. Universal civil registration of births, deaths and other vital events
2. All individuals are provided with legal documentation of civil registration of birth, deaths and other vital events, as necessary, to claim identity, civil status and rights.
3. Accurate, complete and timely vital statistics (including on causes of death) are produced based on registration records and are disseminated.\textsuperscript{471}

\textsuperscript{468} Fletcher, Fitzgerald and Van der ee, above n 463.
\textsuperscript{470} Ibid.
7.1.5. National Initiatives

The following three countries were intentionally selected as representative of three countries with high prevalence in the region, however split by at least 10% according to the 2016 child marriage rates obtained by UNICEF.

BANGLADESH

**Government Initiatives**

1929 **Child Marriage Restraint Act**

Law regulating the practice of child marriage in Bangladesh. The Act defines a child as a ‘male person under 21 years and female under the age of 18 years.’ Penal sanctions apply to a breach of this Act in parts 4-6 which makes it punishable to solemnize a child marriage, act as a parent or guardian initiating the child marriage, or being above the prescribed ages in s2(a) and marrying a minor. This includes imprisonment which may extend to one month or a fine which may extend to one thousand Taka, or both.

---

1991 **Female Secondary School Stipend Program**  
**FOCUS: Education**
In 1991 Bangladesh had a population of 111 million, and only 1/4 of the female population being literate. The enrolment of girls in secondary schools was at 33%, which was a consequence of poverty and early marriage (and other social and cultural factors). The government of Bangladesh wanted to expand access to girls in secondary education in rural areas by adding activities and incentives to improve the quality of education in participating schools. Unmarried girls up to class 10 have to maintain 45% marks and 75% attendance to gain tuition and monthly stipends.473

1996 **Birth and Death Registration Project**  
**FOCUS: Legislative changes**
In 2006, 90% of the population did not have birth documentation.474 This project initiated a digital birth registration system, which linked to other government services. This makes it more difficult to falsify a girl’s age for marriage registration. Hence, in 2012, 114 million out of the 150 million inhabitants now have birth certificates.475

1996 **Multi-Sectoral Program on Violence Against Women**  
**FOCUS: Women’s Rights**
The specific objectives are:
- Integrated services related to violence against women improved and consolidated, to increase quality, efficiency and sustainability.
- Awareness on violence against women and related public services increased in relevant institutions and general public and increase in the use of the concerned facilities.
- Institutional capacity of Ministry of Women and Children Affairs and key government agencies developed resulting in improved and consolidated inter-ministerial coordination and action in relation to violence against women.
- Targeted legal and procedural reform achieved to enhance prevention and redress of violence against women cases/formulation of National Action Plan for Violence against Women.476

2006 **Births and Deaths Registration Act**
Stipulates that birth certificates are to be used as proof of age for a number of administrative procedures.477

475 Ibid.
2011 **Operational Plan for Maternal, Neonatal, Child and Adolescent Health**

**FOCUS: Health**

To improve maternal, newborn and child health status of the population in Bangladesh through increased coverage and utilization of the quality maternal, newborn and child health services at the community level. Objectives include reducing adolescent pregnancy, providing reproductive health care and nutrition information and services to adolescents, life skills, education for adolescents delivered through the School Health program and reducing the negative health consequences of sexual abuse. 479

2014 **Child Marriage Restraint Act**

Bangladesh considered revising the *Child Marriage Restraint Act* to lower the minimum age of marriage to 16 for females and 18 for males. Secondly, in 2016 the Parliament of Bangladesh was due to review the *Child Marriage Restraint Act* that includes a provision that would allow child marriage in ‘special cases.’ The 2016 review has not come into existence yet.

2014 **Child Marriage Prevention Act**

The Government of Bangladesh have recently drafted a bill of the *Child Marriage Prevention Act 2014*, which was approved by the Cabinet on 15 September 2014 that creates a provision of a maximum jail sentence of 2 years and a fine of up to 50,000 Taka, or a minimum of a six-month jail sentence or fine of up to 10,000 Taka for violation of the Act. 482

**NGO INITIATIVES**

2004 **Raising the Age of Marriage for Young Girls**

**FOCUS: Education and empowering girls**

Pathfinder International and SWANIRVAR set up this initiative. The program allows for: primary and secondary school support, advocacy, and vocational training; assistance in helping girls overcome the hurdles that prevent them from finishing school, finding employment, and delaying marriage until they are ready. The project targeted the girls in need within five subdistricts of Kishoreganj, one of the poorest areas of Bangladesh. 483


479 UNFPA and UNICEF ROSA, above n 469, 15.

480 Ibid 13.


482 World Health Organisation and Inter-Parliamentary Union, above n 477, 25.

2006  **Kishori Abhijan**  
**FOCUS: Education and empowering girls**

A program developed by UNICEF at a time when 33% of young women were married before the age of 15. The project informs girls, boys and their parents about gender roles, discrimination, health, hygiene, nutrition and their legal rights. It also offers adolescent girls the opportunity to acquire life, livelihood and leadership skills. The primary topics concentrate on child marriage, dowry, child rights, reproductive health, HIV and STD prevention, family planning, birth and marriage registration and domestic violence awareness. Using a peer-leader approach, the project aims to reach 600,000 adolescents, 60% of who are girls - in 28 districts over a five-year period. This target includes rural girls, aged 14-19, who attend secondary school and rural girls, aged 10-19, who do not attend school. Both of these groups are especially vulnerable to early marriage.\(^{484}\)

2007  **Patsy Collins Trust Fund Initiative**  
**FOCUS: Education and mobilizing communities**

The goal of the project is to improve girls’ success in school. In Bangladesh, the work involves community organizations (such as School Management Committees) and parents’ groups, students, and government officials to address reasons why girls are out of school. These include improving teacher attendance, inclusive teaching methods; ensuring girls can travel safely to and from school, and others.\(^{485}\) Monitoring of the initiative shows that 100% of students in the project area now agree that girls are good at school.\(^{486}\)

2012  **BALIKA**  
**FOCUS: Education and empowering girls.**

Set up by The Population Council, Population Services and Training Centre, Centre for International Development issues, Nijmegen and mPower. This association provides educational support to girls by tutoring in mathematics and English (in-school girls) and computing or financial skill training (out-of-school girls). They also provide life skills training on gender rights, negotiation, critical thinking and decision-making. Lastly, the association provides livelihoods training where girls receive training on entrepreneurship, mobile phone servicing, photography and basic first aid.\(^{487}\)

---


\(^{486}\) Ibid.


79
This initiative aims to enhance the capacity of Parliamentarians and the Parliament Secretariat officials to enact necessary laws and policies for eliminating child marriage and preventing gender based violence. The Bangladesh Association of Parliamentarians on Population and Development has adopted an advocacy plan, which includes “eliminating child marriage”. The sub-committee on “eliminating child marriage”, works with a range of Standing Committees to guide relevant ministries on the enforcement of laws, policies and regulations related to prevent child marriage issues. Key issues addressed through the sub-committee include allocating adequate budget for mandatory education up until year 12, increasing employment opportunities, especially for girls, and improving maternal health to ensure safe delivery.

AFGHANISTAN

*Figure 4: Source http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/afghanistan/*

**GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES**

1977  **Afghan Civil Code**

Regulates the marriageable age of males and females in Article 70: ‘Capacity to marry shall be complete when males attain 18 and females 16 years.’ However, Article 71 states that:

‘(I) Marriage contract of a girl who has not attained the age mentioned in Article (70) of this Law may only be concluded by her competent father or competent court.'
(2) Marriage contract of minor girls under 15 years old are not permissible by no means.'

2004 Islamic Republic of Afghanistan’s Constitution

Article 3 states that ‘in Afghanistan, no law can be contrary to the beliefs and provisions of the sacred religion of Islam.’ Hence, according to Islamic law, a girl can be married off when she reaches the age of puberty and when she is considered ‘physically mature.’ Marriage related to the Shiite Afghans are regulated by the Shiite Personal Status Law of 2009 where the legal marriage age for a female is 16 and for a male is 18 (based on the solar calendar).

2007 New Marriage Contract and Marriage Registration Awareness Campaign

FOCUS: Advocacy

Set up by the Supreme Court of Afghanistan and the Ministry of Women’s Affairs. Marriage contract named the ‘Nikah Nama’ has been implemented to end child marriages and empower women’s legal status after marriage. According to the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission 60-80% of marriages in Afghanistan are forced. In the marriage registration awareness campaign, officials attempted to get across the following message: “An Afghan man will not compromise his traditionally dominant position in the family by officially registering his marriage” This campaign was aimed at dealing with patriarchal norms that surround child marriage in Afghanistan.

2007 Child Protection Action Network

FOCUS: Protective Services

Set up by Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs, Martyrs andDisable and UNICEF. This initiative is a network of government and non-government organisations to perform field interventions to meet the protection and needs of children and allow them access to services. In 2009, there were 68 cases of child marriage reported to the CPAN.

---
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2008 National Action Plan for the Women of Afghanistan
FOCUS: Women’s Rights

Set up by Ministry of Women’s Affairs. The plan acknowledges the incidences of early, child and forced marriages as a factor contributing to drop out rates of girls in education.\(^{494}\) Two main goals are women’s empowerment and gender equality.

2009 Elimination of Violence against Women law
FOCUS: Legislative Changes

This law criminalises child marriage, forced marriage, selling and buying women for the purpose or under the pretext of marriage, baad (giving away a woman or girl to settle a dispute), forced self-immolation and 17 other acts of violence against women, including rape and beating. It also specifies punishment for perpetrators.\(^{495}\)

2013 National Youth Policy
FOCUS: Empowering Youth

The Ministry of Youth Affairs, UNFPA and UNICEF set up this initiative. The aim of the policy is to systematically meet the needs of youth by designing and implementing short, medium and long term strategies and programmes to develop youth skills and potential in economic, social, cultural and political spheres.\(^{496}\)

2014 National Action Plan to Eliminate Early and Child Marriage
FOCUS: Child Marriage

In 2016, a consensus conference was held with key stakeholders such as the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Ministry of Haj and Religious Affairs, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Public Health and Ministry of Women’s Affairs to finalise the National Action Plan. The next stage is to get on board UN agencies to work in partnership to leverage funding and resources for the implementation of the action plan.\(^{497}\)

---


NGO INITIATIVES

2007 Girl's Education Challenge and Community-Based Girl’s Education Project
FOCUS: Education

This initiative was set up by BRAC who opened 4,021 community-based schools and enrolled 125,108 students. The initiative aims to remove barriers that prevent children, particularly girls from receiving education. The current projects are:

1. Phase II- Community Based Girls Education project in Afghanistan- January 2013-December 2016

UN INITIATIVES

2011 Violence Against Women
FOCUS: Women’s Rights and empowering girls

The UN Women and Ministry of Women’s Affairs set up this initiative. The key goal is to advance the implementation of the 2009 Law on Elimination of Violence Against Women. The initiative established six community resource centres in Bamyan, Balkh, Heart, Nangarhar, Parwan and Badakshan (high prevalence areas of violence against women).

2011 Teacher Malalai’s Adventures
FOCUS: Advocacy and Awareness

This initiative was set up by the UNFPA and Ministry of Women’s Affairs. There was a particular episode named ‘Mina’s Early Marriage’ that is based on a 13-year-old girl who is forced to abandon school because her parents arranged her marriage, however Mina’s dream is to become a doctor. This initiative was aimed at advocating for the elimination of child marriage and the increase of participation in education for girls.

2012 Youth Health Line
FOCUS: Health

Ministry of Public Health, UNFPA and Afghan Family Guidance Association set up this initiative. The initiative was set up as a response to the realisation that talking to parents about sexual or reproductive health was considered taboo. The Youth Health Line allows children to telephone a counsellor to receive health information. During the first five months, 7,172 young people contacted the health line of which 79.3% were young women and girls.
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PAKISTAN

1929  **Child Marriage Restraint Act XIX**

This law was aimed at regulating and enforcing the existence of child marriage. Section 2 (a) sets a minimum legal age for marriage at 18 for boys and 16 for girls.

1973  **Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan**

The country’s National Assembly passed the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan on 10 April 1973. Article 31 states that “no Pakistani laws shall be in conflict with the Injunctions of Islam.”

2004  **Punjab Female School Stipend Program**

**FOCUS: Education**

This initiative was by the Provincial Government of Punjab. The aim of the program was to increase the amount of participation of firms from grades 6-10. The government gave a quarterly stipend of 600PKR as long as the girls maintained an attendance rate of 80%. The World Bank conducted a study in 2011 and found that

---

*Child marriage prevalence is the percentage of women 20-24 years old who were married or in union before they were 18 years old.*

*According to UNICEF’s State of the World’s Children 2016.*

*Figure 5: Source [http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/pakistan/](http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/pakistan/)
girls participating in the program delayed their marriageable age by 1.5 years and had fewer births by the time they were 19 years old.  

2013  **Child Marriage Restraint Act**  

This law specifically dealt with the Sindh Province where the minimum age of marriage raised to 18 for both men and women (formerly 16 years for girls).  

2015  **Child Marriage Prohibition Act**  

In the Punjab Province, the legal age of marriage for girl’s remains at 16, however penalties articulated in the federal law have been increased at the provincial level.  

**NGO INITIATIVES**  

2000  **Madadgaar Helpline**  

**FOCUS: Protective services**  

Madadgaar provide telephonic counselling, face-to-face counselling to walk-in survivors, crisis intervention, guidance, legal advice and legal aid and referral services to children and women. Hence, between 2000-2013, 16% of calls (around 11,000 calls) from girls were related to child marriage.  

2007  **Aagahi se Agay**  

**FOCUS: Empowering girls**  

This initiative was set up by Rutgers WPF with the main purpose to delay early marriage through increasing school enrolment, leadership development, life skills education, sexual and reproductive health information and learning’s on economic and social empowerment.  

2013  **Access, Services and Knowledge (ASK)**  

**FOCUS: Health awareness**  

This initiative was set up by Rutgers WPF and targets young people between the ages of 10-24 years old to access reproductive health information in a safe, non-
discriminatory and non-judgmental environment. The programme also initiated an SMS service for young people to enquire about reproductive health and rights.\textsuperscript{509}

2013 \textbf{Pakistan Child Marriage Initiative}  
\textbf{FOCUS: Advocacy}

Rahnuma (Family Planning Association of Pakistan) set up this initiative. It was aimed at developing a national alliance of civil society organizations for joint advocacy efforts against child marriage. First national consultative meeting on child marriage was held in Lahore, Pakistan with a number of civil society members. During the meeting, a number of youth were given a chance to share their suffering as victims of child marriage. This highlighted the inadequacies of the existing law and the lack of implementation from policy makers for the revision to child marriage laws in order to make it more punitive and ensure gender equality.\textsuperscript{510}

\textit{UN INITIATIVES}

2014 \textbf{Adolescent Sexual Reproductive Health Services}  
\textbf{FOCUS: Health}

This initiative was set up by UNFPA, Population Welfare Department and Department of Health. The project aims to integrate and strengthen adolescent sexual reproductive health services into primary health care programmes. Major activities include providing counseling and sexual reproductive health services to married and unmarried boys and girls. This is implemented through adolescent counseling centres; trained health care providers and community workers to reach out to young married couples aged 15-19; promote sexual reproductive health among young people through peer education programmes; and conduct advocacy with local leaders to support an enabling environment for youth to access services.\textsuperscript{511}

\section*{7.1.6. Summary}

By assessing the key International Conventions, regional and national initiatives across Asia, it can be concluded that child marriage has been highlighted as a key human rights issue, however further analysis and implementation needs to be considered.

Firstly, with consideration of the International Conventions, it can be concluded that there is limited scope in ensuring that implementation of these Conventions is reflected in the regions despite ratification. For example, countries such as Afghanistan, Pakistan and Malaysia reserve the right to specific Article’s in the abovementioned Conventions on the basis that it

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{509} Rutgers WPF, \textit{Access, Services and Knowledge} <http://rutgerswpfpak.org/ask.html>.
  \item \textsuperscript{510} Rahnuma Family Planning Association of Pakistan, \textit{Progress against 5As} <http://www.fpapak.org/about-us/reports.html>.
  \item \textsuperscript{511} UNFPA and UNICEF ROSA, above n 469, 32.
\end{itemize}
does not co-exist with their personal laws. This appears to be a growing trend throughout Asia.

Secondly, by researching the regional initiatives it can be concluded that they have steadily dealt with the area of child marriage, however only recently taken action to enforce regional collaboration through the 2014 *Regional Action Plan to End Child Marriage in South Asia*. Although this action plan seems progressive, there needs to be further research towards its enforcement, recognition and compliance by civil societies.

Thirdly, through consideration of national initiatives in Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Pakistan, it can be concluded that all three states are understanding the issues that surround child marriage and attempting to eradicate them. In Bangladesh, recognition of marriageable age of 18 in 1929 shows their commitment to eradicating child marriage, however enforcement of this law is poor. In Afghanistan, there pinnacle recognition of child marriage issues was in their 2014 *National Action Plan to Eliminate Child Marriage*. However, their main barrier exists in longstanding customs and traditions. Furthermore, the aforementioned issues are also faced in Pakistan.

Finally, following research of International Conventions, regional initiatives and national initiatives it can be concluded that the Asian region has progressively worked towards empowering women, focusing on girl’s education and health issues. However, greater attention needs to be given to the root causes of the existence of child marriage which has shown to be the patriarchal society, girl’s as economic burdens and the longstanding customary practices that stand between enforcing the law and eliminating child marriage.
### 7.2 Middle East & North Africa Region

#### 7.2.1 Child, Early and Forced Marriage in the Region

The prevalence of CEFM in the region is as complex and diverse as the region itself. The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) has been defined as a region in a number of ways by multiple countries and organisations. This paper will refer to the scope of MENA as including the 20 states in West Asia and North Africa that are defined by UNICEF as encompassing the region. These are: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Palestine, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen.\(^{512}\)

Every country in MENA (except Iran) has ratified the *Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women* (CEDAW), which is seen in international law as a ‘bill of rights’ for women. Article 16, paragraph 2 of CEDAW establishes that early marriages are legally void. However, CEDAW sets no definition as to what constitutes an ‘early’ marriage, nor defines what a ‘child’ is, and as such, states are free to set any age as being the minimum age for marriage. As a result, the attitudes towards CEFM can be seen from the respective minimum ages set by each state upon which a person can get married. This reflects the varying levels of state attitudes towards CEFM across the region.

In Libya, for example, the legal age for marriage is twenty, *(but lower with judicial permission on grounds of necessity)*\(^{513}\) whilst in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, the issue of CEFM becomes more complicated as there is no minimum age limit for marriage *(with parental consent)*. A lack of legal protection around a minimum age has meant that the extremities of child marriage are largely based on interpretations of *Shari’a* law in the region. A marriage contract is only valid if both parties possess full legal capacity i.e. being both of age and sound mind.\(^{514}\) This is deemed to occur

---


\(^{513}\) *Law No. 10 of 1984*.

at the age of puberty. However, the consensus as to when puberty begins has been interpreted differently in different states. In countries such as Saudi Arabia and Yemen, this can often defined as allowing a female to wed as young as 9.\(^{515}\) According to the 2014 *State of the World’s Children* Report by UNICEF,\(^{516}\) around 3% of children in the region are married by the age of 15, whilst 18% are married by the age of 18.

The MENA region has made the fastest progress in reducing child marriage of any region of the world, dropping from 34% to 18% in the last three decades.\(^{517}\) However, as this section will outline, this is not so much based on a cultural shift, but primarily based on decreasing poverty and increasing stability in many parts of the MENA. Some areas of the region are eradicating CEFM at a faster rate than others. But, the prevailing conflict is once again pushing girls into early marriage.

As a result of the Syrian Civil War, UNICEF says that increasing number of Syrian girls are being forced into premature marriages to help the family financially or to offer them protection.\(^{518}\) One in every five registered marriages of Syrian refugee women in Jordan is a girl under the age of 18.\(^{519}\) This is similarly occurring amongst Syrian and Palestinian Syrian refugees in Lebanon, where it is estimated that over 1 million of these refugees now live, of which around 78% are women and children.\(^{520}\) A combination of factors including the easing of financial burdens, the belief that parents won’t be alive long enough to care for their children and the security that a wealthy man will be able to provide the girl’s family are often considered the main reasons for the increasing prevalence of marriages.\(^{521}\)

The greatest area of concern in the MENA region continues to be Yemen. Over one-third of Yemeni girls are married before the age of 18.\(^{522}\) However, as a result of the recent conflict in Yemen, which has killed more than 10,000 and left 19 million in need of humanitarian assistance,\(^{523}\) it is possible that up to two-third of girls in the country are being married off before the age of 18, though such statistics are hard to verify.\(^{524}\)

### 7.2.2 Brief History and Development of CEFM

The history of CEFM in the MENA region has developed along three distinct lines: Poverty; Cultural and Religious Traditions; and Social Unrest.

---

\(^{515}\) Haley Sweetland Edwards, ‘Yemen’s Child Bride Backlash’, *Foreign Policy* (30 April 2010).


\(^{519}\) Ibid.


\(^{521}\) Ibid,7.


\(^{524}\) Ibid.
CEFM has long been seen to be associated with economic distress, not just in the MENA, but also across the developing world. Impoverished families consider it a means of relieving themselves of the burden of females - whom traditionally have very limited rights and opportunities – and allows them to generate payments, through the form of dowries, that itself is a common practice throughout MENA. The dowry further motivates families to marry off their daughters at a younger age as younger girls are considered to be more valuable and pure, and thus will receive a higher dowry payment than for girls who are post-pubescent.

Throughout the region, the practices of CEFM are accepted as an adequate form of preserving female ‘purity’ and preventing the loss of her virginity (whether voluntarily or involuntarily). Religion is highly significant to the history and perpetuation of CEFM as marriage is often considered a religious practice, and thus it is through such laws and teachings that marriage occurs. More than half of the twenty countries in the MENA region have populations that are approximately 95% Muslim or greater. Therefore, religion, and interpretations of religion, played an important role in developing CEFM throughout history.

Particularly in Islam, the marriage of Muhammad to Aisha – a young girl presumed to be around 9 years old – has been used to justify child marriage from a religious perspective, though of course some states such as Saudi Arabia, apply this on a more literal basis than other states. As a result, many MENA countries often limit the effectiveness of international human rights instruments when they conflict with sharia law in this regard, as will be highlighted in 7.2.3. Muhammad’s marriage was very common for 7th Century Arabia, indicating that child marriages were common practice by then, and provided a pivotal reason through which the practice was able to continue into the future.

Civil and political unrest in the MENA region also creates a fertile environment for many forms of child exploitation, such as CEFM. In war-torn and politically unstable countries, girls are often abducted and forced into marriages with local militia where they become victims of sexual abuse and slavery. Furthermore, civil and political unrest makes inter-familial alliances a potential option in ensuring peace and certainty between two large families in times of uncertainty.
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Sometimes civil unrest and war can also force women and children to flee their countries, and, as in the case of some Syrian refugees in Lebanon, then marry in order to ensure the physical and financial protection of their family.

It is a combination of these three primary factors that have perpetuated CEFM in the MENA region throughout history. The practice of child marriage itself is one that historically has developed all over the world since ancient times, and as such, is not particularly pertinent to the MENA. However, Islam and perpetual instability in the region provides the main factors as to why the practice continues to occur, though as noted previously, rates of CEFM are declining over time.

The decreasing rate of CEFM in the MENA has largely been based on decreasing poverty and increased social stability in the region, rather than a fundamental cultural shift towards CEFM. Some of this is now affected by conflict in some of the countries.

7.2.3. United Nations Initiatives

The international community has taken a number of steps to protect the rights of children, but few human rights instruments offer explicit protection from CEFM. For example, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights states that ‘children and young persons should be protected from economic and social exploitation’, but avoids an outright prohibition on child marriage, and thus foregoes any legal protection of children in such situations.

Furthermore, the UN Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages, while explicitly condemning early marriages, gives States discretion in setting a minimum age for marriage, with no guidelines or recommended ages. Most surprisingly, the Convention on the Rights of the Child largely avoids the issue of child marriage. Article 36 only goes so far as to say, ‘State Parties shall protect the child against all other forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects of the child’s welfare’. Article 1 even defines ‘child’ to mean, ‘every human being below the age of 18 years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier’. Finally, as discussed in 6.2.1, the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women is the most assertive international convention pertaining to CEFM. It states, ‘[t]he betrothal and the marriage of a child shall have no legal effect, and all necessary action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify a minimum age for marriage and to make the registration of marriages in an official registry compulsory.’ However, it similarly sets no requirement as to what the minimum age for marriage should be, nor gives recommendations. Thus, the leniencies of such international instruments have allowed MENA countries to comply with these initiatives, without adequately addressing problems of CEFM. Note the MENA countries that have signed and/or ratified these international instruments below, and take note of the reservations and declarations that the respective governments have (or have not) put forth.
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### Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (1962)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>1 Jul 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>24 Jan 1968 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>23 Nov 1994 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Relevant Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>12 Sep 1989 (R)</td>
<td>Declaration: The Algerian Government considers that the provisions of article 13, paragraphs 3 and 4, of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights can in no case impair its right freely to organize its educational system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>5 Nov 2002 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>14 Jan 1982 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>24 Jun 1975 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>25 Jan 1971 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>28 May 1975 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>21 May 1996 (A)</td>
<td>Declaration: Although the Government of Kuwait endorses the worthy principles embodied in article 2, paragraph 2, and article 3 as consistent with the provisions of the Kuwait Constitution in general and of its article 29 in particular, it declares that the rights to which the articles refer must be exercised within the limits set by Kuwaiti law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>3 Nov 1972 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>2 Apr 2014 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>21 Apr 1969 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>18 Mar 1986 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>18 Mar 1969 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>9 Feb 1987 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations / Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>22 May 1996 (A)</td>
<td>Reservations: Article 2: The Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria declares that it is prepared to apply the provisions of this article on condition that they do not conflict with the provisions of the Algerian Family Code. Article 15, paragraph 4: The Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria declares that the provisions of article 15, paragraph 4, concerning the right of women to choose their residence and domicile should not be interpreted in such a manner as to contradict the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Reservation Date</td>
<td>Declaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Djibouti     | 2 Dec 1998 (A)     | The marriage of a child, inasmuch as this provision is incompatible with the provisions of chapter 4 (art. 37) of the Algerian Family Code. **Article 16:** The Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria declares that the provisions of article 16 concerning equal rights for men and women in all matters relating to marriage, both during marriage and at its dissolution, should not contradict the provisions of the Algerian Family Code. **Reservations:** General reservation on article 2
|              |                    | The Arab Republic of Egypt is willing to comply with the content of this article, provided that such compliance does not run counter to the Islamic Sharia. In respect of article 16
|              |                    | Reservation: Approval of and accession to this Convention shall not mean that the Republic of Iraq is bound by the provisions of article 2, paragraphs (f) and (g), nor of article 16 of the Convention. The reservation to this last-mentioned article shall be without prejudice to the provisions of the Islamic Shariah according women rights equivalent to those of their spouses so as to ensure a just balance between them. This is out of respect for the sacrosanct nature of the firm religious beliefs which govern marital relations in Egypt and which may not be called in question and in view of the fact that one of the most important bases of these relations is an equivalency of rights and duties so as to ensure complementary which guarantees true equality between the spouses. The provisions of the Sharia lay down that the husband shall pay bridema y money to the wife and maintain her fully and shall also make a payment to her upon divorce, whereas the wife retains full rights over her property and is not obliged to spend anything on her keep. The Sharia therefore restricts the wife's rights to divorce by making it contingent on a judge's ruling, whereas no such restriction is laid down in the case of the husband. |
| Egypt        | 18 Sep 1981 (R)    | In respect of article 16
|              |                    | Declaration: Jordan does not consider itself bound by the following provisions: 1. Article 16, paragraph (1) (c), relating to the rights arising upon the dissolution of marriage with regard to maintenance and compensation; 2. Article 16, paragraph (1) (d) and (g). |
| Iraq         | 13 Aug 1986 (A)    | Reservation: The Government of the State of Kuwait declares that it does not consider itself bound by the provision contained in article 16 (f) inasmuch as it conflicts with the provisions of the Islamic Shariah, Islam being the official religion of the State. |
| Jordan       | 1 July 1992 (R)    | Declaration: Jordan does not consider itself bound by the following provisions: 1. Article 16, paragraph (1) (c), relating to the rights arising upon the dissolution of marriage with regard to maintenance and compensation; 2. Article 16, paragraph (1) (d) and (g). |
| Kuwait       | 24 Sep 1994 (A)    | Reservation: The Government of the State of Kuwait declares that it does not consider itself bound by the provision contained in article 16 (f) inasmuch as it conflicts with the provisions of the Islamic Shariah, Islam being the official religion of the State. |
| Lebanon      | 16 Apr 1997 (A)    | In respect of article 16
| Oman         | 7 Feb 2006         | Declaration: All provisions of the Convention not in accordance with the provisions of the Islamic sharia and legislation in force in the Sultanate of Oman. |
| Palestine    | 2 Apr 2014 (A)     | Reservations: 1. Article 15, paragraph 1, in connection with matters of inheritance and testimony, as it is inconsistent with the provisions of Islamic law. 2. Article 15, paragraph 4, as it is inconsistent with the provisions of family law and established practice. 3. Article 16, paragraph 1 (a) and (c), as they are inconsistent with the provisions of Islamic law. 4. Article 16, paragraph 1 (f), as it is inconsistent with the provisions of Islamic law and family law. The State of Qatar declares that all of its relevant national legislation is conducive to the interest of promoting social solidarity. Declaratio n: The Government of the State of Qatar accepts the text of article 1 of the Convention provided that, in accordance with the provisions of Islamic law and Qatari legislation, the phrase “irrespective of their marital status” is not intended to encourage family relationships outside legitimate marriage. It reserves the right to implement the Convention in accordance with this understanding. |
| Qatar        | 29 Apr 2009 (A)    | Reservations: 1. In case of contradiction between any term of the Convention and the norms of Islamic law, the Kingdom is not under obligation to observe the contradictory terms of the Convention. 2. The Kingdom does not consider itself bound by paragraph 2 of article 9 of the Convention and paragraph 1 of article 29 of the Convention. |
| Saudi Arabia | 7 Sep 2000 (R)     | Reservation: Article 16, paragraph 2, concerning the legal effect of the betrothal and the marriage of a child, inasmuch as this provision is incompatible with the provisions of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. |
| Syria        | 28 Mar 2003 (A)    | Reservation: Article 16, paragraph 2, concerning the legal effect of the betrothal and the marriage of a child, inasmuch as this provision is incompatible with the provisions of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. |
### Declaration: The Tunisian Government declares that it shall not take any organizational or legislative decision in conformity with the provisions of chapter I of the Tunisian Constitution.

### Reservation: Article 16: The United Arab Emirates will abide by the provisions of this article insofar as they are not in conflict with the principles of the Shariah. The United Arab Emirates considers that the payment of a dower and of support after divorce is an obligation of the husband, and the husband has the right to divorce, just as the wife has her independent financial security and her full rights to her property and is not required to pay her husband's or her own expenses out of her own property. The Shariah makes a woman's right to divorce conditional on a judicial decision, in a case in which she has been harmed.

### Declaration: The Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen declares that it does not consider itself bound by article 29, paragraph 1, of the said Convention, relating to the settlement of disputes which may arise concerning the application or interpretation of the Convention.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations / Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>16 Apr 1993 (R)</td>
<td>Reservation: The Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran reserves the right not to apply any provisions or articles of the Convention that are incompatible with Islamic Laws and the international legislation in effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>13 Feb 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>6 Dec 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>6 Jul 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>13 Jul 1994</td>
<td>Reservation: The Government of Iraq has seen fit to accept [the Convention] ... subject to a reservation in respect to article 14, paragraph 1, concerning the child's freedom of religion, as allowing a child to change his or her religion runs counter to the provisions of the Islamic Shariah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>15 Jun 1994 (A)</td>
<td>Reservation: &quot;[Jordan expresses] reservations on all provisions of the Convention that are incompatible with the laws of Islamic Shari'a and the local statutes in effect.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>24 May 1991</td>
<td>Reservation: [Kuwait expresses] reservations on all provisions of the Convention that are incompatible with the laws of Islamic Shari'a and the local statutes in effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>21 Oct 1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>14 May 1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>15 Apr 1993 (A)</td>
<td>Declaration: The Government of the Kingdom of Morocco interprets the provisions of article 14, paragraph 1, of the Convention on the Rights of the Child in the light of the Constitution of 7 October 1996 and the other relevant provisions of its domestic law, as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>21 Jun 1993</td>
<td>1. Article 6 of the Constitution, which provides that Islam, the State religion, shall guarantee freedom of worship for all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>9 Dec 1996 (A)</td>
<td>2. Article 54, paragraph 6, of Act 70-03 (the Family Code), which stipulates that parents owe their children the right to religious guidance and education based on good conduct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>2 Apr 2014 (A)</td>
<td>Reservation: The Sultanate of Oman is not committed to the contents of Article (14) of the Convention, which gives the child the right to freedom of religion until he reaches the age of maturity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>3 Apr 1995</td>
<td>Reservation: Whereas the Government of the State of Qatar ratified the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child on 3 April 1995, and entered a general reservation concerning any of its provisions that are inconsistent with the Islamic sharia;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whereas the Council of Ministers decided at its fourth ordinary meeting of 2009, held on 28 January 2009, to approve the partial withdrawal by the State of Qatar of its general reservation, which shall continue to apply in respect of the provisions of articles 2 and 14 of the Convention;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Now therefore We declare, by means of the present instrument, the partial withdrawal by the State of Qatar of its general reservation, which shall continue to apply in respect of the provisions of articles 2 and 14 of the Convention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Date Signed</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>26 Jan 1996 (A)</td>
<td>Reservation: [The Government of Saudi Arabia enters] reservations with respect to all such articles as are in conflict with the provisions of Islamic law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>3 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>15 Jul 1993</td>
<td>Reservation: The Syrian Arab Republic has reservations on the Convention's provisions which are not in conformity with the Syrian Arab legislations and with the Islamic Shariah's principles, in particular the content of article 14 related to the Right of the Child to the freedom of religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>30 Jan 1992 (R)</td>
<td>Declaration: The Government of the Republic of Tunisia declares that the Preamble to and the provisions of the Convention, in particular article 6, shall not be interpreted in such a way as to impede the application of Tunisian legislation concerning voluntary termination of pregnancy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>3 Jan 1997 (A)</td>
<td>Reservations: Article 14: The United Arab Emirates shall be bound by the tenor of this article to the extent that it does not conflict with the principles and provisions of Islamic law. Article 17: While the United Arab Emirates appreciates and respects the functions assigned to the mass media by the article, it shall be bound by its provisions in the light of the requirements of domestic statues and laws and, in accordance with the recognition accorded them in the preamble to the Convention, such a manner that the country's traditions and cultural values are not violated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>1 May 1991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2.4. Regional Initiatives

A lack of regional action plagues MENA’s response to CEFM. This is founded on a general unwillingness of many MENA countries to contravene Islamic laws, as highlighted in the number of reservations on the conventions and covenants that countries in this region have signed up to.

2004 Arab Charter on Human Rights
- The Arab League established regional legislation stating that though it does not explicitly protect children from entering into marriage, it establishes that men and women should be of ‘marriageable’ age in order to grant their consent to enter into the marriage.\(^{538}\)
- It was originally created in 1994, though no states ratified it. It was then updated in 2004.
- The charter finally came into force in 2008 when the seventh member of the League ratified it.
- It has now been ratified by Algeria, Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, the UAE and Yemen.

### 7.2.5. National Initiatives

The following three countries were intentionally selected to provide an overview of how MENA countries are dealing with CEFM across the region, chosen based on the extent of the problem in that country. The countries analysed are: Jordan (low prevalence), Egypt (mid-prevalence) and Yemen (high prevalence).

\(^{538}\) Arab Charter on Human Rights 2004, Article 33(1).
YEMEN

UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES

2014 Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 2140:

Resolution 2140 of the UN Security Council establishes a Panel of Experts to improve the human rights situation and plays an important role in the improvement and accountability for violations and abuses of human rights in Yemen.

Human Rights Council Adoption of Resolution 27/19:

In October 2014, the Human Rights Council (HRC) adopted resolution 27/19 regarding technical assistance and capacity-building for Yemen in the field of human rights. Amongst other points, the resolution:

- Reiterates the commitments and obligations of the Government of Yemen to promote and protect the human rights of all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction, and in that connection recalls that Yemen is a party to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Optional Protocols on the involvement of children in armed conflict and on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography thereto, and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities;

- Welcomes the recommendation of the National Dialogue Conference calling for the establishment of a minimal age for marriage and the criminalization of early, forced marriages, also welcomes the efforts by the Government of Yemen to promote and protect the rights of children, and calls upon the Government to ensure the early adoption of the Child Rights Bill and rapid progress in putting in place appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to eliminate the occurrence of child, early and forced marriages.
GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

1999 Abolishment of minimum age for marriage:
FOCUS: Law

In 1999, the Yemeni Parliament abolished the provision in Article 15 of the country’s Personal Status Law that had set a minimum age for marriage at 15.539 In 2007, a majority of the Parliament voted to set the minimum age for marriage at 17, however the strong conservative minority was able to stall the law’s adoption, which has been shelved indefinitely due to the uprising.540

2013 Yemen’s National Dialogue Conference:
FOCUS: Dialogue

The National Dialogue Conference (NDC) was a transitional dialogue process held from March 2013 – January 2014 as part of Yemeni crisis reconciliation efforts. One of the recommendations to derive out of the NDC was to establish a minimum age for marriage and to criminalise early and forced marriages. Due to the outbreak of civil war the following year, this is yet to come to fruition.

2013 Development of a national human rights strategy:
FOCUS: Dialogue

The purpose of this was to increase the capacity of the Yemeni Ministry of Human Rights (MoHR) and Human Rights Strategy Committee and pave the way for an effective framework for human rights protection in Yemen. It was developed in conjunction with the Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR), which provided the Yemeni partners with technical, methodological and editorial input and facilitated process and dialogue for the development of the national human rights strategy.

In the autumn of 2013 a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between DIHR and the Yemeni MoHR and in October 2013 a secretariat of the MoHR was established to facilitate the work of the National Human Rights Strategy Committee. Workshops were conducted in December 2013, February and December 2014. The resurgence of conflict in 2015 meant that the strategy process was out on hold. In October 2015 work was resumed and another workshop was conducted focusing on a technical discussion of the content of the overall strategy plan. It was the first time that the Yemeni Human Rights Strategy Committee with support of the Yemeni MoHR and DIHR drafted a national strategic plan on human rights.541

NGO INITIATIVES

2011 CAREs Power to Lead Alliance
FOCUS: Advocacy

In partnership with the US government and the private sector, CARE launched a Power to Lead initiative aimed at promoting girls leadership and education in a handful of countries, including Yemen. CARE used several tactics to increase girls’

enrolment. This included developing activities for dropouts, such as preparing a school re-entrance exam. CARE also provided gender training to school staff, locating female volunteers to teach girls—existing staff were all male—and changing one co-educational school to an all-girls school. Through the project, enrolment of boys and girls increased by 47 percent in the participating schools, and girls’ enrolment alone rose by 85 percent. At the project’s end, almost half of all students in the project area were girls.542

2014 MCHIP Yemen Associate Award:
FOCUS: Advocacy

In 2014, the Maternal and Child Health Integrated Program (MCHIP) initiated a program to reduce maternal and neonatal mortality as a result of early marriages. Activities were implemented at the national, governorate, district and sub-district levels. MCHIP worked across five governorates (Sana’a City, Aden City, Dhamar, Al Dhalee and Rayma Governorates) and in six districts within these governorates. The program was prematurely halted indefinitely on 16 June 2015 due to ongoing conflict.

2015 SEYAJ Strategy:
FOCUS: Psychological and Legal Support

SEYAJ is the most comprehensive and established NGO in Yemen that aims solely to protect and uphold child rights. Under a cooperation agreement between SEYAJ and the Yemeni Bar Association, the NGO will provide volunteer lawyers for victims (free of charge) to provide judicial assistance and attend hearings and investigations. SEYAJ also aims to provide psychological support for children who are victims of violence (including sexual violence) through the “We Hear You” campaign.543 SEYAJ also works continuously to provide proposals in amending legislation to ensure Yemen adheres to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The progress of this strategy amidst the backdrop of ongoing conflict in Yemen cannot be retrieved.

EGYPT

**UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES**

**2013** [UNICEF Intervention to assist Egyptian children:](#)

**FOCUS: Assistance**

Since July 2013, over 33,000 children in need of care and protection have been reached and assisted through case management services and rehabilitation services in Alexandria, Assiut and Cairo. In addition, over 2750 children have received free legal representation.

**2015** [UNICEF assistance of refugee children:](#)

**FOCUS: Psychological Support**

In 2015, UNICEF cites that it helped close to 20,000 refugee children and their parents benefit from specialised and non-specialised psychological support, and child protection services at the local level.

**GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES**

**2008** [Amendment to Egypt’s Child Law 12/1996:](#)

Law No. 126 of 2008 made an amendment to Egypt’s Child Law and increased the legal age of marriage in Egypt to 18 from 16. It does not criminalise underage marriages, but it does ban official registration. Without this registration, birth certificates are not issued for children resulting from this marriage, and consequently they are denied access to state-supported healthcare and education services. Whilst this amendment brings Egypt in line with many countries around the world, the obvious loophole allows urfi marriages (‘unofficial’ Islamic marriages) to continue to occur, where the man has the right to annul the marriage contract at any time.
2010 Amendments to Trafficking Laws:

Law No. 64 of 2010 reflected the commitment of the Egyptian Government to implement its obligations under the Palermo Protocol. The Trafficking Law provides a definition of trafficking in persons similar to the one in the Palermo Protocol, and prohibits trafficking for the purpose of exploitation, which includes prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour, slavery or practices similar to slavery, the sale of children, removal of organs and organized begging. It imposes a serious penalty on traffickers, consisting of imprisonment for not less than five years and a fine of not less than 50,000 EGP and not more than 200,000 EGP.544

2014 Recognition of Child's Rights under the Constitution

The Egyptian Constitution was passed in a referendum in January 2014. Article 80 of the Constitution reads:

Anyone under the age of 18 shall be considered a child. Each child shall have the right to a name, identity documents, free compulsory vaccination, health and family or alternative care, basic nutrition, safe shelter, religious education, and emotional and cognitive development. The State shall endeavour to achieve the best interest of children in all measures taken against them.545

UNICEF worked with the constitution-drafting committee to have this article included.


This was developed in part due to political climate of the country after the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, where conservative forces were attempting to revoke the 2008 amendment to child marriage laws to be as low as 9 years.546 Egypt’s National Strategy was launched in June 2014. It aimed to reduce early marriage by 50% at the end of the five-year plan. The strategy was linked to the national population and development strategy, and recognised the need to prioritise child marriage as a health and population issue. It was run by the National Population Council.

The strategy included the following components:

1. A literature review on child marriages in order to develop and validate the findings by multi-sectorial experts.

2. The establishment of a working group to implement the strategy. This group was made up of 126 individuals and 64 institutions from the government, private sector, NGOs, the UN and religious leaders. This large group was divided into four smaller groups to cover the following areas in order to gain a clearer picture of what needed to be done:

   a. Legal challenges

---


545 Constitution of The Arab Republic of Egypt, art 80.

b. Technical challenges (again subdivided into areas of health, education and economic development

c. Financial challenges

d. Social and cultural (including religious) challenges

3. Focus groups in areas of high child-marriage rates were carried out in six districts to explore various strategies and their effectiveness moving forward. This also included meetings with the general public and religious leaders to get their endorsement of the strategies.

The strategies themselves were based around the following aims:

1. To empower girls economically and educationally in order to be able to cope with familial and societal pressure
2. To support girls already married in order to minimise the negative impacts on themselves, their children and their families
3. To further update legislation in order to ensure that existing protection laws were working in favour of girls and women
4. To work with families so that they understand the harmful consequences of child marriage

Current progress: The implementation of the strategy slowed down significantly after the Ministry of Population was disbanded in 2016. It is uncertain whether the strategy is still being implemented or not.547

**NGO INITIATIVES**

2013 Pathfinder International/Ford Foundation Prevention of Child Marriage:

**FOCUS: General Initiatives**

In a 2013 to 2016 initiative, Pathfinder International and the Ford Foundation implemented a multi-faceted strategy to prevent child marriage in Egypt. It included the following initiatives:

1. Provided technical assistance to the National Population Council as they developed and launched the national Preventing Early Marriage strategy in June 2014.
2. Established a replicable model for NGOs and community development associations to contribute to the implementation of the strategy.
3. Built the capacity of NGOs and community development associations to implement and institutionalize the prevention of early marriage.
4. Employed girl and gatekeeper centred approaches to meaningfully engage women and girls as well as men and boys to foster gender and social changes.

2015 Association of Egyptian Female Lawyers Campaign to Eliminate Early marriage:

**FOCUS: Legal Support**

This is but one of a number of initiatives by local NGOs with limited funding that aim to make a difference in their community. This on-going campaign aims to eliminate and combat early marriage and human trafficking through establishing a network of volunteer lawyers, psychologists and social workers to work with other NGOs that

provide direct social and legal support and rehabilitation to early marriage victims.\textsuperscript{548} Local initiatives such as these, run through NGOs are common in Egypt. Other NGOs that run similar initiatives include:\textsuperscript{549}

- Arab Council for Childhood and Development
- The Egyptian Foundation for Advancement of the Childhood Condition
- Educate Me
- Egypt’s Daughter Association

\section*{JORDAN}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{According to UNICEF’s State of the World’s Children 2016\textsuperscript{549}
http://www.girlsnobrides.org/child-marriage/jordan/}
\end{figure}

\section*{UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES}

\begin{description}
\item[2015] UNICEF launches ‘Learning for All’ campaign in partnership with Government: FOCUS: Education

In September 2015, the Ministry of Education recommitted the country’s pledge to provide all children in the Kingdom (including refugees), the opportunity to receive an education. The department expanded the school system, introducing double shifts in 98 public schools to accommodate Syrian children that are now using the system. The ‘Learning for All’ campaign was spearheaded by UNICEF and the Jordanian Government, in partnership with the European Union and other partners.

\item[2017] UNICEF and MoSD sign agreement to improve child protection: FOCUS: General Wellbeing

In May 2017, The Ministry of Social Development (MoSD) and UNICEF signed a child protection agreement for 2017-18 that aims to reach at least 200,000 vulnerable children and caregivers with multi-sectorial protection services provided through


\textsuperscript{549} For more Child-based NGOs in Egypt, see: <https://arab.org/directory/activity/children/region/egypt/>. 
MoSD Social Support Centres. The agreement has a total budget of US $4.7 million and will include a community-based approach to child protection through interventions, informal learning support, and life skills and training opportunities for the most vulnerable children (including refugees) in Jordan.\

**GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES**

**1976 – 2010  Updating the Personal Status Law:**

- *The Personal Status Law No. 60 for 1976* set the age for marriage at 15 ‘lunar’ years for both boys and girls.
- *The Provisional Personal Status Law No. 82 for 2001* amended this law and increased the minimum age to 18 calendar years, and allowed judges to marry girls and boys aged 15 – 17 ‘lunar’ years.
- *The Provisional Personal Status Law No. 36 for 2010* amended this further, saying that marriage is permitted by obtaining approval from the Chief Justice at 15 ‘calendar’ years.

**1997  The National Family Protection System:**

**FOCUS: General Wellbeing**

Jordan became the first country in the MENA region to address child abuse through a targeted government initiative – The National Family Protection System. The System provided a national framework for family protection through which organisations concerned with domestic violence and child abuse have been developed, protocols within key organisations have been enhanced and a national law on family protection developed as a result.

**2017  Revocation of Article 308:**

In April 2017, the Jordanian cabinet revoked Article 308 of the Penal Code, which meant that a rapist could avoid jail time in return for marrying their victim for at least three years. The law had previously been amended in 2016 so that a rapist could only use that loophole if the victim was at least 15 years of age and the attack was believed to be consensual. Then in February 2017, a royal committee suggested that the law be scrapped completely, which the cabinet has now done.

---

2011  **The World Bank Group and Justice Centre for Legal Aid Pilot Initiative:**

**FOCUS: Legal Support**

In 2011, the World Bank Group and Justice Centre for Legal Aid (JCLA) developed an initiative to provide legal aid services for poor Jordanians as well as Syrian, Iraqi and Palestinian refugees. The legal aid program provides awareness/information, counselling and legal representation by a lawyer to aid the poor in addressing legal problems. The majority of JCLA beneficiaries – just over 70% - are women. And one of the ‘justice gaps’ identified by JCLA is in providing effective legal services to female victims of violence.  

2016  **SURGIR Programme:**

**FOCUS: General Initiatives**

The SURGIR Foundation has defined a 3-year programme that started in June 2016. The aim is to prevent child marriage and increase female access to education and health services. It aims to work in three key areas of Jordan where CEFM is prevalent. These are Jarash, Zarqa and areas south of the Jordan Valley. The programme has the following objectives:

1. Mobilize the school communities (directors, teachers, advisors, students and parents) and involve them in the efforts to discourage girls from leaving school and being driven towards marriage until they are of legal age: 3 300 children and 500 parents will benefit from awareness sessions and empowered to take action in 6 selected schools.
2. Mobilize a group of men and strengthen their capacity to promote messages and influence people of their community, to make them understand the wrongdoings of early marriage of their daughters/sisters.
3. Provide the Ministry of Education with a frame of reference to understand the need for social guidance in schools and to study the best way this gained experience can be duplicated throughout all schools in Jordan.

### 7.2.6. Summary

Through an analysis of national, regional and UN initiatives pertaining to CEFM in the MENA region, a number of conclusions can be made.

Firstly, it is clearly evident that international instruments have done fairly little in forcing MENA countries to adequately address CEFM. These initiatives have given the MENA region too much flexibility in being able to conform to the basic requirements of these conventions and covenants whilst continuing to maintain the status quo in their respective countries. Thus, a country like Saudi Arabia can truthfully announce that they are signatories to the *Convention on the Rights of the Child* and the *Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women*, leaving a layperson unaware of the leniency of these international instruments, nor the legality of CEFM in the country. In effect, these conventions and covenants can somewhat act as a guise of promoting various MENA countries as upholding child rights when it is evident that they are not. Yet, there is a valid argument to be made for the fact these countries may not have signed up at all to these

---


initiatives if they were not so lenient. Thus, perhaps a general promotion of female and child rights standards through ratification of these broad instruments is better than not signing up to any standard at all.

Secondly, it is evident that the perpetuation of CEFM in the MENA region is largely based on regional instability, economic incentives and strict interpretations of Islam. As the Middle East continues to face various regional problems such as ISIS and both the Syrian and Yemeni civil wars, it is evident that such factors will continue to inflate the problems of CEFM through political and economic instability, and Islamic radical fundamentalism. These factors were also instrumental decrease the rate of CEFM over the last three decades in the MENA, and are thus fundamental in the fluctuating rate across time.

Finally, it is interesting to take note of the lack of regional responses to CEFM in the MENA when compared to Africa and Asia. If various countries do not continue to take action then the declining rate of CEFM could slow significantly, if not eventually begin to plateau and rise. Such examples can be seen through the increasingly rising rate of Syrian refugees in Jordan and Lebanon being married off in high numbers. The Arab League (which is the main international body of the MENA) must continue to work on CEFM initiatives in order to further eradicate these issues. Thus, though the MENA has made the fastest progress in reducing child marriage of any region in the world in the last three decades, it must not become complacent.

---

556 See 7.3.4.
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7.3 Central and Southern African Region

7.3.1 Child, Early and Forced Marriage in the Region

CEFM in Sub-Saharan Africa is a prolific and widespread issue that has impacted upon the lives of young girls in all facets of life from education, to life expectancy. On average, approximately 39% of girls in sub-Saharan Africa are married before the age of 18. A report by UNICEF outlines that if this slow progress continues; almost half of the world’s child brides will be African. Further, significant action must be initiated immediately as it has been projected that even doubling the current rate of reduction will not be enough to reduce the number of child brides in Africa by 2050.

The geographical spread of child marriage in this region fluctuates; the highest prevalence is found in Niger (76%). As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, Niger, Chad and C.A.R present the most extensive challenge to this issue, with figures as high as 29% for child marriage rates under the age of 15. Studies illustrate vast discrepancies in substantive receptivity to international developments in the legality of child marriage, with high prevalence countries such as Chad and Niger experiencing no change in the past twenty years. Laws regulating CEFM across the region are not uniform. For example, in Niger the legal age for marriage remains 15 despite proposals to raise the legal age
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of marriage to 18, while in many other countries such as Ethiopia and Ghana, the legal age is 18.

Figures illustrate that although child marriage does effect boys among African Nations, the issue is largely gendered (in 2006: Mali the ratio is 72 girls: 1 boy; Kenya 21 girls:1 boy). Furthermore, trends highlighting the geographical prevalence of CEFM within national borders suggest that girls in rural areas are often at least twice as likely to marry as children than girls living in urban areas. Similarly, there is a direct correlation between socio-economic background and CEFM throughout the region, as girls from the bottom quintiles of wealth are significantly more likely to be married earlier than girls from the top quintile.

The impact of CEFM upon girls and women across the African continent is clear in relation to physical and mental health, in addition to educational attainment and general life prospects. A study in Kenya illustrated that in the region, girls married under the age of 18 had a 50% higher likelihood than unmarried girls of contracting HIV. The risk was higher in Zambia (59%) and higher again in Uganda, with contraction rates at 89% for married girls, as opposed to unmarried girls (66%) aged 15-19. This issue results from the marrying of girls to much older, already infected men- as young girls lack of perceived agency to negotiate effective contraceptive use. The impact of child and early marriage and the marriage of young girls to older men is obvious as the prevalence for infections among women is highest between ages 15-24, while for men the peak of risk is on average 5-10 years later.

One of the prominent detriments upon the physical health of young women and girls across the continent relates to the high percentage of those giving birth before the age of 18 (Ethiopia 25%; Uganda 42%; Mali 45%). Compared to girls aged above 20 years, girls aged 10-14 are 5-7 times more likely to die from childbirth related illness/ injury and girls aged 15-19 twice as likely. Evidence exists of high rates of mortality for girls aged 15-19
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in Mali (178 deaths/ 100,000 births) compared to only 32 deaths/ 100,000 for women aged 20-34.\textsuperscript{575}

### 7.3.2 Brief History and Development of CEFM

In the history preceding the abolishment of slavery, what is now termed ‘forced marriage’ was accepted and widely practiced under the terminology of slavery. Women were legally purchased and sold as commodities, fulfilling the roles of domestic and sexual servants. Although different countries regulated the practice in a variety of ways, in Niger it was most common that women and girls would be liberated from this status by means of a ‘liberation certificate’, granting them freedom from slavery and control.\textsuperscript{576} This operated in the form of a contract that would be signed by the ‘master’ and the ‘beneficiary’.\textsuperscript{577}

Following the abolition of slavery across many African nations, former male masters of female slaves rephrased the formulation of the practice within the institution of ‘customary marriage’, allowing them to legally continue their control and dominance under the guise of tradition.\textsuperscript{578} Thus came about the phenomenon of ‘bride-wealth’ payments, under which males would pay a sum of money to the family of his new bride;\textsuperscript{579} in exchange for the surrender of her sexual and reproductive powers.\textsuperscript{580} This practice varies geographically and culturally, ranging from ritualistic transfer of tokens, to the actual payment of monetary sums, carrying a right for the man to request a refund from the girl’s parents if her behaviour is deemed ‘unsatisfactory’.\textsuperscript{581} The more educated and older the girl, and the higher the status of her family, the higher her ‘cost’,\textsuperscript{582} thus the incentive to marry younger, less educated girls has been historically perpetuated through this practice. Unsurprisingly, this was little more than a re-formulation of the ‘women as property’ tradition, whereby women were symbolically bought and sold to, essentially, operate in the same manner. Thus, resulting from this strong history founded in cultural practice, for the girl forced into marriage, her ‘enslavement’ is concealed both by her status as a ‘wife’ and by the veneer of cultural practice pronouncing as ‘normal.’

Today, the enforcement of International and Regional standards is very limited, as recognised by the AU,\textsuperscript{583} only 28 members have ratified the Protocol on the Establishment of the African Court on Human and People’s Rights,\textsuperscript{584} with only seven of having entered declarations recognising the competence of the Court to receive cases from individuals and NGO’s. Girls are therefore largely left to their national enforcement mechanisms, plagued with the issues
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\textsuperscript{580}Christine Obbo, African Women: Their Struggle for Economic Independence (Zed Press, 1980) 34.
\textsuperscript{581}Kamil Fuseini, ‘I Bought you, I Own You! Bridewealth and Women’s Autonomy in Ghana’ p 5
\textsuperscript{582}Katarzyna Grabksa, ‘Marrying on Credit: The Burden of Bridewealth on Refugee Youth’ (2012) 40 Forced Migration Review 7, 7.
\textsuperscript{583}African Union, Executive Council (EX.CL/922(XXVII)), 27\textsuperscript{th} Ordinary Session, Report on the Activities of the African Court on Human and People’s Rights (7-12 June 2015) 17.
stemming from the historical reluctance to interfere in ‘cultural’ marriage. Thus today, the
greatest issue girl’s face in African nations is not so much recognition of their rights, rather
Governmental capacity and mechanisms for their enforcement.

### 7.3.3. United Nations Initiatives

The following tables will illustrate the implementation of key pieces of International Law in
relation to child marriage and outline the party status of African nations, including any
reservations or declarations.

**Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of
Marriages (1962)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Relevant Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>19 Oct 1965 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>18 Dec 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>24 Jan 1978 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>16 Sep 2005 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>19 Aug 1964 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>1 Dec 1964 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>26 Sep 2003 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>29 Jan 1993 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>23 Nov 1994 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Relevant Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>10 Jan 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>12 Mar 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>9 May 1990 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo Verde</td>
<td>6 Aug 1993 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>27 Jun 1984 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>8 May 1981 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>9 Jun 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>25 Sep 2008 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>5 Oct 1983 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>26 Mar 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>1 Nov 1976 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>25 Sep 1987 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>17 Apr 2001 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

585 *Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages*, opened for

586 *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, opened for signature 16 December 1966,
993 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>11 Jun 1993</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>21 Jan 1983</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>29 Dec 1997</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>7 Sep 2000</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>24 Jan 1978</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>2 Jul 1992</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>1 May 1972</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>9 Sep 1992</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>22 Sep 2004</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>22 Sep 1971</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>22 Dec 1993</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>16 Jul 1974</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>17 Nov 2004</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>28 Nov 1994</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>12 Mar 1980</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>7 Mar 1986</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>29 Jul 1993</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>16 Apr 1974</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and Príncipe</td>
<td>10 Jan 2017</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>13 Feb 1978</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>5 May 1992</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>23 Aug 1996</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>24 Jan 1990</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>12 Jan 2015</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>29 Mar 2004</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>24 May 1984</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>21 Jan 1987</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Republic of Tanzania</td>
<td>11 Jun 1976</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>10 Apr 1984</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>13 May 1991</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reservations:**

“While the Kenya Government recognizes and endorses the principles laid down in paragraph 2 of article 10 of the Covenant, the present circumstances obtaining in Kenya do not render necessary or expedient the imposition of those principles by legislation.”

NB: **Art 10(2) states:** Special protection should be accorded to mothers during a reasonable period before and after childbirth. During such period working mothers should be accorded paid leave or leave with adequate social security benefits.

**Reservation:**

The Government of the Republic of South Africa will give progressive effect to the right to education, within the framework of its National Education Policy and available resources.

---

**Reservation:**

The Government of the Republic of Zambia states that it reserves the right to postpone the application of article 13 (2) (a) of the Covenant, in so far as it relates to primary education; since… the problems of implementation, and particularly the financial implications, are such that full application of the principles in question cannot be guaranteed at this stage.
### Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations / Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>17 Sep 1986 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>12 Mar 1992 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>13 Aug 1996 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>8 Jan 1992 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo Verde</td>
<td>5 Dec 1980 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>23 Aug 1994 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>21 Jun 1991 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>9 Jun 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>31 Oct 1994 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>26 Jul 1982 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>18 Dec 1995 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>17 Oct 1986 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>5 Sep 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>10 Sep 1981 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>21 Jan 1983 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>16 Apr 1993 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>2 Jan 1986 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>9 Aug 1982 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>23 Aug 1985 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>9 Mar 1984 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>22 Aug 1995 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>17 Jul 1984 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>17 Mar 1989 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>12 Mar 1987 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>10 Sep 1985 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>10 May 2001 (A)</td>
<td>Reservation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>21 Apr 1997 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>23 Nov 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>27 Oct 1981 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>8 Oct 1999 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reservation:**

“... have approved and do approve it in each and every one of its parts which are not contrary to Islamic Sharia and are in accordance with our Constitution.”

NB: This reservation only continues in relation to articles 13(a)- the equal right to family benefits, and 16- States to take appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations, including the right to freely choose a spouse with free and full consent and equal rights in respect of ownership, etc. of property. Further, Art 16(2) states that the marriage of a child shall have no legal effect and that all necessary action shall be taken to specify a minimum marriage age and make registration compulsory.

**Reservations:**

*Article 2, paragraphs (d) and (f)*

The Government of the Republic of the Niger expresses reservations with regard to article 2, paragraphs (d) and (f), concerning the taking of all appropriate measures to abolish all customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women, particularly in respect of succession.

*Article 5, paragraph (a)*

The Government of the Republic of the Niger expresses reservations with regard to the modification of social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women.

*Article 15, paragraph 4*

---

The Government of the Republic of the Niger declares that it can be bound by the provisions of this paragraph, particularly those concerning the right of women to choose their residence and domicile, only to the extent that these provisions refer only to unmarried women. 

*Article 16, paragraph 1 (c), (e) and (g)*

The Government of the Republic of the Niger expresses reservations concerning the above-referenced provisions of article 16, particularly those concerning the same rights and responsibilities during marriage and at its dissolution, the same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children, and the right to choose a family name.

The Government of the Republic of the Niger declares that the provisions of article 2, paragraphs (d) and (f), article 5, paragraphs (a) and (b), article 15, paragraph 4, and article 16, paragraph 1 (c), (e) and (g), concerning family relations, cannot be applied immediately, as they are contrary to existing customs and practices which, by their nature, can be modified only with the passage of time and the evolution of society and cannot, therefore, be abolished by an act of authority.

---

**Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S), Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Declarations / Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>5 Dec 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>3 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>14 Mar 1995 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>19 Oct 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo Verde</td>
<td>4 Jun 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>11 Jan 1993 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>2 Oct 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>22 Jun 1993 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>14 Oct 1993 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>4 Feb 1991 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>27 Sep 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>15 Jun 1992 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>3 Aug 1994 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>14 May 1991 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>9 Feb 1994 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>8 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>5 Feb 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>13 Jul 1990 (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>20 Aug 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>30 Jul 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>10 Mar 1992</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>4 Jun 1993</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>19 Mar 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>2 Jan 1991</td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>20 Sep 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>16 May 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>26 Apr 1994</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>15 Jul 1991</td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>30 Sep 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>5 Oct 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>30 Sep 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>19 Apr 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>24 Jan 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and Príncipe</td>
<td>14 May 1991</td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>31 Jul 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>7 Sep 1990</td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>18 Jun 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>1 Oct 2015</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>16 Jun 1995</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>23 Jan 2015</td>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>7 Sep 1995</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>1 Aug 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>17 Aug 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Republic of Tanzania</td>
<td>10 Jun 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>20 Nov 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>6 Dec 1991</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>11 Sep 1990</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reservation:**
“The Government of the Republic of Mali declares that, in view of the provisions of the Mali Family Code, there is no reason to apply article 16 of the Convention.”

**Reservation:**
“In signing this important Convention, the Islamic Republic of Mauritania is making reservations to articles or provisions which may be contrary to the beliefs and values of Islam, the religion of the Mauritania People and State.”

**Reservations:**
“The Federal Republic of Somalia does not consider itself bound by Articles 14, 20, 21 of the above stated Convention and any other provisions of the Convention contrary to the General Principles of Islamic Sharia.”

**Declaration:**
“….the Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland would undertake the implementation of the right to free primary education to the maximum extent of available resources and expects to obtain the co-operation of the international Community for its full satisfaction as soon as possible.”
7.3.4. Regional Initiatives

1986  African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (Banjul Charter)\textsuperscript{589}

FOCUS: Policy, advocacy, regional mobilisation.

This Charter presented a regional interpretation of human rights, while ratifying a number of international instruments concerned with the protection, particularly, of women and children.\textsuperscript{590}

- Article 18 states: The State shall ensure the elimination of every discrimination against women and also ensure the protection of the rights of women and the child as stipulated in international declarations and conventions.

1999  African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child\textsuperscript{591}

FOCUS: Policy, advocacy.

- The African child was brought into focus in 1990 under this Charter which defined a child as a person below 18 (Art 2) and reflected the variety of children’s rights that are violated in forced marriages.
- Article 21 is unique as it strives to protect children from harmful social and cultural practices, specifically including marriages and betrothals, imploping states to specify 18 as the minimum age for marriage and to ensure compulsory registration.
- Replicating and strengthening the provisions of the CRC\textsuperscript{592} and ensuring that they are applicable to the situation of all children in Africa.

*Not Ratified By: Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Sao Tome and Principe, Somalia, South Sudan, Swaziland, Zambia.

2003  Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol)\textsuperscript{593}

FOCUS: Policy

Article 6 outlines the agreement that State parties shall ensure the equal rights of men and women as equal parties in marriage through enacting national legislative measures that guarantee:

- Marriages only take place will free and full consent;
- The minimum marriage age for women is 18; and
- Every marriage is recorded in writing and registered to be legally recognised.

This protocol was the first recognition of the possibility of ‘forced’ marriage in its requirement that national legislation ensure that marriages are entered into with free and full consent.


\textsuperscript{590} Jody Sarich, Michele Olivier and Kevin Bales, above n 576, 461.


*Not Ratified By: Botswana, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mauritius, Niger, Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Sudan.

The Ouagadougou Declaration on Child Marriages [594]
FOCUS: Advocacy, regional mobilisation

- Declared commitment to adopt a ‘clear and unambiguous position on child and forced marriages’ and to ‘rectify the legislative loopholes between religious, customary and civil marriages’ and ‘sign the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa’ and ‘ensure that special measures are taken to help end this practice.’

2006 African Union- African Youth Charter Adopted [595]
FOCUS: Policy

Article 8(2) states that ‘young men and women of full age who enter into marriage shall do so based on their free consent and shall enjoy equal rights and responsibilities.

2008 South African Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Gender and Development [596]
FOCUS: Policy

Article 8 specifies ‘Marriage and Family Rights’ including the recognition of men and women as equal partners in marriage. Importantly this protocol is another call to Nations to ensure that:
- No person under 18 shall marry, unless otherwise specified by law;
- Every marriage takes place with the full and free consent of both parties; and
- Every marriage is registered.

One issue apparent in this protocol is the specification that no person under 18 shall marry, ‘unless otherwise specified by law.’ this inadvertently affirms current national trends of child marriage, so long as the activity is carried out within legal bounds. this does little to eradicate the systemic issue of child marriage.

2009 African Union Campaign on Accelerated Reduction of Maternal Mortality in Africa (CARMMA) [597]
FOCUS: Health, community mobilisation

This initiative was derived from the AU Maputo Plan of Action (2003).

---

**Purpose:** Mobilising political will to ensure that the lives and health of women/girls giving birth are taken seriously and further coordinating/harmonising interventions.’ This initiative did not directly recognise CEFM as a fundamental issue, rather, it was an effort to address some of its symptoms.

**2014 African Union Campaign to End Child Marriage in Africa**

**FOCUS:** Advocacy, community mobilisation, policy change, support

The AU’s first ever and most pivotal campaign to end child marriage, launched on 29 May 2014. This was the first time there was a significant shift to the dialogue and focus on ‘child marriage’ in Africa, alongside the global community.

This was a two-year campaign organised in partnership with UNICEF and UNFPA aiming to accelerate efforts to end child marriage by encouraging African Governments to implement strategies to raise awareness of and address the harmful impacts of child marriage.

Initiative included:
- Organising events with media, civil society organisations and policymakers to increase awareness of the problems in each country;
- Increase data collection to help governments and agencies combat the practice more efficiently;
- Promote the implementation of child marriage related laws, including those with a focus on human rights, gender equality and maternal and child health.
- Technical support to be made available to Member States.

**2015 Agenda 2063- The Africa We Want**

**FOCUS:** Advocacy

The Agenda specifically contains a *call to action* to speed up actions towards ending all forms of gender-based violence and discrimination against women and girls so that they may fully enjoy all their human rights. Specifically, the Agenda calls for the harmful social practice of child marriage to be ended, particularly as child marriage presents such a barrier for female quality health and education.600

**First African Girls Summit on Ending Child Marriage in Africa**

**FOCUS:** Advocacy

The main objective of First African Girls’ Summit is to share experiences and good practices as well as challenges on ending child marriages at country, regional and international levels, particularly with countries that have already launched the AU Campaign on ending Girls’ Child Marriage.

The Summit was attended by Member States, Ministers dealing with social development issues and children affairs, Ministers of Finance, Religious and Community Leaders, youth advocates particularly women and girls affected by child

---
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marriage; Development Partners, UN Agencies, bilateral and multi-lateral Agencies and representatives from Civil Society Organisations.

The Summit is designed to:
- Enhance continental awareness on the consequences of child marriage;
- Accelerate the need to end child marriage in Africa.

2016 **Declared the African Year of Human Rights with Focus on the Rights of Women**

**FOCUS:** Advocacy

Specified objectives included:
- Encourage Member States to develop policies, plans of actions and programmes on the promotion and protection of human and peoples’ rights, and specific programmes with the intention of integrating women in all spheres of life to boost women’s empowerment in Africa;
- To popularise the Maputo Protocol and other AU and UN instruments like the CEDAW, UN Resolutions on Women with simplified publication and also translated into local languages, and also through local media used by communities.

**SADC Adopted the ‘Model Law on Eradicating Child Marriage and Protecting Children Already in Marriage’**

**FOCUS:** Law, policy, advocacy

- Requires member states to harmonise their national laws to prevent child marriage in support of the AU Campaign to End Child Marriage.
- The Model Law will address the most common problem of inconsistencies and gaps in the laws which weaken the sanction mechanisms available to law enforcement agencies in Africa.
- The Model Law has been highly commended for its elimination of several loop holes that make current laws ineffective and unenforceable, including parental and judicial consent and conflicts between customary and statutory laws.

---


7.3.5. National Initiatives

The following three countries were intentionally selected as representative of countries with a respectively high (Niger), mid (Nigeria) and low (Ghana) prevalence of CEFM across African continent.

**NIGER**

![Graph showing child marriage rates in Niger](http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/niger/)

**UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES**

**2007** UNFPA ‘School for Husbands’

**FOCUS: community mobilisation, male education**

An innovative initiative incorporating the socio-cultural reality that men wield the power in Niger according to tradition and legal codes. 137 schools have been established in the Zinder region of Southern Niger, with more opening. The program is voluntary but men are selected on nine criteria, including being a husband whose wife/wives use the reproductive health services and are of good moral conduct and acceptance of women’s participation in community life. The idea is that these men become guides and role models within their family and for other men in the community.

Although this does not address causes of child marriage, it has had significant impacts in the rates of family planning use and changing the dynamics of the marriages girls enter into.

---


2013 UNFPA Action for Adolescent Girls in Niger (Illimin)605

FOCUS: Advocacy, community mobilisation, health, education

5 year UNFPA strategy supporting the Niger Government to end child marriage, reduce adolescent pregnancy and empower the most marginalised girls in rural areas. The program attacks child marriage and early childbearing by addressing both its causes and consequences. 606 Further, the programme is working with Government partners to advocate changing the national legal marriage age from 15 to 18 and to support the AU’s campaign to end child marriage. 607 Local women recruited and trained to mentor girls on their rights, hygiene, sexual/ reproductive health, literacy, numeracy and financial skills, with weekly sessions held in ‘safe spaces’. Already married girls received basic health services, those who did not have birth registration or health cards were helped to obtain these. 608

Results: Pilot phase of the programme already having a positive impact. There has been an increase in contraceptive use, from 19 to 34%, among married participants. Only 2% of unmarried girls were married by the end of the programme. In 2014 and 2015 10,000 girls completed the Safe Space education program and 16,000 in 2016.

2014 UN Women- Orange Street Non-Violence Against Women Program609

FOCUS: advocacy

- A campaign encouraging people to dress in orange clothing to parade the streets and spread anti-violence messages, focusing on women and the girl child.
- Protecting the rights of the child and creating awareness about gender-based violence in Nigeria.

2016 UNFPA-UNICEF Global Programme to Accelerate Action to End Child Marriage610

FOCUS: advocacy

* Still in the development phase

Key Objectives:

- Initial Phase (First four years)- strengthen institutions and systems to deliver services and opportunities for girls. Will lay the foundation for attitudinal change among families and communities for a longer-term shift in behaviours and norms.
- Midterm (5-10 years)- Use the demonstration and catalytic power of the strengthened systems, communities and girls to further accelerate process at a significant scale.
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FOCUS: education, advocacy

* Still in the development phase

Niger as one of 20 countries chosen for programme, focusing on building girls’ educational attainment as the primary contributing factor to gender-based violence, high maternal mortality, poor nutrition and child marriage.

This initiative will be implemented through four components:
1. Improving the quality and relevance of education for adolescent girls and women;
2. Fostering an enabling environment through advocacy and inter-sectoral coordination and governance;
3. Strengthening the policy and programmatic linkages between the health and education sectors to respond to the needs and rights of adolescent girls and women; and

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

2006 Niger Government Made Caesarean Sections Free of Charge for any Woman:

FOCUS: Health

- Initiative to combat the prevalence of maternal mortality issues such as Vesicovaginal Fistula which is particularly prevalent in young girls giving birth before physical maturity.
- Limited effectiveness as although free, qualified medical expertise is in short supply.

2010 Niger Government Expresses Greater Commitment to Girls Issues:

FOCUS: Education, health, Law

In 2010 the Niger government expressed the following commitments:
- Increase health spending from 8.1% to 15% by 2015 with free care for maternal and child health, including obstetric complications;
- Niger will train 1000 providers on adolescent reproductive issues, to address domestic violence and genital mutilation.
- Training to be provided to 1500 family planning centres and creation of 2120 new contraceptive distribution states;
- To introduce new policies to increase the legal age of marriage to 18 and improve female literacy from 28.9% in 2002 to 88% in 2013.

---


2012  Commitments Expressed at London Family Planning Summit:613

FOCUS: Advocacy, policy change

Niger Government made the following commitments in 2012 at the Summit:
- Quadruple its family planning budget for 2013;
- Policy change to include injectable contraceptives;
- Scale up UNFPA’s ‘School for Husbands’ to further address cultural change needed to address girls’ issues, including child marriage.

2014  Niger Launched the African Union Campaign to End Child Marriage614

FOCUS: Advocacy

The Minister reaffirmed the government’s unwavering commitment to working with the AU Commission and other development partners in ensuring the end of child marriage in Niger. The minister stated implementation through policy action in the protection and promotion of human rights is essential – especially that of girls and women, by removing barriers and bottlenecks to law enforcement, and ensuring that girl are enrolled in and stay in school beyond primary level.

2016  Niger Ministry for the Promotion of Women and Child Protection Set up National Committee

FOCUS: Advocacy

Committee set up to coordinate action towards ending child marriage in Niger.

NGO INITIATIVES

(N/A)Plan International- Protecting all Children in Niger, Including in Emergency Situations615

FOCUS: Advocacy, community mobilisation

Plan International is an independent development and humanitarian organisation that advances children’s rights and equality for girls in particular. This particular programme in Niger worked to:

- Encourage communities to reduce harmful practices such as child marriage by partnering with traditional leaders and community members.
- Set up 20 committees, which report child abuse and attend training sessions on the dangers of child marriage and promote sexual and reproductive health.
- Set up 77 child protection committees to increase local knowledge and awareness about child marriage and other types of abuse.
- Set up Youth Governments in communities, such as Tombo Beri, to manage youth issues including child marriage allowing girls to express themselves and oppose marriage of their peers.
- Cases of abuse and child marriage are decreasing in these communities.

United Nations Initiatives

* United Nations organisations are largely active through funding Governmental, NGO and Civil Society Action in Nigeria.

2012 Action for Adolescent Girls

FOCUS: Education, health, community mobilisation, advocacy, policy

The program utilises primarily community-level girl groups providing opportunities for social participation, leadership, life skills and literacy.

The Framework for Action outlines how certain key drivers will be addressed:

- Targeted outreach to girls in the poorest/ rural communities;
- Building girls’ health assets (health information and a quality healthcare package including contraceptive and HIV services), social assets (access to a safe space, social networking, fundamental life skills, personal documentation and a safety plan) and economic assets (financial literacy and personal savings accounts, linkages to formal and informal education, skills, training and work experience);
- Mobilising communities to assist girls to complete their education, marry only at 18 or older and become pregnant only after age 20;
- Advocate with national ministries to deliver on girls’ entitlements to healthcare, education, employment and social protection; and

---

Building the evidence base for policy and program design, implementation and evaluation to establish best practices for the future.

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

2003 Implementation of the Child Rights Act

FOCUS: Policy

An Act passed by the National Assembly in July 2003 to domesticate the Convention on the Rights of the Child, signed by Nigeria in 1991. Importantly, the Act legislates that:

- Section 21: ‘No person under the age of 18 years is capable of contracting a valid marriage, and accordingly, a marriage so contracted is null and void and of no effect whatsoever’.
- Section 22: ‘No parent, guardian or any other person shall betroth a child to any person’.
- Section 23: ‘A person who marries a child, or to whom a child is betrothed, or who promotes the marriage of a child, or betroths a child commits an offence and its liable on conviction to a fine of five hundred thousand Naira or imprisonment for five years or both’.

* Only 23 of the 36 Nigerian states have implemented this Act.

2006 National Plan of Action for Orphans and Vulnerable Children in Nigeria 2006-2010

FOCUS: Advocacy, policy, community mobilisation

A five-year costed National Plan of Action to address the survival, protection, care and support needs of the most vulnerable children. Developed through consultative and participatory approaches among all stakeholders, including adults and children.

The NPA recognises the eight elements of legislation, attitudes, open discussion, children’s life skills, capacity and awareness of communities, teachers and service providers, services for rehabilitation, monitoring and reporting, and government commitment as integral to the advancement of child’s rights. This NPA set out a legal and institutional framework for implementation including strengthening coordination and partnership, implementation structures, advocacy and social mobilisation, human resource development, engagement of civil society organisations, participatory rights of children, gender inequalities and monitoring and evaluation.

Children who marry before the age of 18, who have dropped out of school, have been sexually abused and children living with HIV were explicitly included and recognised as ‘extremely vulnerable’.

---

2012 **Commitment to Family Planning at the London Summit on Family Planning**\(^{620}\)

**FOCUS: Health**

In addition to Nigeria’s commitment of US $3 million for the procurement of reproductive health commodities, Nigeria committed to provide an additional US $8.35 million annually over the next four years for family planning and reproductive health service delivery. This included training health workers to deliver a range of contraceptives to improve equity and access to family planning for the poorest girls.

2013 **National Priority Agenda for Vulnerable Children 2013-2020**\(^{621}\)

**FOCUS: Advocacy**

The Federal Government of Nigeria committed to ending child violence and set as one of its six priorities that all children are safe from abuse, violence, exploitation and neglect (including child marriage).

The NPA has moved towards a new approach which involves prioritizing vulnerable children’s needs within the family and community context and strengthening community systems for effective service delivery, referrals and linkages. The NPA encourages family-centred interventions at the household level and focuses interventions on addressing children’s most critical care needs and strengthening families to provide for their children’s basic needs.

2015 **Year of Action to End Violence Against Children and Priority Actions- Launched by the President of the Republic of Nigeria (Supported by UNICEF with funding from USAID and the EU)**\(^{622}\)

**FOCUS: Advocacy, enforcement mechanisms, education**

The President launched this year as a demonstration of commitment to the 2013 National Priority Agenda following shocking findings in a 2014 Violence Against Children Survey illustrating high levels of emotional, physical and sexual violence in Nigeria. The year intended to bring this issue to the forefront, calling on Ministries and Agencies, NGO’s, religious and community leaders, the media, communities, parents and every Nigerian to play their part in responding to violence against children. While one year was acknowledged as insufficient to end violence, this was the first time a campaign was launched in Nigeria to bring together all sectors of society to prevent violence against children, including: emotional, physical and sexual violence.

- The Ministry of Women’s Affairs and Social Development set up their own priority actions including setting up a Technical Working Group to launch the Campaign to End Child Marriage in Nigeria.
- The Federal Ministry of Education implemented gender-sensitive child participation activities in all primary and secondary schools, empowering children to learn life skills and know their rights and sensitized female students in reproductive health, including

---


\(^{622}\) UNICEF Nigeria, *Ending Violence Against Children in Nigeria- A Year of Action* (October 2016) \\
knowledge on child marriage and, Vesicovaginal Fistula (VVF) and genital mutilation.

Implementation of Violence Against Persons Prohibition Act

FOCUS: Policy

Adopted to address female genital and harmful traditional practices such as forced and child marriage. While the Act does not explicitly mention these practices, the definition is sufficiently wide as to include them.

2016 End Violence Against Children by 2030 Campaign (Supported by UNICEF and USAID)

FOCUS: Advocacy

The President launched this campaign, reaffirming Nigeria’s commitment to revitalising its efforts to tackle violence against children. A National Plan of Action will be developed, translating the Priority Actions developed out of the Year of Action to End Violence Against Children into concrete activities and commitments for all relevant stakeholders.

Nigeria Launched African Union Campaign to End Child Marriage in Africa-
National Strategy to End Child Marriage in Nigeria 2016-2021

FOCUS: advocacy, education, health, community mobilisation, religious practices.

Commitment of the Nigerian Government, led by the Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Development, to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, to reduce child marriage by 40% by 2020, and eradicate it by 2030.

Recognition that policies such as the Child Rights Convention and Child Rights Act lack implementation structures to address the practice of child marriage and the sensitive root causes. Strategy aims to highlight the multi-faceted and multi-sectoral activities required to eliminate child marriage, from various sectors including health, education, budget and planning, traditional and religious bodies, civil society organisations and internal affairs, alongside all three arms of Government.

The plan proposes establishing a National Coordination Unit at the Federal Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Development to oversee its implementation, performance and impact.
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**NGO INITIATIVES**

2013 **Building Collaboration, Partnerships and Political Commitment to Delay Early Marriage and the Onset of Childbearing in Northern Nigeria (Funded by the Ford Foundation and anchored by ActionAid Nigeria)**

**FOCUS: Advocacy**

This collaborative project, anchored by ActionAid Nigeria aimed to establish a strong and effective consortium of civil society organisations working to delay marriage in the North-western states of Kaduna and Kano. Further, the project aimed to increase awareness among key stakeholders of the adverse consequences of child marriage and to build political commitment for concrete measures for its reduction.

The following are a few examples of initiatives by key cooperating NGO partners:

1. **Centre for Girls’ Education - Empowerment for Girls’ Education**

   **FOCUS: Education**

   The approach taken to delay early marriage and the onset of childbearing in Zaria, Northern Nigeria was safe spaces for girls to be educated. Girls are taught basic literacy and numeracy, in addition to life skills such as reproductive health and personal hygiene. Girls are also taught how to prepare oral rehydration solution, cookery and how to be assertive and say no to being removed from school and married. The centre publishes a comic book to help girls remember what they have learnt in the safe spaces, and so they can practice literacy at home and spread the message to younger siblings at home.

2. **Girl Child Concerns - Empowerment for Girls’ Education at the Girl Child**

   **FOCUS: Education and empowering girls - A multifaceted innovation**

   mentoring and empowering girls in education programs and also education supported by community mobilization to change knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of men and boys, alongside advocacy for policy change.

   Step one is identifying communities through the annual school census to detect those with the lowest enrolment/retention rate. Then, a needs assessment and situation analysis is held with mothers and fathers separately to discern reasons for not sending girls to school, in which mothers predominantly open up. Step two is community mobilization, focusing on meeting with men to discuss how to resolve the issues their women claim are keeping their daughters out of school and educate them on the health risks associated with child marriage. The men are encouraged to form a committee within the community to ensure girls have access to education. Young boys are also incorporated into committees, to ensure their sisters go to school as often brothers have a strong involvement in the bride wealth issue. Community leaders are also targeted in advocacy.

---
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Once the environment is established, mentoring of girls to study, keep to themselves, avoid bad friends, promiscuity and bad influences begins, so they may represent a good example to other girls and their parents will remain proud of sending them to school. Life skills are emphasised and girl only camps are used as safe spaces.

3. **Isa Wali Empowerment Initiative- Empowerment for Girls’ Education**

**Advocacy**

**FOCUS: Advocacy**

Engaging with the Kano State Government to adopt the Nigerian *Child Rights Act*, and then to modify it through a ‘Child Protection Bill’ to legislate the requirement of girls’ education. Significant lobbying has led to the Commissioner for Women’s Affairs to have an interest in the Bill, which is currently under review.

**Economic Empowerment Programme**

**FOCUS: Education, economic independence**

An initiative aiming to incentivise the continued enrolment of girls in school and provision of workshops to teach girls skills needed in the community to increase autonomy and decrease incentives to marry.

One group of girls learned how to process and package rice which they are encouraged to sell to community members after school. Another group of girls learned to make reusable sanitary towels to sell after school and to give to peers to sell on commission. This also benefits the girls in enabling them to attend school on the days when they have their periods, a significant barrier in young girls’ access to education.

2016  
**#MakeGirlsVoicesCount A Digital Action Campaign by Girls Voices Initiative**

**FOCUS: Advocacy, community mobilisation, girl empowerment**

This initiative aims to mobilize community action towards girl’s issues and empowerment through radio call-ins and social media engagement. The initiative targeted radio programs, as at least 74% of households in developing countries have radio, and of 185 million radio receivers in Africa, over 23 million are in Nigeria. The initiative focuses on the radio frequency with the greatest reach - the Federal Radio Corporation of Nigeria on Kapital FM 92.9.

- The Campaign will share girl’s stories over a radio series program every week for 3 months, ending in the call-to-action and dissemination of relevant information to listeners to tackle girl’s issues.
- The Campaign seeks to spotlight girls’ voices on various issues affecting them such as child marriage, early childbirth, lack of education, child labour/ abuse, gender based violence etc.

---
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The intention is to teach girls to use their voices and to inspire social change in societal perceptions and behavioural attitudes towards girls and their value.

# TakeMeBackToSchool A Documentary Film Project by Girls Voices Initiative

FOCUS: Advocacy, education

This initiative created a documentary film project profiling girls’ education experiences and the impact of early marriage on girls’ education. The documentary advocates for girl’s education as a strategy to stop early marriages of girls. The film has been screened in some communities and will continue to screen to inspire girls and empower women and other stakeholders to positively influence communities to continue girl’s enrolment in school.

GHANA

![Figure 14: According to UNICEF’s State of the World’s Children 2016](http://www.girlsnobrides.org/child-marriage/ghan/)

UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES

2016  UNFPA-UNICEF Global Programme to Accelerate Action to End Child Marriage

FOCUS: Advocacy, community mobilisation.

* Still in development phase

Key Objectives:

- Initial Phase (First four years): Strengthen institutions and systems to deliver services and opportunities for girls. Will lay the foundation for attitudinal change among families and communities for a longer-term shift in behaviours and norms.

---

635 Girls Voices Initiative, #TakeMeBackToSchool: A Documentary Film Project <http://www.girls-voices.org/takemebacktoschool>.

o Midterm (5-10 years): Use the demonstrated and catalytic power of the strengthened systems, communities and girls to further accelerate processes at a significant scale.

o Long term goals (10-15 years): Significantly larger proportions of girls full enjoy childhood free from risk of marriage.

**GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES**

1998 *Children’s Act 1998*

- Set the minimum age for marriage at 18.
- Prohibits child marriages and criminalises them.

2014 Ghana Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Protection set up an Ending Child Marriage Unit

FOCUS: Enforcement

2015 High-Level National Advisory Committee- Initiated by the Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Protection

FOCUS: advocacy, strategy

Provides strategic guidance on addressing child marriage.

National Stakeholders Working Group Created by the Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Protection

FOCUS: Enforcement

Bringing together civil society, government authorities and development partners working on the issue of child marriage.


FOCUS: Advocacy

2017 Ministry Launched 2017-2026 ‘National Strategic Framework on Ending Child Marriage in Ghana’

FOCUS: Advocacy, policy, community mobilisation

A 10-year strategy to end child marriage, along with a 2-year work plan to roll out the strategy at national, regional and district levels.

The strategy aims to:

- Empower girls and boys to prevent and respond to child marriage;
- Influence positive change in community beliefs, attitudes and social norms;

---
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Accelerate access to quality education, sexual and reproductive health information and services;
Ensure the legal and policy frameworks related to ending child marriage are in place, effectively enforced and implemented; and
Increase the quality and amount of data and evidence available to inform policy and programming.

2017 Government Announced Plan to Take the Lead in Engaging ECOWAS on Child Marriage
FOCUS: Regional mobilisation, advocacy.

NGO INITIATIVES

2010 ActionAid- Creation of ‘Community-Based Anti-Violence Teams (COMBATS) in Ghana (in collaboration with UNICEF)
FOCUS: Advocacy, community mobilisation, enforcement.

ActionAid established COMBATS, a group of men and women who have undergone extensive training by the Domestic Violence and Victim Support Unit of the Ghana Police Service. These advocates pursue human rights by campaigning against child marriage, domestic violence and genital mutilation.

These groups are particularly focused on the issue of ‘abduction for marriage’ in Northern communities, with one woman stating her involvement in rescuing 27 girls from child marriage, including rescuing her own child four times.

2014- 126 schoolgirls from 57 communities in the Upper West Region rescued from child marriage and sent back to school to continue education.

ActionAid Girls Clubs (2010- 2012)
FOCUS: Education

‘Girls Clubs’ set up in three districts in 2010 participating in activities to improve academic retention, performance and build confidence.

An English instructor was engaged who held sessions on a community radio station to transmit live English lessons on two days a week, primarily targeting girls club members. ActionAid provided radio sets and set up a monitoring programme.

2013 School for Life Strategic Plan 2013-2018 (Funded by DANIDA, DFID, USAID and UNICEF)
FOCUS: Advocacy

642 Government of Ghana, Ghana Leads Global Campaign to End Child Marriage

643 ActionAid, Four Times Captured Four Times Rescued (15 May 2017)
<http://actionaid.org/ghana/2017/05/four-times-captured-four-times-rescued>.

644 ActionAid, Girl Clubs Promoting Girls’ Education (4 September 2013)

645 School For Life, SFL Strategic Plan <http://www.schoolforlifegh.org/>.
This initiative recognises the common reasons cited for non-enrolment and attendance of Ghanaian girls in primary schools, including fees and early marriage sanitary material for girls. The initiative aims to reduce such socio-cultural barriers especially to girls’ education so that the benefits of female education may be realised.

This initiative seeks to influence service delivery practice, rather than delivering services directly. These include education advocacy and policy change; civil society coordination and participation; promoting complementary basic education and providing evidence, capacity building and technical support for appropriate educational approaches to be adopted and applied.

2017 ‘Sustaining Human Progress, Reducing Vulnerabilities and Building Resilience’- The Meta Foundation

FOCUS: Advocacy

Project to be implemented in 39 communities in Builsa North Districts, and 41 communities in Nabdam Districts, representing the communities with the highest prevalence.

The initiative will intensify advocacy by facilitating interaction among community members, especially parents, on the need to end child marriage and that poverty and economic incentives are no excuse to marry girls under 18. The advocacy will attempt to use the ‘communication for development’ model to involve community members, health workers, births and deaths registry and the media to fight child marriage.

(N/A) NORSAAC- Let the Girl Smile: Say No to Child Marriage (Funded by UNICEF)

FOCUS: Education, community mobilisation, advocacy

This project advocates at both the school and community level, creating community structures to build a network of campaigners against child marriage in two districts (Tolon and Mion in Northern Ghana).

In schools, Children Against Child Marriage (CCMs) clubs have been developed and educational trainings have been implemented to build understandings. The CCMs facilitate understanding amongst peers, campaign against child marriage. They have been implemented in 30 Junior High Schools in the two focus districts.

At the community level, traditional leaders, religious leaders and community members have been engaged to support the eradication of child marriage and related practices. Training has been implemented within the communities to enhance awareness of issues and dangers related to child marriage.

(N/A) NORSAAC- Young Urban Women: Life Choices and Livelihood (YUW) (Funded by Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation and in partnership with ActionAid Ghana)

---

FOCUS: Employment, advocacy, health, education

The aims of this initiative are to ensure access to safe and decent work/livelihoods and ability to exercise dominion over income; increase girl’s ability to make informed decisions about sexual and reproductive health; and empower and support women through allies and responsible stakeholders to effect change in women’s lives and reduce incentives to marry early.

This was implemented through:
- Training of girls in: leadership, communication, advocacy, livelihood opportunities, sexual and reproductive health, unpaid care work, sexual harassment, women’s rights, human rights and decent work.
- Sponsored 12-month training program in fashion design for 4 girls, and support to 25 young women to train in tailoring, bead making, hairdressing, smock weaving and local cloth making.
- Financial support to 59 girls to assist in growing their businesses.

(N/A) NORSAAC- Households Against Child Marriage

FOCUS: advocacy, community mobilisation

The aim of this initiative is to incite and promote dialogue surrounding the detriments of child marriage in indigenous communities.
- Volunteer households choose a symbol to represent their commitment to ending child marriage (e.g. painting; tree; writing inscriptions on walls);
- The symbol is placed where the community can easily see it;
- Being unique, the symbol will generate curiosity about the new signs emerging in the community. When people ask what they are, they will find themselves in a discussion about child marriage.

7.3.6. Summary

Upon consideration of key international, Regional and National initiatives implemented across the African continent, a few key points may be concluded.

Firstly, it is apparent through consideration of the ratification of key United Nations documents, that throughout the African region there is currently limited correlation between ratification of International Law on child marriage and national prevalence. This is apparent, as most African countries with high prevalence of child marriage have ratified most, if not all of these instruments with very few relevant reservations.

Secondly, it is apparent that regional initiatives recognised the issue of child marriage as early as 1999 with the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child. Child marriage as an issue isolated from children and women’s rights generally, however, did not


take the forefront in African political discourse regionally until 2014 with the initiation of the *AU Campaign to End Child Marriage in Africa*. Momentum towards ending child marriage has continually gained ground regionally since 2014, with action such as the First African Girls Summit on Ending Child Marriage in 2015, and the SADC adoption of the *Model Law on Eradicating Child Marriage and Protecting Children Already in Marriage* in 2016.

Through consideration of Regional and National Governmental and NGO initiatives side-by-side, it is clear that the terminology of ‘child marriage’ has subsumed both ‘early’ and ‘forced’ marriage within its auspices.

Thirdly, National initiatives have been surprisingly forthcoming, with Niger, Nigeria and Ghana all implementing their own ‘National Strategy’ within two years of the 2014 *AU Campaign to End Child Marriage*. Recognition of girls’ issues existed prior to regional focus on child-marriage, through initiatives largely related to their sexual and reproductive health and education. Initiatives following regional recognition of child-marriage as a separate issue continued to focus largely on these areas, however both Governmental and NGO initiatives now express eradication of child marriage as a key focus of these strategies. Regional and National attention to child marriage has gained the greatest momentum in 2016 and 2017.

Finally, following extensive consideration of Regional and National initiatives surrounding child marriage, it is apparent that the greatest issue faced by girls today is not so much recognition of their rights, rather their enforcement in National systems and the inability to overcome the strain of engrained historical tradition and culture.
7.4 Western Regions

7.4.1 Child, Early and Forced Marriage in the Region

CEFM is a practice that has recently emerged in Western regions, where such practices were unheard of previously. While aspects of CEFM were practiced in Medieval Europe, today, such practices are frowned upon as the rights of children and women are prioritised, and the notions surrounding marriage has changed in modern Western societies.

Previously, marriage was seen as a moral means to conceive children, producing offspring, and marriage was a means for women to achieve economic security, social status and preserve their morality in their sexual behaviours. However, modern society has since stripped away the social and economic pressures that were faced by women previously. Western women now can conceive and reproduce by other means, are able to receive adequate education and can choose to live an independent career-driven lifestyle without the need for a legal marriage. However Western legislation has determined that the legal age for marriage is 18 years of age as stated in Australia, while the USA allows for the age of 16 as a permissible age to marry. With these changes becoming normalised in modern Western society, it paved the way for CEFM to be viewed as an inherent intrusion of children’s and women’s rights, where girls are seen as commodities rather than humans. But if this is true, we need to ask why CEFM is being practiced in modern societies? A focus on United States of America, the United Kingdom and Australia will demonstrate that multicultural policies of modern governments and the abilities of humans to globalise quickly has led to evidence of CEFM practices occurring in western civilisations.

In 2017, a report has already determined that 248,000 children have been married in the US. Overwhelmingly, the majority of the children were girls who accounted for 85.01% of the number of child marriages, while boys accounted for 14.53% of the total number of child marriages. Of those 85.01% of girls, 77% of them were girls under the age of consent who married adult men of significant age differences, the youngest recorded data demonstrates that the youngest marriage age was 12 years old. There is evidence that the practice of child marriage in the USA is decreasing, through the implementation of education, support services and legislation. However, it is decreasing slowly, with a total decrease of approximately 13,000 number of children wed nationally between 2000-2010. Most marriages have been allowed through the grants of parent consent and the consent of local magistrates. Additionally, in certain states it is the cultural normality to marry a child as a
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consequence of pregnancy arising from sexual violence, or because a specific religion and ethnic culture practices child, early and forced marriage in immigrant groups.

In the United Kingdom, the Home Office estimates that between 5,000 to 8,000 people are at risk of being forced to marry every year. The UK Forced Marriage Unit helpline received 1,200 calls pertaining to forced marriage; 27% of the calls concerned minors and 14% involved children under the age of 15 years old.

In the United Kingdom, the Home Office estimates that between 5,000 to 8,000 people are at risk of being forced to marry every year. The UK Forced Marriage Unit helpline received 1,200 calls pertaining to forced marriage; 27% of the calls concerned minors and 14% involved children under the age of 15 years old.

Australia has had some success in combating child, early and forced marriage, but it remains a problem that is required to be dealt with by community, government and legal services. Australian Federal Police have investigated a reported 69 incidents in 2015-16 financial year of forced and/or under age marriage in Victoria, while in New South Wales there were a reported 60 child brides. Agencies have stated that these figures are just the ‘tip of the iceberg’ as recent statistics are reported by concerned community officials. Further, Children’s and Youth Law Centre has identified 250 child marriage cases nationally. There has also emerged a trend of many Australian young girls from South-East Asian and Middle Eastern backgrounds marrying adult men overseas, granting these men Australian visas and citizenship rights. The government child welfare hotline has received more than 70 calls for help in the past two years from girls who are going to be forced into marriage overseas.

While this practice is outlawed in Australia and Australian marriage laws will apply to any case that appears in court, the rationale for these marriages is inherent in cultural and religious practices where it is acceptable for girls to marry once they hit puberty.

The consequence of child, early and forced marriage is that it undermines girls’ health as women who are married at 18 or younger have a 23% greater risk of disease such as HIV, early unwanted pregnancies, heart disease and stroke. It also undermines girls’ education and economic opportunities as girls who marry are 50% more likely to drop out of high school than their unmarried counterparts. These girls are unable to access education and work opportunities.

It is important to note that while these statistics do demonstrate a prevalence of child, early and forced marriage, it is too difficult to give an accurate number regarding the extent of CEFM in the west.

661 Sarah Millar, ‘Girls as young as ten being forced into marriage; 14 million brides are being married every year’, News Corp Australia (online), 14 July 2014.
662 Ibid.
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Brief History and Development of CEFM

Child, early and forced marriage is a phenomenon that has emerged in Western regions especially in the UK, USA and Australia. The most common development of CEFM has been through patterns of immigration to these countries from areas where CEFM is commonly practiced and culturally normal. For example, the number of Indian born people living in Australia had doubled between 30 June 2006 and June 2014.\(^\text{667}\) This ranks the Indian-born population the fourth largest migrant community in Australia, equivalent to 6.0 per cent of Australia’s overseas born population and 1.7 per cent of Australia’s total population.\(^\text{668}\) Generally speaking, the net gain of overseas migration increased in the 2015-16 financial year, recording an estimate of 182,200 persons migrating to Australia, which was 3.0% more than in the 2014-15 financial year.\(^\text{669}\) Additionally, a total of 38,901 Muslims entered the US in 2016, making up almost half of the refugees who entered the country in that period.\(^\text{670}\) While it cannot be concluded that the increased intake of immigrants is a cause of the increase in CEFM, there is a correlation between the two. An increase in the number of people from countries that practice CEFM will naturally tend to reproduce those practices in places like Australia, UK and USA.

Furthermore, there has been a growing trend in Australian child brides travelling overseas for the purposes of marriage. In May 2010, a 14-year-old girl in Victoria was banned from leaving Australia and her passport was surrendered stopping her from travelling to marry a man she had never met.\(^\text{671}\) In New South Wales, a 17-year-old girl reported herself to the Australian Federal Police stating that she was being taken against her will to Lebanon to be married. She was subsequently placed on the Airport Watch List so that she could not be taken out of the country against her will.\(^\text{672}\) These types of reports signify a change in the development of CEFM in this region.

While child, early and forced marriage is not commonly practiced in Anglo-societies, it is important to note that it does occur with the consent of the minor’s parents and/or a court magistrate. In Texas, 7 out of every 1,000 minors aged 15-17 years old were married in 2014 and the national average in the US is 5 out of every 1,000 minors.\(^\text{673}\) Between 2000 and 2014, 40,000 minors were married in Texas as most of these minors were adolescent girls aged 12 years old marrying adult men.\(^\text{674}\) The most common argument in allowing CEFM is that a pregnant minor could legally marry the person who’d gotten her pregnant -

\(^{668}\) Ibid.  
\(^{669}\) Ibid.  
\(^{672}\) Ibid.  
\(^{674}\) Ibid.
avoiding embarrassment to the minor and their family. However, the argument has raised the issue that allowing children to marry encourages rapists to avoid charges by convincing their victims’ parents to let them get married. The development of child marriage laws in certain US states such as Virginia and Texas have raised the legal marriageable age to 18, and state that minors cannot marry unless it is approved by an emancipated order petitioned to the court.

### 7.4.3 United Nations Initiatives

**Convention on the Political Rights of Women (1953)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D)</th>
<th>Territorial Application (TA)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland | 24th February 1967 (A) | “The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland accedes to the Convention with the following reservations submitted in accordance with article VII:

1. Article III is accepted subject to reservations, pending notification of withdrawal in any case, in so far as it relates to:

   a. Succession to the Crown;

   b. Certain offences primarily of ceremonial nature;

   c. The function of sitting and voting in the House of Lords pertaining to holders of hereditary peerages and holders of certain offices in the Church of England;

   d. Recruitment to and conditions of services in the armed forces;

   e. Jury service in Grenada, [...] as well as in the Kingdom of Tonga;

   f. ... remuneration for women in Civil Service of [...] Hong Kong, as well as of the Protectorate of Swaziland;

   g. ... in the State of Brunei, the exercise of royal powers, jury service or its equivalent and the holding of certain offices governed by Islamic Law

2. The United Kingdom reserves the right to postpone the application of this Convention in respect of women living in the Colony of Aden, having regard to the local customs and traditions. Further, the United Kingdom reserves the right to not apply this Convention to Rhodesia unless and until the United Kingdom informs the Secretary-General of the United Nations that it is in a position to ensure that the obligations imposed by the Convention in respect of that territory can be fully implemented. |

| United States of America                      | 8th April 1976 (A) |                                                                 |                              |                             |

---
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“The Government of Australia hereby declares that the accession by Australia shall be subject to the reservation that article III of the Convention shall have no application as regards to recruitment to and conditions of services in the Defence Forces. The Government of Australia furthermore declares that the Convention shall not extend to Papua New Guinea.”

**Convention on the Nationality of Married Women (1957)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>20th February 1957 (S)</td>
<td>28th August 1957 (R), (TA)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>14th March 1961 (A), (TA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages (1962)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>8th August 1970 (D)</td>
<td>9th July 1970 (TA) 9th August 1970 (A)</td>
<td>“(b) it is the understanding of the Government of the United Kingdom that paragraph (1) of article 1 and the second sentence of article 2, of the Convention are concerned with entry into marriage under the laws of a State Party and not with the recognition under the laws of one State or territory; not is paragraph (1) of article 1 applicable to marriages by cohabitation with habit and repute under the law of Scotland; (c) Paragraph (2) of article 1 does not require legislative provision to be made, where no such legislation already exists, for marriages to be contracted in the absence of one of the parties; (d) provision of the Convention shall not apply to Southern Rhodesia unless and until the Government of the United Kingdom inform the Secretary-general that they are in position to ensure that the obligations imposed by the Convention in respect of that territory can be fully implemented”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10th December 1962 (S)</td>
<td>8th August 1975 (D)</td>
<td>“With the understanding that legislation in force in the various States of the United States of America is in conformity with this Convention and that action by the United States of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

America with respect to this Convention does not constitute acceptance by the provisions of Article 8 as a precedent for any subsequent instruments.”

Australia 12th October 1962 (S)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA)</th>
<th>Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>16th September 1968 (S)</td>
<td>20th May 1976 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“…the Government of the United Kingdom reserve the right to postpone the application of paragraph 1 of article 10 in regard to a small number of customary marriages in the Solomon Islands and the application of Paragraph 2 of article 10 in so far as it concerns paid maternity leave in Bermuda and the Falkland Islands.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>5th October 1977 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>18th December 1972 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10th December 1975 (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**International Convention Civil and Political Rights (1966) 682**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA)</th>
<th>Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>16th September 1968 (S)</td>
<td>20th May 1976 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“…(b) in relation to Article 23 of the Covenant, they must reserve the right not to apply the first sentence of paragraph 4 in so far as it concerns any inequality which may arise from the operation of the law of domicile;” “… The Government of the United Kingdom reserve the right to postpone the application of paragraph 3 of article 23 regarding a small number of customary marriages in the Solomon Islands.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>5th October 1977 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8th June 1992 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>18th December 1972 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The Government of Australia considers that the reservation with respect to articles 3, 18 and 23 of the Covenant is a reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of the Covenant. The Government of Australia recalls that, according to customary international law is codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, a reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of a treaty is not permitted.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13th August 1980 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Convention on Celebration and Recognition of the Validity of Marriages (1978) 683**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA), Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>9th August 1980 (S)</td>
<td>29th December 1987 (R)</td>
<td>“…as permitted under Article 27, that the Convention shall not apply to the External Territories of Australia, apart from Norfolk Island.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)** 684

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA), Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>22nd July 1981 (S)</td>
<td>7th April 1986 (R)</td>
<td>“…sub-paragraph 1(f) of article 16 the United Kingdom does not regard the reference to the paramountcy of the interests of the children as being directly relevant to the elimination of discrimination against women…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>17th July 1980 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>17th July 1980 (S)</td>
<td>28th July 1983(R)</td>
<td>“Australia has a Federal Constitutional System in which Legislative, Executive and Judicial Powers are shared or distributed between the Commonwealth and the Constituent States. The implementation of the Treaty throughout Australia will be effected by the Commonwealth State and Territory Authorities having regard to their respective constitutional powers and arrangements concerning their exercise.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)** 685

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA), Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Declaration/Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19th April 1990 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“The United Kingdom reserves the right to extend the Convention at a later date to any territory for whose international relations the Government of the United Kingdom is responsible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th December 1991 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

United States of America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Declaration/Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16th February 1995 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Declaration/Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22nd August 1990 (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th December 1990 (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Australia accepts the general principles of article 37. Australia ratifies the Convention to the extent that it is unable to comply with the obligation imposed by article 37(c).”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA), Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>14th December 2000 (S)</td>
<td>9th February 2006 (R)</td>
<td>“Article 16(3) of the Protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons, especially women and children, provides that the instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval of a regional economic integration organisation shall contain a declaration specifying the matters governed by the Protocol in respect of which competence has been transferred to the organisation by its Member States which are Parties to the Protocol…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>13th December 2000 (S)</td>
<td>3rd November 2005 (R)</td>
<td>“(1) the United States of America reserves the right not to apply in part the obligation set forth in Article 15, paragraph 1(b), of the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime with respect to the offenses established in the Trafficking Protocol…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>11th December 2002 (S)</td>
<td>14th September 2005 (R)</td>
<td>“The Government of Australia hereby declares that nothing in the Protocol shall be seen as imposing obligations on Australia to admit or retain within its borders persons in respect of whom Australia would not otherwise have an obligation to admit or retain within its borders.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.4 Regional Initiatives

European Region

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950) 687

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Ratification (R), Accession (A), Succession (D), Territorial Application (TA), Exclusion (E)</th>
<th>Declarations/Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>4(^{th}) November 1950 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8(^{th}) March 1951 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11(^{th}) September 1997 (R)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### European Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (2007)\(^{689}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Signature (S)</th>
<th>Declarations/ Reservations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>5(^{th}) May 2008 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.4.5 National Initiatives

The following three countries were intentionally selected as representative of three countries with high prevalence in the region and initiatives to combat child, early and forced marriage.

---


GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

2016  Marriage and Civil Partnership (Minimum Age) Bill [HL] 2016-17
FOCUS: Legislative Changes

This proposed Bill raises the minimum age of consent to marriage or civil partnership to 18 in the United Kingdom, where previously the age of consent was 16 accompanied by the permission of the children’s parents. \(^{690}\) This bill also makes it an offence of causing a person, under the age of 18 to enter into a marriage or civil partnership and for connected purposes. \(^{691}\) The third reading of this bill took place on 20 December 2016 and no amendments were made in the House of Lords. The bill will now go to the House of Commons for consideration.

NGO INITIATIVES

2005  Forced Marriage Unit
FOCUS: Legislative Changes

This unit was set up as a response to the Government’s forced marriage policy to exercise outreach and casework on forced, child and early marriages. It provides support to individuals at risk and/or affected by forced marriage inside the UK, and to British nationals living overseas. It provides a confidential helpline to those affected by forced marriage, information for professionals working with children and support for workers in embassies abroad to protect citizens subject to forced marriage. It also arranges resettlement of those who have been forced or are at risk at being forced into marriage abroad. \(^{692}\)

2016  UNFPA-UNICEF Global Programme to Accelerate Action to End Child Marriage
FOCUS: Education, health care services and support

Set up by UNICEF in conjunction with UNFPA. This programme will work with governments of countries with high prevalence of child marriage to uphold the rights of adolescent rights. This programme will aim to prevent young girls from marrying too young and to support those who have already married. It will provide education and health care services, educating parents and communities on the dangers of child marriage, increasing economic support to families and will aim to strengthen the laws of marriage that establish 18 as the minimum age of marriage. High prevalence countries of child marriage that the programme will work in is Africa, Asia and the Middle East. This programme is supported by the European Union, United Kingdom, Italy and Netherlands. \(^{693}\)


\(^{691}\) Marriage and Civil Partnership (Minimum Age) Bill [HL] 2016-17.


Virginian passed a law to abolish marriage for any child under the age of 18 years old. The aim of this law was to curb forced marriages, statutory rape and human trafficking by preventing abusers from evading legal charges by marrying victims (e.g. marrying victims of rape who fell pregnant). This legislation removes the loophole to the old legislation where a marriage was valid if approved by a judge and given the consent of the child's parents. Legislators also added an exception for emancipated minors aged 16 or 17 years old that could marry provided that they have received approval from a judge. The judge is required to make critical enquiries prior to approving the emancipation petition to the court. This bill was signed by the governor in March 2016.

---


2016  Global Strategy to Empower Adolescent Girls

FOCUS: Education and Support
This is an initiative adopted by the US State Department that includes the specific provision to end CEFM and addressing the needs of married girls globally.696 Its objective includes to enhance girls’ access to quality education in safe environments, provide economic opportunities and incentives for girls and their families, empower girls with information, skills, services and support, mobilise and educate communities to change harmful norms and practices, strengthen policy and legal frameworks and accountability.697

Let Girls Learn
FOCUS: Education
This initiative brings together the Department of State, the US Agency for International Development, the Peace Corps, the US Department of Labour, the US Department of Agriculture and the Millennium Challenge Corporation and the US President’s Emergency Fund for AIDS Repair. The aim is to provide education to and for adolescent girls, equipping them to make life decisions and important contributions to society.698

2017  SB1705/HB3932 - Texas
FOCUS: Legislative Changes
Previous Texan law allowed a child of any age to marry with judicial approval,699 however new Texan State law which was signed by the Governor on June 15, 2017700 sets the legal marriageable minimum age at 16 years old. This law does have an exception for emancipated marriages for anyone under the age of 16 years old. This must be approved by a judge after an emancipated court petition has been lodged.701

NGO INITIATIVES
Unchained at last
This is the only non-profit organisation in the US that is dedicated to helping women and girls leave or avoid arranged/forced marriages. It is dedicated to creating social policy and legal change to end CEFM in America. It is designed to help a girl in their community, culture, religion or someone who is being tricked, pressured, threatened or beaten into marriage. This organisation helps them rebuild their lives.702

701 Ibid.
1985  American Jewish World Service  
FOCUS: Education and Research  
This organisation financially supports local organisations and research into CEFM. Further with their global partners, the American Jewish World Service applies the findings of the research to their grant making in India and share them with other global funders, with the goal of expanding girls’ options beyond early and child marriage, helping them develop valuable skills and education. 703

1997  Tahirih Justice Centre  
FOCUS: Legal and Immigration services, social support  
This organisation provides direct and free immigration, family, civil and legal services and a connection to social services so that clients are able to rebuild their lives in safety. Additionally, they engage in policy advocacy to the US government aiming to change laws and policies on women’s violence and gender issues (such as child and forced marriage). They were crucial to the legal changes to child marriage in Texas. Lastly, they provide education and training to professionals equipping the community to understand and deal with the issue of female violence and other gender issues. 704

AUSTRALIA

GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

1900  Crimes Act 1900 (NSW)  
FOCUS: Legislative Definition of a Sexual Crime  
Division 10, Section 66C of the New South Wales Crimes Act states that it is an offence to have sexual intercourse with a child between the ages of 10-16. In most cultural practices of marriage, the marriage is valid when consummation of the marriage has occurred. However, sexual intercourse with a child between the ages of 10-16 even if exercised for the purpose of consummating a legal marriage is considered a crime under Australian state law. 705

1961  Marriage Act 1961 (Cth)  
FOCUS: Definition Marriageable Age  
This federal law states that a person is of legal marriageable age once the person is 18 years of age although, in exceptional circumstances, marriage can occur at 16 through the consent of a Judge or Magistrate in an Australian State. 706

705 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s 66C.
706 Marriage Act 1961 (Cth) s 12.
Discussion Paper: Forced and Servile Marriage

This discussion paper was written as a result of a prominent child marriage case known as Kreet and Sampir. The Family Court failed to recognise an arranged marriage between a young 16-year-old girl and an older man, whom the girl was tricked into marrying whilst arriving in India. The family of the girl who are of Indian background, argued that while she was an Australian citizen, she was closely connected with her Indian culture as she was not allowed to cut her hair, or wear skirts or dresses unless they were part of her school uniform. The Court ruled that the laws of marriage in Australia were to be applied rather than the rules of Indian culture and held that the marriage was invalid.

In response to this case, the discussion paper proposed several legislative changes including defining a specific offence of forced and servile marriage without the victim’s full and free consent, and defined within the legislation to ensure consistency with Australia’s international law obligations. Further changes included an amendment to the Marriage Act to include an offence for a person to cause a second person to enter into a marriage without the victim’s full and free consent, and would extend to any person who was knowingly involved, including spouse, parent, friend or other facilitator. Finally, protection orders for victims who are at risk of being forced into marriage who are children or over the age of 18, were proposed as possible civil remedies.

2013 Crimes Legislation Amendment (Slavery, Slavery-like Conditions and People Trafficking) Act 2013 (Cth)
FOCUS: Definition of an offence of forced marriage

Section 270.7B defines that a forced marriage is if one party to the marriage entered into the marriage without freely and fully consenting: because of coercion, threat or deception, or because the party was incapable of understanding the nature and effect of the marriage ceremony (e.g. children and people with cognitive disabilities). The nature of the marriage will be categorised as void and invalid and carries a penalty of imprisonment of 7-9 years. The offence is a criminal act when a person engages in the conduct and the conduct causes another person to enter into a forced marriage.

2013 Australian Federal Circuit Court
FOCUS: Support for Children at risk of forced marriage

As children and young people are sometimes taken overseas to be forcibly married, the Federal Circuit Court can make orders to ensure that a child cannot be taken overseas for this purpose. The court is able to prevent a passport being issued for a child, require a person to surrender a child or accompanying adult’s passport, and

708 Ibid 15.
709 Ibid 17.
710 Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) s 270.7A, 270.7B.
prevent the removal of a child from Australia and place the child’s name on an airport watch list.\textsuperscript{711}

\textbf{NGO INITIATIVES}

\textbf{1987}  \textbf{Australian Parliamentary Association for UNICEF}
\textbf{FOCUS: Legislative Changes}

This association works with the Australian Parliament and has more than 70 members representing all major Australian political parties. It aims to promote and support the UN Conventions on the Rights of a Child, promotes UNICEF’s work for women and children, both in Parliament and in the community, encourage the Australian government to give priority support to children, and encourage Australian government to prioritise child rights in Australia’s overseas development program.\textsuperscript{712}

\textbf{2013}  \textbf{Victorian Immigrant Refugee Women’s Coalition}
\textbf{FOCUS: Education}

This group have designed a campaign targeting high school students called ‘The Choice is Yours.’ It aims to educate high school students on the indicators of forced marriage and slavery-like relationships.\textsuperscript{713}

\textbf{UNICEF – National Children’s Youth Law Centre and Australian Child Rights Taskforce}
\textbf{FOCUS: Legislative Changes}

These initiatives report to the UN Committee on the Rights of a Child. It ensures that the UN Committee has a full understanding of how well children’s rights are upheld in Australia, and can make the most practical and timely recommendations to the Australian Government on how to improve the lives of children and young people in Australia.\textsuperscript{714}

\textbf{2016}  \textbf{Plan International Australia}
\textbf{FOCUS: Legislative Changes}

This organisation works in the issue of child marriage across Asia and Africa, implementing programs that are aimed to preventing the practice of child, early and forced marriage. This organisation’s initiative of ‘Because I am a Girl’ provides education and empowerment to girls in at least 15 high risk countries. Domestically,

\textsuperscript{711} Australian Government Attorney-General’s Department, \textit{Forced Marriage Human Trafficking} \url{https://www.ag.gov.au/CrimeAndCorruption/HumanTrafficking/Pages/ForcedMarriage.aspx#response}.
\textsuperscript{713} Victorian Immigrant and Refugee Coalition, \textit{The Choice is Yours Young Girl’s Future Forum} \url{http://www.virwc.org.au/young-girls-future-forum.html}.
this organisation provides insights to the Australian Government about successful initiatives to prevent and remedy child and forced marriage at national and international levels.\textsuperscript{715}

Internationally, Plan International has previously worked with the government in Malawian youth activists to change the constitution only children over the age of 18 to marry. This was successful in 2016 when Parliament changed the constitution to make marriage under the age of 18 illegal.\textsuperscript{716}

\subsection*{7.4.6 Summary}

Through the analysis of national, regional and UN statistics and initiatives pertaining to CEFM in Australia, United Kingdom and United States of America, the following conclusions can be made:

Firstly, the issue of CEFM has emerged in countries where CEFM was previously unheard of. This can be attributed to the growing number of immigrants from countries in South-East Asia, the Middle East and Africa where CEFM practices are culturally and religiously ordained. The idea of marriage in Western regions was seen as a moral means to produce offspring and secure economic security through marriage, however the changes in social attitudes towards marriage have prioritised the rights of women and children, making it socially unacceptable and illegal to practice CEFM.

Secondly, Western governments have attempted to solve the problem of CEFM by implementing legislation that clearly sets out the minimum legal age for marriage, making it a crime for anyone who forces a child to marry prior to them reaching that age. This has been the case in Australia with various incidents’ involving Australian children who have married while in Australia, and Australian children whose parents have attempted to take them to their country of origin and marry them. This has prompted courts to place those victims at risk on airport watch lists and demanded that the victim’s passport be surrendered. Furthermore, non-government organisations have attempted to combat CEFM through providing education, legal and social support services to the victim and children in the community.

Additionally, CEFM is an issue that concerns the privacy of citizens and is therefore hard to regulate. Furthermore, CEFM statistics relies on the reporting of such events and if persons do not report a case of CEFM, then we are unable to clearly determine the severity of the issue.

Finally, Western governments have attempted to rectify the issue of CEFM by signing and ratifying international and regional instruments. While it has proved an attempt to combat the issue, international law is not enforceable and does not carry the necessary legal enforcement as domestic law.


8. Areas for Further Research

This research paper has attempted to provide a global scope on the responses to child marriage both on an international and regional scale, as framed by global politics. As research has been confined to the questions of why child marriage is an issue and what responses currently exist, there is extensive scope for further research. This would further discern how we can learn from current practices to create a better future, particularly for the women and children impacted by CEFM. As such, this section will outline a few areas for future research, drawn from analysing the various responses to CEFM as discussed.

**The Need for Further Research on Which Initiatives are Most Effective:**

This paper has not included analysis on the most effective initiatives, rather a chronological timeline of their implementation globally. Future research could use this information to present analysis on what is and what is not effective. The effectiveness of initiatives is essential in determining what focuses the UN, NGOs and National Governments should pay attention to in developing future initiatives, specifically other than education.

In particular, further research would assist in determining the effectiveness of hard law instruments relating to CEFM, both that explicitly and implicitly prohibit its legality and practice. An analysis of the effectiveness of the reporting and complaints mechanisms set up under CEDAW, found in article 18 and under the Optional Protocol to CEDAW respectively, would assist in determining whether the approach taken in this instrument would be beneficial for future action by the UN.

**The Need for Greater Emphasis on Protection of Girls Already in the Cycle of Child Marriage:**

Child marriage has been identified as a major barrier to women and girls’ reproductive autonomy at the 4th International Conference on Family Planning. It was asserted that while much of the work on child marriage focuses on prevention, the need to support family planning for the 15 million girls who marry each year is not receiving adequate international attention. It is contended that the ultimate goal—equality and autonomy of women—is not achievable through eradication of child marriage without equal recognition of the need to support those already suffering from systematic, historical inequalities.

**The Need for Initiatives to Extend Beyond Education and Healthcare:**

Research suggests that educational initiatives are extremely prevalent and necessary in attempting to eradicate child marriage. However, more attention needs to be directed towards other root-causes of child marriage, including cultural and social norms and entrenched incentives to marry young. There must be a greater co-ordination with religious scholars to address this issue, as the notion of marriage itself is often founded upon adherence to a

---

particular faith. Thus, more emphasis is needed on the interpretation of religious texts and stories to address CEFM as such interpretations provide the foundations for perpetuating these issues.

**THE NEED TO EMPHASISE THAT CHILD MARRIAGE IS A MISTAKEN FORM OF PROTECTION FOR GIRLS;**

There is a continuing perception throughout nations with high prevalence of child marriage that the practice is for her own protection, as when asked, it is not uncommon for girls to state that if they weren't married young they risked being sexually abused by men. This overlooks the fact that an underage girl without capacity to consent will equally be abused by her own husband, however, this is considered the lesser of two evils in many communities as pre-marital pregnancies and sexual relations (even if resulting from rape) are considered extremely shameful for a family and community. Such issues still need to be addressed.

**THE NEED TO REARCHITECT PERCEPTIONS THAT CEFM GENERATES BETTER ECONOMIC INCENTIVES:**

This report has discussed the development of child marriage out of traditions of slavery and how ‘cultural marriages’ including dowry and bride-wealth payments continue to contribute to the issue. It has been found, however, that there are very few initiatives globally attempting to address these issues directly.

Some, such as Jacqueline Mercier discuss how child marriage has become a ‘straight economic, utilitarian calculation of gains and losses’ for many in marrying daughters off young and how implementation of legislation providing an economic incentive to comply with marital laws may further affect change. This could involve further research into the possibility of reforming property and dowry/bride-wealth laws and practices, or by offering tax incentives to register marriages, effectively dis-incentivising child marriage even if motivated by economics, rather than girl’s rights.

**THE NEED TO RECOGNISE THAT THE AGE OF 18 IS A SOCIAL CONSTRUCT:**

A major issue that must be addressed is the need for more attention to be paid to shifting perspectives on the capacity and intention to marry, rather than simply prescribing ‘eighteen’ as the appropriate age. Putting girls through school until 18, then forcing them into marriage at age 18+ 1 day still holds the potential to significantly impact and detriment upon future prospects. There perhaps needs to be additional emphasis on the fact that the idea of 18 being the pivotal age after which a child becomes an adult is simply a social construct. At the heart of this issue is the notion that women and girls should not be forced to marry unwillingly, at any time of their life. This is an issue that affects all females, though predominantly those that are considered to be ‘children’. Thus, there is the possibility that such a strict global focus on ‘child marriage’ may be contributing to the proliferation of ‘early’ and ‘forced’ marriages as they exist outside the issue of ‘childhood’. Policies could thus be better

---
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evaluated on their effectiveness in upholding girls’ human rights and expanding girls’ choices beyond marriage rather than merely delaying marriage until 18.\textsuperscript{720}

**THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH INTO CEFM PERTAINING TO MALES:**

This paper largely focussed on CEFM pertaining to females as women and girls are far more likely to be affected by this issue than men (for example, in Mali the ratio is 72:1; Kenya 21:1).\textsuperscript{721} However, young men and boys are also forced to marry against their will, though at a lesser rate, and almost always to a female that is even younger than them. CEFM is often viewed through the prism of being a feminist issue, though it is one that also affects males as well. Further research should be conducted on the prevalence of CEFM pertaining to males, as well as the effectiveness of initiatives to address these concerns.

**COMPLIANCE WITH UN INITIATIVES:**

This study has uncovered the reality that many countries with a high prevalence of CEFM have in-fact ratified international hard and soft law instruments. The question for further research is whether, going forward, further attention needs to be apportioned towards greater legal clarity provided for by hard law instruments or soft law decisions or whether action would be better directed towards empowering States to comply with the provisions that they have ratified.

**THE NEED FOR A MORE COLLABORATIVE APPROACH**

From the research presented above it is clear that initiatives thrive when they are inclusive of different parties. An approach that is undertaken with the participation of national governments, international organisations and civil society is an approach that has a greater chance of achieving much change. Further collaboration amounts to a greater wealth of resources and effort, meaning that more can be done over a long period of time.


9. Conclusion

This report has highlighted how the concept of CEFM and the responses to the phenomenon have developed. The attempt to develop universal definitions for each aspect of CEFM and the change from predominantly referring to ‘early’ marriage as now ‘child’ and ‘forced’ marriage shows the developing political will in responding to this issue as the latter terms have a more precise meaning. The development of local, regional and international responses to CEFM and the increased collaboration horizontally between sectors such as health, education and law as well as vertical collaboration between local, regional and international groups shows the increased collaboration into this human rights violation. It is clear that the UN, international organisations and regional approaches all condemn CEFM and recognise that a multi-faceted approach is required to address and eradicate this harmful practice. However, these strategies have not been enforced in a uniform manner throughout the world due to lack of capacity and will.

CEFMs characterisation as a human rights violation has been heavily influenced by the approach taken by the UN in relevant hard and soft law instruments. These instruments have been created and implemented to respond to CEFM and have approached it from various angles. However, in compiling these approaches it is clear that the commonalities often centre on human rights, classifying CEFM as a human rights violation, with particular regard given to the right to equality and non-discrimination, free expression, education and employment and health. This focus has been also been adopted by international organisations.

Numerous independent international organisations have focused on ending child marriage through a children’s rights lens. Partnerships between these organisations have been created to implement a codified and more expansive approach. This report has only discussed four of these numerous organisations due to their focus on child’s rights and the information available. The approach taken by UNICEF has developed since their first responses in 1995, which aimed to identify with the phenomenon as a health issue, particularly sexual. At the turn of the twenty-first century it began to evolve into a ‘child’ and ‘female’ rights issue where it remains today. This has been instrumental in raising international awareness, mobilising citizens of affected regions and influencing law reform to put an end to the harmful practice. In terms of terminology, UNICEF has remained consistent.

These approaches taken by the UN and relevant international organisations are reflected, expanded upon and challenged by the way in which CEFM is tackled by the regions. By examining the approach taken by these regions, it is apparent that recognition and ratification of international initiatives pertaining to child marriage do not directly mirror its prevalence and instead show the lack of enforcement and recognition, particularly throughout third-world countries.

Throughout Africa, countries have been forthcoming in their implementation of international conventions and standards - the fundamental issue is now less about recognition, and more about the enforcement of these human rights and capacity-building of Governments in countries plagued by overt historical cultural and religious influences. In Asia, there seems to be a consensus upon dealing with child marriage regionally, however the struggle between government legislation and personal laws seems to cause a significant barrier to consistently
promote the elimination of the practice across the whole region. In the Middle East, the
generality of UN conventions have allowed MENA countries to sign or ratify international
instruments without adequately addressing the problems. Though the region has made the
fastest progress of any area of the world in eradicating CEM over the last three decades, a
lack of regional initiatives and an increasingly politically unstable climate threatens
continued success. While Western regions are inclined to sign international conventions, the
inadequacy of international instruments to protect the rights of children and women through
its unenforceability is apparent. Therefore, domestic government legislation and domestic
legal systems are tasked with rectifying the issue of CEM. This is done by legislation
defining the legal marriageable age as 18 years old and outlawing forced and early marriage,
prosecuting anyone who breaches those specific provisions. While these legal initiatives have
successfully defined the criminality of CEM, it is still difficult for governments to
adequately prosecute, as prosecution of offenders of CEM rely on the regular reporting of
others. Furthermore, NGO initiatives have promoted legal, social and educational support to
all victims who have experienced CEM, in the hopes of eradicating the phenomenon from
Western society.

Through examining the development of the approaches to and definition of CEM, it is
evident that a multi-faceted approach is required to effectively eradicate this harmful practice.
In order for this to occur, it is clear that an internationally uniform manner is required but is
yet to be fully realised.
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